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IMMERSED LAGRANGIAN FLOER THEORY
MANABU AKAHO AND DOMINIC JOYCE
Abstract. Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic 2n-manifold, and L a com-
pact embedded Lagrangian submanifold in M . Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono
[9] construct Lagrangian Floer cohomology for such M,L, yielding groups
HF ∗(L, b; Λnov) for one Lagrangian or HF ∗
`
(L1, b1), (L2, b2); Λnov
´
for two,
where b, b1, b2 are choices of bounding cochains, and exist if and only if L,L1, L2
have unobstructed Floer cohomology. These are independent of choices up to
canonical isomorphism, and have important invariance properties under Hamil-
tonian equivalence. Floer cohomology groups are the morphism groups in the
derived Fukaya category of (M,ω), and so are an essential part of the Homo-
logical Mirror Symmetry Conjecture of Kontsevich.
The goal of this paper is to extend [9] to immersed Lagrangians L in M
with immersion ι : L → M , with transverse self-intersections. In the embed-
ded case, Floer cohomology HF ∗(L, b; Λnov) is a modified, ‘quantized’ ver-
sion of singular homology Hn−∗(L; Λnov) over the Novikov ring Λnov. In
our immersed case, HF ∗(L, b; Λnov) turns out to be a quantized version of
Hn−∗(L; Λnov)⊕
L
(p−,p+)∈R
Λnov ·(p−, p+), where R =
˘
(p−, p+) : p−, p+ ∈
L, p− 6= p+, ι(p−) = ι(p+)
¯
is a set of two extra generators for each self-
intersection point of L, and (p−, p+) has degree η(p−,p+) ∈ Z, an index de-
pending on how L intersects itself at ι(p−) = ι(p+).
The theory becomes simpler and more powerful for graded Lagrangians in
Calabi–Yau manifolds, when we can work over a smaller Novikov ring ΛCY.
The proofs involve associating a gapped filtered A∞ algebra over Λ0nov or
Λ0CY to ι : L→ M , which is independent of nearly all choices up to canonical
homotopy equivalence, and is built using a series of finite approximations called
AN,0 algebras for N = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
1. Introduction
Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold, and L a compact embedded La-
grangian submanifold in M . Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9] have undertaken the
mammoth task of rigorously constructing Lagrangian Floer cohomology for such
M,L. In brief, to each Lagrangian L in M they associate a (gapped filtered) A∞
algebra (QX⊗Λ0nov,m). A bounding cochain b ∈ QX⊗Λ
0
nov is a solution of the equa-
tion
∑
k>0 mk(b, . . . , b) = 0 in QX ⊗Λ
0
nov. Given such b, they define the Lagrangian
Floer cohomology HF ∗(L, b; Λnov) of L. If L does not admit a bounding cochain,
we say that L has obstructed Lagrangian Floer cohomology. If L1, L2 are trans-
versely intersecting Lagrangians in M with bounding cochains b1, b2, they define
the Lagrangian Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(L1, b1), (L2, b2); Λnov
)
of L1, L2. These
are the morphism groups in the derived Fukaya category of (M,ω), and so are an
essential part of the Homological Mirror Symmetry Conjecture of Kontsevich [17].
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The purpose of this paper is to extend the work of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [9]
to immersed Lagrangians L in M with immersion ι : L→M , with transverse self-
intersections. This was done by the first author [1] under the simplifying assumption
that π2(M, ι(L)) = {1}, which eliminates the issues of disc bubbling, A∞ algebras
and bounding cochains. We now discuss the much more difficult general case.
Suppose ι : L → M is a compact immersed Lagrangian in (M,ω), such that
ι−1(p) is at most two points for each p ∈ ι(L), and when ι−1(p) = {p+, p−} is two
points the two sheets of L intersect transversely at p, that is, dι(Tp+L)∩dι(Tp−L) =
{0} in TpM . We will construct a gapped filtered A∞ algebra (QX ⊗Λ0nov,m) asso-
ciated to L, independent of choices up to canonical homotopy equivalence, which
generalizes both the embedded case in Fukaya et al. [9, §3], and the gapped fil-
tered A∞ category associated to finitely many embedded Lagrangian submanifolds
by Fukaya [8]. Thus we can define bounding cochains b for L, and Lagrangian
Floer cohomology groups HF ∗(L, b; Λnov) and HF ∗
(
(L1, b1), (L2, b2); Λnov
)
, which
are independent of choices up to canonical isomorphism.
Fukaya et al. [9] mainly develop two subjects: geometry and algebra. In the geo-
metric part, they realize AN,K structures on some singular chains of an embedded
Lagrangian submanifold L through moduli spaces of isomorphism classes of stable
maps from a genus 0 prestable bordered Riemann surface with boundary attached
to L. In the algebraic part, they develop the homotopy theory, or homological
algebra, of AN,K and gapped filtered A∞ algebras. Finally, they apply the homo-
topy theory to the geometric realization, and obtain a gapped filtered A∞ algebra
associated to an embedded Lagrangian submanifold.
Here we develop a generalization of their geometry, that is, we construct AN,0
structures associated to an immersed Lagrangian submanifold with transverse self-
intersections. Then we apply the homotopy theory to our generalization, and obtain
a gapped filtered A∞ algebra associated to an immersed Lagrangian submanifold.
Fukaya et al. also construct a gapped filtered A∞ bimodule associated to a pair
of transversely intersecting embedded Lagrangian submanifolds [9], and a gapped
filtered A∞ category associated to a finite number of transversely intersecting em-
bedded Lagrangian submanifolds [8]. Regarding a finite union of embedded La-
grangians as a single immersed Lagrangian, their gapped filtered A∞ modules and
categories become part of our gapped filtered A∞ algebras.
Here is one reason why extending Lagrangian Floer cohomology to immersed
Lagrangians may be important. Using the embedded Lagrangian Floer theory
of [9], one can define the Fukaya category Fuk(M,ω)em, whose objects are roughly
speaking pairs (L, b) of an embedded Lagrangian and a bounding cochain b for
L, and the derived Fukaya category Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)em
)
. Kontsevich’s Homologi-
cal Mirror Symmetry Conjecture [17] says (roughly) that for (M,ω) a symplectic
Calabi–Yau with mirror complex Calabi–Yau (Mˇ, Jˇ), the derived Fukaya category
Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)em
)
should be equivalent as a triangulated category to the derived
category Db
(
coh(Mˇ, Jˇ)
)
of coherent sheaves on (Mˇ, Jˇ).
The theory of this paper would allow us to define an immersed Fukaya cat-
egory Fuk(M,ω)im involving immersed Lagrangians, and the derived immersed
Fukaya category Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)im
)
. We could then use Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)im
)
in place
of Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)em
)
in Homological Mirror Symmetry. Actually, it seems likely
that Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)im
)
and Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)em
)
are equivalent categories, although
Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)im
)
has more objects.
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Motivated by conjectures of Thomas and Yau [25] and more recent ideas of
Bridgeland [3] and the String Theorists Douglas and Aspinwall, we can state the
following (approximate) conjecture, which is an extension of the Homological Mir-
ror Symmetry story: let (M,J, ω,Ω) be a Calabi–Yau n-fold. Then there should
exist a Bridgeland stability condition (Z,P) on Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)
)
depending on the
holomorphic (n, 0)-form Ω onM , such that each isomorphism class of stable objects
in Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)
)
is represented by a unique special Lagrangian.
For this conjecture to have a chance of being true, we need Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)
)
to contain as many actual geometric Lagrangians as possible. In particular, the
conjecture should be false for the embedded case Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)em
)
when n > 2,
since then there could exist (L, b) and (L′, b′) isomorphic in Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)im
)
with
L embedded, and L′ special Lagrangian and immersed but not embedded. Then
(L, b) must be stable in both Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)em
)
and Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)im
)
, but the
uniqueness argument of Thomas and Yau [25, Th. 4.3] applied in our immersed Floer
cohomology theory implies that there cannot exist (L′′, b′′) in Db
(
Fuk(M,ω)em
)
isomorphic to (L, b) with L′′ special Lagrangian. Thus, to make our modified
Thomas–Yau conjecture true we need at least to include immersed Lagrangians in
the Fukaya category, and perhaps also some classes of singular Lagrangians as well.
We begin with some background material on Kuranishi spaces, multisections,
and virtual chains in §2, and on A∞ algebras and AN,K algebras in §3. Section 4
introduces the moduli spaces of isomorphism classes of stable maps from a genus
0 prestable bordered Riemann surface with boundary attached to an immersed
Lagrangian submanifold. They are Kuranishi spaces, with boundary and corners,
whose boundaries are fibre products of other such moduli spaces. Section 5 discusses
orientations of our moduli spaces.
Sections 6–11 construct gapped filtered A∞ algebras from immersed Lagrangian
submanifolds ι : L → M , and show they are independent of choices such as the
almost complex structure J , up to canonical homotopy equivalence. First, in §6–§7,
we construct AN,0 algebras (QXN ,G,m) from ι : L → M for all N = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
involving different arbitrary choices for each N . In §8–§9, we show that the AN,0
algebras of §6–§7 are unique up to AN,0 homotopy equivalences j : (QXN ,G,m)→
(QX ′N ,G,m
′), and §10 proves that these j are unique up to homotopy.
Section 11 passes from AN,0 algebras (QXN ,G,m) to gapped filtered A∞ algebras
(QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) by a limiting process as N → ∞, and shows that (QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov,m)
is independent of choices up to canonical homotopy equivalence. Section 12 defines
graded Lagrangians in Calabi–Yau manifolds, and explains how in the graded case
we can redo §6–§11 using the smaller Novikov ring Λ0
CY
. Finally, §13 defines bound-
ing cochains and Lagrangian Floer cohomology, discusses some applications, and
suggests some questions and conjectures for future research.
By its very nature, this paper exists wholly in the shadow of Fukaya, Oh, Ono
and Ohta’s massive work [9]. Despite this, we have tried hard to make our paper
independent of [9], in the sense that our paper is self-contained, requiring no more
than the usual background for research papers in the area, and readers should not
need to read (or even open) [9] to understand our paper.
We also frequently use different methods of proof to Fukaya et al. [9]. In partic-
ular, §8–§10 is much shorter and simpler than the parallel parts of [9]. The current
version of [9] is more than 1000 pages long, and in this paper we not only cover a
large proportion, the most important parts, of [9], but we also generalize it signif-
icantly by extending it to immersed Lagrangians. So we maintain that our paper
is, by the standards of [9], very short and succinct.
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Parts of this paper will be rewritten in [2] using the second author’s theory of
Kuranishi cohomology [13, 14], which simplifies issues to do with virtual chains.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Kenji Fukaya, Hiroshige Ka-
jiura, Yong-Geun Oh, Hiroshi Ohta, Kauru Ono, Paul Seidel and Ivan Smith for
useful conversations, and the EPSRC for financial support, grant EP/D07763X/1.
2. Background material on Kuranishi spaces and multisections
We now summarize results from Fukaya, Ono et al. [10, §3–§6], [9, §A] on Ku-
ranishi spaces, multisections and virtual chains that we will need later. Where the
notation of [9, 10] differs, for instance in whether Kuranishi neighbourhoods are
(V,E,Γ, s, ψ) with V a manifold or (V,E, s, ψ) with V an orbifold, we generally
follow [9].
2.1. Kuranishi structures on topological spaces. We define Kuranishi spaces,
following Fukaya, Ono et al. [10, §5] and [9, §A1.1].
Definition 2.1. Let X be a compact, metrizable topological space. A Kuranishi
neighbourhood of p ∈ X is a quintet (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) such that:
(i) Vp is a smooth finite-dimensional manifold, which may or may not have
boundary or corners;
(ii) Ep → Vp is a vector bundle over Vp;
(iii) Γp is a finite group which acts smoothly on Vp, and acts compatibly on Ep
preserving the vector bundle structure;
(iv) sp : Vp → Ep is a Γp-equivariant smooth section; and
(v) ψp is a homeomorphism from s
−1
p (0)/Γp to a neighbourhood of p in X ,
where s−1p (0) is the subset of Vp where the section sp is zero.
We call Ep the obstruction bundle, and sp the Kuranishi map.
Here we follow [10, Def. 5.1] in taking Ep to be a vector bundle, rather than a
finite-dimensional vector space as in [9, Def. A1.1].
Definition 2.2. Let (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) and (Vq , Eq,Γq, sq, ψq) be Kuranishi neigh-
bourhoods of p ∈ X and q ∈ ψp(s−1p (0)/Γp) respectively. We call a triple (φˆpq , φpq,
hpq) a coordinate change if:
(a) hpq : Γq → Γp is an injective group homomorphism;
(b) φpq : Vq → Vp is an hpq-equivariant smooth embedding;
(c) (φˆpq , φpq) is an hpq-equivariant smooth embedding of vector bundles Eq →
Ep;
(d) φˆpq ◦ sq ≡ sp ◦ φpq; and
(e) ψq ≡ ψp ◦ φpq.
We define the notions of a germ of a Kuranishi neighbourhood and a germ of a
coordinate change in the obvious way.
Definition 2.3. A Kuranishi structure on X assigns a germ of a Kuranishi neigh-
bourhood (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) for each p ∈ X and a germ of a coordinate change
(φˆpq, φpq , hpq) for each q ∈ ψp(s−1p (0)/Γp), such that the following hold:
(i) dim Vp − rankEp is independent of p; and
(ii) If q ∈ ψp(s−1p (0)/Γp) and r ∈ ψq(s−1q (0)/Γq) then hpq◦hqr = hpr, φpq◦φqr =
φpr and φˆpq ◦ φˆqr = φˆpr .
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We call vdimX = dimVp−rankEp the virtual dimension of the Kuranishi structure.
A topological space X with a Kuranishi structure is called a Kuranishi space.
The point of these definitions is that in many moduli problems in geometry in
which there are obstructions, the moduli spaces can be equipped with Kuranishi
structures in a natural way. This holds for the moduli spaces of J-holomorphic
maps from a bordered Riemann surface studied by Fukaya et al. [9] and Liu [20],
as we shall explain in §4.
2.2. Boundaries, strongly smooth maps, and fibre products. We now define
the boundary ∂X of a Kuranishi space X , which is itself a Kuranishi space of
dimension vdimX − 1. To understand the definition, recall that in Definition
2.1(i), Vp may be a manifold with boundary, and with corners. An n-manifold M
with boundary is locally modelled on [0, ǫ)× (−ǫ, ǫ)n−1, and an n-manifold M with
corners is locally modelled on [0, ǫ)k × (−ǫ, ǫ)n−k, for small ǫ > 0. If x lies in a
codimension k corner of M then k different (n− 1)-dimensional boundary strata of
M meet at x. The boundary ∂M is the set of pairs (x,B), where x ∈ M and B is
a local choice of (n− 1)-dimensional boundary stratum of M containing x.
Thus, if x lies in a codimension k corner ofM then x is represented by k distinct
points (x,Bi) in ∂M for i = 1, . . . , k. The point of making ∂M a set of pairs (x,B)
and not points x is that this way ∂M is a manifold with corners, but if we defined
∂M as the obvious subset of M it would not be a manifold with corners near a
codimension k corner of M for k > 1.
Definition 2.4. Let X be a Kuranishi space. We shall define a Kuranishi space
∂X called the boundary of X . The points of ∂X are equivalence classes [p, v, B]
of triples (p, v, B), where p ∈ X , (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) lies in the germ of Kuranishi
neighbourhoods at p, v ∈ Vp with sp(v) = 0 and ψp(Γpv) = p, and B is a local
boundary stratum of Vp containing v.
Two triples (p, v, B) and (p, w,C) are equivalent if p = q and γ · (v,B) = (w,C)
for some γ ∈ Γp; we also have an obvious notion of equivalence for choices of
different Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp), (V
′
p , E
′
p,Γ
′
p, s
′
p, ψ
′
p) in the
germ at p. Basically, this just means that points of ∂X are p ∈ X together with a
choice of boundary stratum of the Kuranishi neighbourhoods Vp lying over p, up
to the action of Γp.
We can then define a unique natural topology and Kuranishi structure on ∂X ,
such that (∂Vp, Ep|∂Vp ,Γp, sp|∂Vp , ψp|∂Vp/Γp) is a Kuranishi neighbourhood on ∂X
for each Kuranishi neighbourhood (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) on X . It is easy to verify that
vdim ∂X = vdimX − 1, and ∂X is compact if X is compact.
Here is [10, Def. 6.6]. The equivalent definition in [9, Def. A1.13] instead uses
good coordinate systems. Fukaya et al. [9, Def. A1.13] use the notation weakly
submersive rather than strong submersion.
Definition 2.5. Let X be a Kuranishi space, and Y be a topological space.
Roughly speaking, a strongly continuous map f : X → Y consists of a continuous
map fp : Vp → Y with fp ◦ γ ≡ fp for all γ ∈ Γp for each Kuranishi neighbour-
hood (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) in X , such that if (φˆpq , φpq, hpq) is a coordinate change
between (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) and (Vq , Eq,Γq, sq, ψq), then fp ◦φpq = fq. But because
Kuranishi spaces are defined using germs of Kuranishi neighbourhoods, we define
a strongly continuous map f to be a system of germs of Γp-invariant continuous
maps fp : Vp → Y , satisfying fp ◦φpq = fq for germs of coordinate changes. Then f
induces a continuous map f : X → Y in the obvious way. If Y is a smooth manifold
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and all fp are smooth, we call f strongly smooth, and if all fp are submersions, we
call f a strong submersion.
Fukaya et al. [9, Def. A1.37] define fibre products of Kuranishi spaces.
Definition 2.6. Let X,X ′ be Kuranishi spaces, Y be a smooth manifold, and
f : X → Y , f ′ : X ′ → Y be strongly smooth maps, at least one of which is a
strong submersion, inducing continuous maps f : X → Y and f ′ : X ′ → Y . Then
we can form the fibre product X ×Y X ′ =
{
(p, p′) ∈ X × X ′ : f(p) = f ′(p′)
}
, a
paracompact Hausdorff topological space. We also write X ×Y X ′ as X ×f ,Y,f ′ X ′
when we wish to specify f ,f ′.
Let (p, p′) ∈ X×YX ′, let (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp), (V ′p′ , E
′
p′ ,Γ
′
p′ , s
′
p′ , ψ
′
p′) be sufficiently
small Kuranishi neighbourhoods in the germs at p, p′ in X,X ′, and fp : Vp → Y ,
f ′p′ : V
′
p′ → Y be smooth maps in the germs of f ,f
′ at p, p′ respectively. Define a
Kuranishi neighbourhood in X ×Y X ′ by(
Vp ×fp,Y,f ′p′ V
′
p′ ,(Ep ⊕ E
′
p′ )|Vp×Y V ′p′ ,Γp × Γ
′
p′ ,
(sp ⊕ s
′
p′)|Vp×Y V ′p′ , (ψp × ψ
′
p′)|Vp×Y V ′p′
)
.
(1)
Here Vp ×fp,Y,f ′p′ V
′
p′ is the fibre product of smooth manifolds, defined as at least
one of fp, f
′
p′ is a submersion. It is a submanifold of Vp × V
′
p′ , so we can restrict
Ep ⊕ E′p′ , sp ⊕ s
′
p′ and ψp × ψ
′
p′ to it.
It is easy to verify that coordinate changes between Kuranishi neighbourhoods in
X and X ′ induce coordinate changes between neighbourhoods (1). So the systems
of germs of Kuranishi neighbourhoods and coordinate changes onX,X ′ induce such
systems on X ×Y X ′. This gives a Kuranishi structure on X ×Y X ′, making it into
a Kuranishi space. Clearly vdim(X ×Y X ′) = vdimX + vdimX ′ − dimY , and
X ×Y X ′ is compact if X,X ′ are compact.
2.3. Tangent bundles and orientations. Here is [10, Def. 5.6]. The equivalent
definition in [9, Def. A1.14] involves a choice of good coordinate system.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a Kuranishi space. Then X has a germ of coordinate
changes (φˆpq , φpq, hpq) between Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) and
(Vq, Eq,Γq, sq, ψq). We say that X has a tangent bundle if associated to this germ
of coordinate changes (φˆpq , φpq, hpq) we have a germ of Γq- and hpq-equivariant
isomorphisms of vector bundles over Vq:
(2) χpq :
φ∗pq(Ep)
φˆpq(Eq)
−→
φ∗pq(TVp)
(dφpq)(TVq)
,
where φˆpq : Eq → φ∗pq(Ep) and dφpq : TVq → φ
∗
pq(TVp) are morphisms of vec-
tor bundles over Vq. These must agree on triple overlaps: if (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp),
(Vq, Eq,Γq, sq, ψq) and (Vr , Er,Γr, sr, ψr) are Kuranishi neighbourhoods and (φˆpq,
φpq, hpq), (φˆpr , φpr, hpr), (φˆqr , φqr, hqr) coordinate changes between them with φˆpr =
φˆpq ◦ φˆqr , φpr = φpq ◦φqr and hpr = hpq ◦ hqr, then the following diagram of vector
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bundles over Vr must commute:
0 //
φ∗qr(Eq)
φˆqr(Er)
φ∗qr(φˆpq) //
χqr

φ∗pr(Ep)
φˆpr(Er)
project //
χpr

φ∗pr(Ep)
φ∗qr(φˆpq(Eq))
φ∗qr(χpq)

// 0
0 //
φ∗qr(TVq)
(dφqr)(TVr)
φ∗qr(dφpq)// φ
∗
pr(TVp)
(dφpr)(TVr)
project // φ
∗
pr(TVp)
φ∗qr(dφpq)(φqr)
∗(TVq)
// 0.
We can now discuss orientations of Kuranishi spaces.
Definition 2.8. Let X be a Kuranishi space with a tangent bundle. We say that
the Kuranishi structure on X is oriented if associated to the germ of Kuranishi
neighbourhoods (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp) on X we are given a germ of orientations of the
fibres of the vector bundles Ep⊕TVp varying continuously over Vp. These must be
compatible on overlaps, in the following sense. Let (φˆpq , φpq, hpq) be in the germ of
coordinate changes, and χpq be as in (2).
Then if v ∈ Vq and (e
1
q , . . . , e
m
q ), (t
1
q , . . . , t
n
q ) are bases of Eq|v and TvVq such that
(e1q, . . . , e
m
q , t
1
q, . . . , t
n
q ) is an oriented basis of (Eq⊕TVq)|v, and if
(
e1p, . . . , e
k
p, φˆpq(e
1
q),
. . . , φˆpq(e
m
q )
)
and
(
t1p, . . . , t
k
p, (dφpq)(t
1
q), . . . , (dφpq)(t
n
q )
)
are bases of Ep|φpq(v) and
Tφpq(v)Vp such that χpq
(
eip + φˆpq(Eq|v)
)
= tip + (dφpq)(TvVq) for i = 1, . . . , k, then(
e1p, . . . , e
k
p, φˆpq(e
1
q), . . . , φˆpq(e
m
q ), t
1
p, . . . , t
k
p, (dφpq)(t
1
q), . . . , (dφpq)(t
n
q )
)
is an oriented
basis for (Ep ⊕ TVp)|φpq(v).
2.4. Orientation conventions. Suppose X,X ′ are Kuranishi spaces with tangent
bundles and orientations, Y is an oriented smooth manifold, and f : X → Y ,
f ′ : X ′ → Y are strongly smooth maps. Then by §2.2 we have Kuranishi spaces
∂X and X ×Y X ′. These can also be given orientations in a natural way. We use
the orientation conventions of Fukaya et al. [9, §45].
Convention 2.9. First, our conventions for smooth manifolds:
(a) Let X be an oriented smooth manifold with boundary ∂X . Then we define
the orientation on ∂X such that
TX |∂X = Rout ⊕ T (∂X)
is an isomorphism of oriented vector spaces, where Rout is oriented by an
outward-pointing normal vector to ∂X .
(b) Let X,X ′, Y be oriented smooth manifolds, and f : X → Y , f ′ : X ′ → Y
be smooth submersions. Then df : TX → f∗(TY ) and df ′ : TX ′ →
(f ′)∗(TY ) are surjective maps of vector bundles over X,X ′. Choosing
Riemannian metrics on X,X ′ and identifying the orthogonal complement
of Ker df in TX with the image f∗(TY ) of df , and similarly for f ′, we
have isomorphisms of vector bundles over X,X ′:
(3) TX ∼= Ker df ⊕ f∗(TY ) and TX ′ ∼= (f ′)∗(TY )⊕Ker df ′.
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Define orientations on the fibres of Ker df , Ker df ′ over X,X ′ such that
(3) are isomorphisms of oriented vector bundles, where TX, TX ′ are ori-
ented by the orientations on X,X ′, and f∗(TY ), (f ′)∗(TY ) by the orienta-
tion on Y . Then we define the orientation on X ×Y X ′ so that
T (X ×Y X
′) ∼= π∗X(Ker df)⊕ (f ◦ πX)
∗(TY )⊕ π∗X′(Ker df
′)
∼= π∗X(Ker df)⊕ π
∗
X′(TX
′)
∼= π∗X(TX)⊕ π
∗
X′(Ker df
′)
(4)
are isomorphisms of oriented vector bundles. Here πX : X×Y X ′ → X and
πX′ : X ×Y X ′ → X ′ are the natural projections, and f ◦ πX ≡ f ′ ◦ πX′ .
Note that the second line of (4) makes sense if f is a submersion but f ′
is only smooth, and the third line makes sense if f ′ is a submersion but f is
only smooth. Thus, our convention extends to fibre products X ×f,Y f ′ X
′
in which only one of f, f ′ is a submersion.
Here is how to extend (b) to X,X ′ Kuranishi spaces:
(c) Let X,X ′ be oriented Kuranishi spaces, Y be an oriented smooth mani-
fold, and f : X → Y,f ′ : X ′ → Y be strong submersions. We take Ku-
ranishi neighbourhoods (Vp, Ep,Γp, sp, ψp), (V
′
p′ , E
′
p′ ,Γ
′
p′ , s
′
p′ , ψ
′
p′) forX,X
′,
respectively. First, choose orientations of Vp and V
′
p′ , and we have the orien-
tation of Vp×fp,Y,f ′
p′
V ′p′ by Convention 2.9(b). Secondly, the orientations of
Ep⊕TVp and E′p′⊕TV
′
p′ induce the orientation of (Ep⊕E
′
p′)|Vp×fp,Y,f′
p′
V ′
p′
⊕
T(p,p′)
(
Vp ×fp,Y,f ′p′ V
′
p′
)
. Then we define an orientation of the Kuranishi
neighbourhood (1) with the following sign correction term:
(−1)rankE
′
p′
(dimVp−rankEp−dimY )(Ep⊕E′p′)|Vp×fp,Y,f′
p′
V ′
p′
⊕T(p,p′)(Vp ×fp,Y,f ′p′ V
′
p′),
where −1 means the opposite orientation. This orientation convention is
independent of the choice of Kuranishi neighbourhood. It extends to only
one of f ,f ′ a strong submersion as in (b).
If X is a Kuranishi space with tangent bundle and orientation, we will write −X
for the same Kuranishi space with the opposite orientation. Here is [9, Lem. 45.3],
except the second line of (5), which is elementary.
Proposition 2.10. Let X1, X2, . . . be Kuranishi spaces with tangent bundles and
orientations, Y, Y1, . . . be oriented smooth manifolds without boundary, and f1 :
X1 → Y, . . . be strong submersions. Then the following hold, in Kuranishi spaces
with tangent bundles and orientations:
(a) For f1 : X1 → Y and f2 : X2 → Y we have
(5)
∂(X1 ×Y X2) = (∂X1)×Y X2 ∐ (−1)
vdimX1+dimYX1 ×Y (∂X2)
and X1 ×Y X2 = (−1)
(vdimX1−dimY )(vdimX2−dimY )X2 ×Y X1.
(b) For f1 : X1 → Y1, f2 : X2 → Y1 × Y2 and f3 : X3 → Y2, we have
(X1 ×Y1 X2)×Y2 X3 = X1 ×Y1 (X2 ×Y2 X3).
(c) For f1 : X1 → Y1 × Y2, f2 : X2 → Y1 and f3 : X3 → Y2, we have
X1 ×Y1×Y2 (X2 ×X3) = (−1)
dimY2(dimY1+vdimX2)(X1 ×Y1 X2)×Y2 X3.
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2.5. Good coordinate systems. Good coordinate systems are convenient choices
of finite coverings ofX by Kuranishi neighbourhoods, [10, Def. 6.1], [9, Lem. A1.11].
Definition 2.11. Let X be a compact Kuranishi space. A good coordinate system
onX consists of a finite indexing set I, an order< on I, a family
{
(V i, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) :
i ∈ I
}
of Kuranishi neighbourhoods on X with X =
⋃
i∈I Imψ
i, and for all i, j ∈ I
with j < i and Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅, a quadruple (V ij , φˆij , φij , hij), where V ij is
a Γj-invariant open neighbourhood of (ψj)−1(Imψi) in V j , and (φˆij , φij , hij) is a
coordinate change from (V ij , Ej |V ij ,Γ
j , sj |V ij , ψ
j |V ij ) to (V
i, Ei,Γi, si, ψi). When-
ever i, j, k ∈ I with k < j < i these should satisfy φˆij ◦ φˆjk = φˆik, φij ◦ φjk = φik
and hij ◦ hjk = hik over (φjk)−1(V ij) ∩ V jk ∩ V ik.
Then Fukaya and Ono prove [10, Lem. 6.3], [9, Lem. A1.11]:
Proposition 2.12. Let X be a compact Kuranishi space and {Uα : α ∈ A} an
open cover of X. Then there exists a good coordinate system on X such that for
each i ∈ I we have Imψi ⊆ Uα for some α ∈ A.
2.6. Chains and homology. Let Y be a smooth manifold. We now explain the
complexes we will use to define the homology of Y . We shall work throughout with
singular homology defined using smooth simplicial chains on Y , following Fukaya
and Ono [10]. Write ∆k for the k-simplex
(6)
{
(x0, . . . , xk) ∈ R
k+1 : xi > 0, x0 + · · ·+ xk = 1
}
.
The singular chain complex
(
Csi∗ (Y ;Q), ∂
)
of Y has Csik (Y ;Q) the Q-vector space
with basis smooth maps f : ∆k → Y , and boundary operator ∂ : Csik (Y ;Q) →
Csik−1(Y ;Q) given by
(7) ∂ :
∑
a∈A ρa fa 7−→
∑
a∈A
∑k
j=0(−1)
jρa(fa ◦ F kj ),
where for j = 0, . . . , k the map F kj : ∆k−1 → ∆k is given by F
k
j (x0, . . . , xk−1) =
(x0, . . . , xj−1, 0, xj , . . . , xk−1). The singular homology Hsi∗ (Y ;Q) of Y is the homol-
ogy of
(
Csi∗ (Y ;Q), ∂
)
.
However, following Fukaya et al. [9], when we define AN,0 algebras and A∞
algebras below we will not use the full chain complex
(
Csi∗ (Y ;Q), ∂
)
, but certain
subcomplexes (QX , ∂). When we do this, we will use the following conventions:
• X is a finite set of smooth maps f : ∆k → Y , ranging over different
k = 0, 1, . . ., and allowing k > dimY . We generally refer to elements
of X as f , taking the domain ∆k of f (that is, the choice of k = 0, 1, . . .)
to be implicit.
• QX is the graded Q-vector subspace of Csi∗ (Y ;Q) with basis X .
• if f ∈ X maps ∆k → Y , then f ◦ F kj ∈ X for j = 0, . . . , k. Thus QX is
closed under ∂ by (7), and (QX , ∂) is a subcomplex of
(
Csi∗ (Y ;Q), ∂
)
. The
inclusion QX →֒ Csi∗ (Y ;Q) induces a morphism H∗
(
(QX , ∂)
)
→ Hsi∗ (Y ;Q)
from the homology of (QX , ∂) to the singular homology of Y . We require
X to be chosen so that this morphism is an isomorphism.
• We shall also consider tensor products QX ⊗ Λ∗nov with a Novikov ring
Λ∗nov = Λ
0
nov or Λnov. Then (QX ⊗ Λ
∗
nov, ∂) is a complex of Λ
∗
nov-modules.
The reason for working with finitely generated subcomplexes (QX , ∂) is that in
the construction of an A∞ algebra for a Lagrangian submanifold, when we perturb
our moduli spacesMmaink+1 (α, β, J) to make them transverse, just one perturbation is
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not enough, we need a different choice of perturbation for each k-tuple (f1, . . . , fk)
of chains f1, . . . , fk in our chain complex QX . To keep these choices under control,
we cannot work with the full complex Csi∗ (Y ;Q), but only with finite generated
subcomplexes QX , which are constructed together with associated perturbations
of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) for f1, . . . , fk ∈ X using an inductive method.
The following proposition will be an important tool in constructing such X .
Proposition 2.13. Let Y be a compact manifold, possibly with boundary and cor-
ners. Let W be a finite set of smooth maps f : ∆k → Y , ranging over different
k = 0, 1, . . .. Then there exists a finite set X of smooth maps f : ∆k → Y , ranging
over different k = 0, 1, . . ., with the following properties:
(i) W ⊆ X ;
(ii) if f : ∆k → Y lies in X and k > 0 then f ◦ F kj : ∆k−1 → Y lies in X for
all j = 0, . . . , k; and
(iii) part (ii) implies that QX is closed under ∂, and a subcomplex of the singular
chains Csi∗ (Y ;Q). We require that the natural projection H∗(QX , ∂) →
Hsi∗ (Y ;Q) should be an isomorphism.
In [2] the authors will rewrite much of [9] using the theory of Kuranishi cohomol-
ogy developed by the second author [13, 14]. In this approach there is no need to
perturb moduli spacesMmaink+1 (α, β, J) to make them transverse, and we define our
A∞ structure on the full Kuranishi cochains KC∗(Y ; Λ0nov), instead of countably
generated subcomplexes (QX , ∂).
2.7. Multisections and virtual chains. In many geometric situations, if a mod-
uli space X is singular or does not have the expected dimension, then one can
make a small perturbation to get a new moduli space X ′ which is smooth and
of the expected dimension. The Kuranishi structure formalism allows us to make
these perturbations in an abstract way. The basic idea is to choose a good coordi-
nate system, as in Definition 2.11, and then perturb the sections si : V i → Ei to
smooth s˜i : V i → Ei which are transverse, that is, ds˜i : TvV i → Ei is surjective
for each v ∈ (s˜i)−1(0). Then (s˜i)−1(0) is a smooth manifold of dimension vdimX .
The perturbations s˜i, s˜j must be compatible on the overlaps V ij .
However, it may be impossible to choose s˜i both transverse and Γi-equivariant.
To deal with this, Fukaya and Ono [10, §3], [9, §A1] introduce multisections.
Definition 2.14. Let (V,E,Γ, s, ψ) be a Kuranishi neighbourhood on some space
X . For each n > 1, write SnE → V for the quotient of the vector bundle En →
V = E × · · · ×E → V by the symmetric group Sn. That is, the fibre of the bundle
SnE over v ∈ V is (E|v)n/Sn.
Define an n-multisection s of the orbibundle E → V to be a continuous, Γ-
equivariant section of the bundle SnE → V . An n-multisection s is called liftable if
there exists s˜ = (s1, . . . , sn) : V → En with each sa continuous such that s = π ◦ s˜,
where π : En → SnE is the projection. Note that we do not require the sa for
a = 1, . . . , n to be Γ-equivariant. A liftable n-multisection s is called smooth if it
has a lift s˜ = (s1, . . . , sn) with each sa smooth, and transverse if these smooth sa
are transverse, that is, dsa : TvV → E is surjective for each v ∈ s−1a (0). When V
has boundary and corners, we also require that the restriction of each sa to each
codimension k corner of V should be transverse. This implies that s−1a (0) is a
submanifold of V , of dimension dim V − rankE, with boundary and corners.
For n,m > 1, there is an obvious map En → Enm in which each E factor of
En is repeated m times. This induces a map SnE → SnmE. Composing with
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this maps an n-multisection to an nm-multisection. An n-multisection s and an
m-multisection s′ are called equivalent if the induced nm-multisections coincide. A
(smooth, or transverse) multisection s of E → V is defined to be an equivalence
class of (smooth, or transverse) n-multisections s over all n.
We now sketch the construction of virtual chains in Fukaya and Ono [10, §3 &
§6], [9, §A1], without going into detail. Let X be a compact Kuranishi space with
a tangent bundle and an orientation, which may have boundary and corners, let Y
be an orbifold, and g : X → Y a strongly smooth map. By Proposition 2.12 we
may choose a good coordinate system I =
(
I,<, (V i, . . . , ψi) : i ∈ I
)
for X , and
smooth maps gi : V i → Y representing g for i ∈ I, with gi ◦φij ≡ gj|V ij when j < i
in I and Imψi ∩ Imψj 6= ∅. By induction on i ∈ I in the order <, for each i ∈ I
Fukaya and Ono choose a sequence (sin)
∞
n=1 of smooth, transverse multisections on
(V i, Ei,Γi, si, ψi), such that sin → s
i in the C0 topology as n→∞.
When j < i in I and Imψi∩Imψj 6= ∅, the (sin)
∞
n=1 and (s
j
n)
∞
n=1 satisfy compati-
bility conditions: we have φˆij ◦sjn ≡ s
i
n◦φ
ij on V ij for all n = 1, 2, . . .. Furthermore,
since X has a tangent bundle we have isomorphisms χij over V ij as in (2), and
Fukaya and Ono use these and φˆij ◦ sjn to prescribe s
i
n on an open neighbourhood
of φij(V ij) in V i.
If the multisections sin were single valued sections of E
i, then as they are trans-
verse (sin)
−1(0) would be a smooth oriented Γi-invariant submanifold of V i of di-
mension vdimX , so (sin)
−1(0)/Γi would be a smooth orbifold. The compatibility
conditions over V ij mean that φij induces a local diffeomorphism of (sin)
−1(0)/Γi
and (sjn)
−1(0)/Γj over V ij/Γj. Gluing the (sin)−1(0)/Γi for fixed n and all i ∈ I
together using φij yields a smooth oriented orbifold X˜n. When n ≫ 0, so that
(sin)
−1(0) is C0 close to (si)−1(0), this X˜n would be both compact and Hausdorff,
so we would have perturbed X to a compact, smooth, oriented orbifold X˜n of
dimension k = vdimX , which may have boundary and corners.
The smooth maps gi : V i → Y would glue together to give a smooth map
g˜n : X˜n → Y . We would then choose a triangulation of X˜n by smooth singular
simplices fa : ∆k → X˜n for a ∈ A, a finite indexing set. The virtual chain for
(X, g) would then be V C(X, g) =
∑
a∈A ǫa(g˜n ◦ fa) in C
si
k (Y ;Q), where ǫa is 1
if fa is orientation-preserving, and −1 if fa is orientation-reversing. If ∂X = ∅
then ∂X˜n = ∅, so ∂V C(X, g) = 0. Then V C(X, g) is called the virtual cycle of
(X, g), and its homology class [V C(X, g)] ∈ Hsik (Y ;Q) is independent of choices of
I, sin, n, . . ., and is called the virtual class of (X, g).
Although the multisections sin are not in general single valued sections of E
i,
we can still follow the method above, with some adaptations. Represent sin by a
liftable m-multisection on V i with lift (sin,1, . . . , s
i
n,m). Then each (s
i
n,b)
−1(0) is
an oriented submanifold of V i, not necessarily Γi-invariant. In place of (sin)
−1(0),
we write 1m
∑m
b=1(s
i
n,b)
−1(0), considered as a Q-linear combination of oriented sub-
manifolds of V i, and this is then Γi-invariant, and essentially independent of the
choice of m-multisection and lift (sin,1, . . . , s
i
n,m) representing s
i
n. Here we do not
distinguish sheets of 1m
∑m
b=1(s
i
n,b)
−1(0) that lie on top of each other locally, but
regard them as a single sheet and add up the multiplicities 1m . So we regard(
1
m
∑m
b=1(s
i
n,b)
−1(0)
)
/Γi as a kind of non-Hausdorff suborbifold of V i/Γi, with
multiplicity in Q.
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With this convention, we can glue the
(
1
m
∑m
b=1(s
i
n,b)
−1(0)
)
/Γi for all i ∈ I using
the φij to get a kind of compact, oriented, non-Hausdorff orbifold X˜n with multi-
plicity in Q, with a smooth map g˜n : X˜n → Y . Fukaya and Ono then triangulate
X˜n into k-simplices fa : ∆k → X˜n, such that on the interior fa(∆◦k) of each simplex
X˜n is Hausdorff and the multiplicity is a constant ca ∈ Q. The virtual chain or
cycle V C(X, g) is then defined to be
∑
a∈A(ǫaca)(g˜n ◦ fa) in C
si
k (Y ;Q), using the
notation of §2.6.
Perturbation data is the set of choices needed to construct a virtual chain.
Definition 2.15. Let X be a compact Kuranishi space with a tangent bundle
and an orientation, Y an orbifold, and g : X → Y a strongly smooth map. A
set of perturbation data sX for (X, g) consists of a good coordinate system I =(
I,<, (V i, . . . , ψi) : i ∈ I
)
for X , and smooth maps gi : V i → Y representing g for
i ∈ I, with gi ◦ φij ≡ gj|V ij when j < i in I and Imψ
i ∩ Imψj 6= ∅, and smooth,
transverse multisections si on (V i, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) for i ∈ I which are compatible on
overlaps V ij and near φij(V ij) as above, and such that each si is sufficiently close to
si in C0 that the construction of virtual chains above works; in particular, gluing
the (si)−1(0)/Γi for all i ∈ I together as above should yield a compact oriented
non-Hausdorff manifold X˜ with boundary and corners.
The last item in a set of perturbation data is a choice of triangulation of X˜ into
k-simplices fa : ∆k → X˜ for a ∈ A, where k = vdimX and A is a finite indexing set,
such that on the interior fa(∆
◦
k) of each simplex X˜ is Hausdorff and the multiplicity
is a constant ca ∈ Q. We shall often use sX , or similar notation, to denote this
collection of data. The virtual chain or cycle V C(X, g, sX) constructed using this
data sX is then defined to be V C(X, g, sX) =
∑
a∈A(ǫaca)(g˜ ◦ fa) in C
si
k (Y ;Q),
where ǫa is 1 if fa is orientation-preserving, and −1 if fa is orientation-reversing.
Remark 2.16. (a) Perturbation data does not involve a series (sin)
∞
n=1 for each
(V i, . . . , ψi), but only a single choice si, which we think of as sin for some fixed
n ≫ 0. Because of this, we have to require the si to be ‘sufficiently close to si in
C0’. This is rather vague and unsatisfactory, and will cause problems later; the
reason why we have to introduce AN,0 algebras, rather than going straight to A∞
algebras, is roughly speaking that we can make only finitely many choices of si
at once and still have these ‘sufficiently close’ conditions satisfied. This is very
inconvenient, but is central to the approach of Fukaya et al. [9]. The authors give
a different approach, avoiding this problem completely, in [2].
(b)When we choose perturbation data sX for (X, g), we usually need V C(X, g, sX)
to lie in some chain complex QX , as in §2.6. That is, we need g˜◦fa : ∆k → Y to lie in
X for all a ∈ A. When this happens we will say that ‘the simplices of V C(X, g, sX)
lie in X ’. Actually, we first choose more-or-less arbitrary perturbations sX , and
then enlarge X so that it contains the simplices of V C(X, g, sX). We never try to
choose sX so that the simplices of V C(X, g, sX) lie in a fixed complex X , as this
would probably be impossible.
(c) Given perturbation data sX for (X, g), we can restrict it to perturbation
data sX |∂X for (∂X, g|∂X) in a natural way, and then the virtual chains sat-
isfy ∂V C(X, g, sX) = V C(∂X, g|∂X , sX |∂X). Conversely, given perturbation data
s∂X for (∂X, g|∂X), we often want to choose perturbation data sX for (X, g) with
sX |∂X = s∂X , or at least, we want sX |∂X and s∂X to be equivalent in some sense
that implies that V C(∂X, g|∂X , sX |∂X) = V C(∂X, g|∂X , s∂X). But there is a prob-
lem here, that referred to in (a) above, as the condition sX |∂X = s∂X may not be
compatible with the condition that the si in sX are ‘sufficiently close to s
i in C0’.
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(d) The second author [13,14] has developed Kuranishi homology KH∗(Y ;R) and
Kuranishi cohomology KH∗(Y ;R) for Y an orbifold andR a Q-algebra, in which the
chains are triples [X,f ,G] for X a compact oriented Kuranishi space, f : X → Y a
strongly smooth map or strong submersion, and G some extra ‘gauge-fixing data’
or ‘co-gauge-fixing data’. Kuranishi homology KH∗(Y ;R) is isomorphic to sin-
gular homology Hsi∗ (Y ;R), and Kuranishi cohomology KH∗(Y ;R) is isomorphic
to compactly-supported cohomology H∗cs(Y ;R). Working with Kuranishi cohomol-
ogy instead of currents or singular chains gives a far cleaner approach to virtual
chains. In [2] the authors will rewrite much of [9] using Kuranishi cohomology,
which results in a drastic shortening and technical simplification, eliminating all
the AN,K-algebras we will meet below. Parts of this paper will also be rewritten
using Kuranishi cohomology in [2].
3. Introduction to A∞ algebras and AN,K algebras
A∞ algebras were introduced by Stasheff [23, 24]. The following treatment is
based on Fukaya et al. [9], and uses their conventions. Two survey papers by
Keller [15,16] are useful introductions; note that [16] uses the conventions of [9], as
we do, but [15] has different conventions on signs and grading. We restrict to A∞
algebras over Q, but one can also work over any commutative ring R.
3.1. (Weak) A∞ algebras and morphisms. Following [9, §7.1], we define
Definition 3.1. A weak A∞ algebra (A,m) (over Q) consists of:
(a) A Z-graded Q-vector space A =
⊕
d∈Z A
d; and
(b) Graded Q-multilinear maps mk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A → A for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., of
degree +1. That is, mk maps A
d1 × · · · × Adk → Ad1+···+dk+1 for all
d1, . . . , dk ∈ Z. When k = 0 we take m0 ∈ A1. Write m = (mk)k>0.
These must satisfy the following condition. Call a ∈ A pure if a ∈ Ad \{0} for some
d ∈ Z, and then define the degree of a to be deg a = d. Then we require that for all
k > 0 and all pure a1, . . . , ak in A we have
(8)
∑
i,k1,k2:16i6k1,
k2>0, k1+k2=k+1
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1 deg almk1(a1, . . . , ai−1,mk2(ai, . . . , ai+k2−1),
ai+k2 . . . , ak) = 0.
We call (A,m) an A∞ algebra if it is a weak A∞ algebra and m0 = 0.
If (A,m) is an A∞ algebra, so that m0 = 0, then (8) for k = 1 becomes m1 ◦
m1(a1) = 0. Thus m1 : A→ A is a graded linear map of degree +1 with m1◦m1 = 0,
so (A,m1) is a complex, and we can form its cohomology H
∗(A) by
Hp(A) =
Kerm1 : A
p → Ap+1
Imm1 : Ap−1 → Ap
.
Then mk for k > 1 induce various operations on H
∗(A). For example, (8) when
k = 2 yields m2(m1(a1), a2) + (−1)deg a1m2(a1,m1(a2)) + m1(m2(a1, a2)) = 0. This
implies that the bilinear product • : Hp(A)×Hq(A)→ Hp+q+1(A) given by
(a1 + Imm1) • (a2 + Imm1) = (−1)
(deg a1+1) deg a2m2(a1, a2) + Imm1
is well-defined. Then (8) when k = 3 implies that • is associative.
If (A,m) is only a weak A∞ algebra, with m0 6= 0, then (8) for k = 1 yields
m1 ◦m1(a1) = −m2(m0, a1)− (−1)
deg a1m2(a1,m0).
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So we may no longer have m1 ◦m1 = 0, and we cannot form the cohomology H∗(A).
We regard m0 as the obstruction to (A,m1) being a complex.
Equation (8) can be expressed more naturally using the bar complex of (A,m).
Definition 3.2. Let (A,m) be a weak A∞ algebra. The tensor coalgebra T (A) of
A is T (A) =
⊕
n>0A
⊗n , where we write A⊗
0
= Q. It is graded in the obvious way,
so that T (A)d =
⊕
d1+···+dn=dA
d1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Adn . It has a coproduct ∆ : T (A) →
T (A)⊗ T (A) given by
∆(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =
∑n
k=0(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ak)⊗ (ak+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an),
taking the k = 0 and k = n terms to be 1⊗ (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) and (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)⊗ 1
respectively. Define a linear map m¯k : T (A)→ T (A) for k > 0 by
m¯k(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =
n−k+1∑
l=1
(−1)deg a1+···+deg al−1a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ al−1⊗
mk(al, . . . , al+k−1)⊗ al+k ⊗ · · · ⊗ an,
for all n > 0 and pure a1, . . . , an in A. In the case k = n = 0 we set m¯0(λ) = λm0 ∈
A1 for λ ∈ Q. Define d¯ =
∑∞
k=0 m¯k. Then d¯ : T (A) → T (A) is a graded linear
map of degree +1, and equation (8) is equivalent to d¯ ◦ d¯ = 0, so that
(
T (A), d¯
)
is
a complex, the bar complex of (A,m). Note too that m¯k and d¯ are derivations for
the coproduct ∆, so that
(
T (A),∆, d¯
)
is a differential graded coalgebra.
Here is the notion of morphism of A∞ algebras.
Definition 3.3. Let (A,m) and (B, n) be A∞ algebras. An A∞ morphism f :
(A,m) → (B, n) is f = (fk)k>1, where fk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A → B for k = 1, 2, . . . are
graded Q-multilinear maps of degree 0, satisfying
(9)
∑
16i<j6k
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1 deg alfk−j+i+1
(
a1, . . . , ai−1,
mj−i(ai, . . . , aj−1), aj , . . . , ak
)
=
∑
0<k1<k2<···<kl=k
nl
(
fk1(a1, . . . , ak1), fk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2),
. . . , fkl−kl−1(akl−1+1, . . . , akl)
)
,
for all k > 0 and pure a1, . . . , ak in A. We can rewrite (9) in terms of the bar
complexes of (A,m) and (B, n): define f¯ : T (A)→ T (B) by
(10)
f¯(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =
∑
0<k1<k2<···<kl=n
fk1(a1, . . . , ak1)⊗ fk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2)⊗
· · · ⊗ fkl−kl−1(akl−1+1, . . . , akl),
for all n > 0 and pure a1, . . . , an in A. Then (9) is equivalent to d¯B ◦ f¯ = f¯ ◦ d¯A :
T (A)→ T (B), that is, f¯ is a morphism of bar complexes
(
T (A), d¯A
)
→
(
T (B), d¯B
)
.
It also intertwines the coproducts ∆A,∆B on T (A), T (B).
We call an A∞ morphism f : (A,m) → (B, n) strict if fk = 0 for k 6= 1, an A∞
isomorphism if f1 : A → B is an isomorphism of vector spaces, and a strict A∞
isomorphism if it is both strict and an A∞ isomorphism. When n = 1, equation
(9) becomes f1 ◦ m1 = n1 ◦ f1 : A → B. Thus f1 is a morphism of complexes
(A,m1)→ (B, n1), and induces a morphism of cohomology groups (f1)∗ : H∗(A)→
H∗(B). We call f a weak homotopy equivalence, or quasi-isomorphism, if (f1)∗ is an
isomorphism.
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If (A,m), (B, n), (C, o) are A∞ algebras and f : (A,m) → (B, n), g : (B, n) →
(C, o) are A∞ morphisms, the composition g ◦ f : (A,m)→ (C, o) is given by
(11)
(g ◦ f)n(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
0<k1<k2<···<kl=n
gl
(
fk1(a1, . . . , ak1), fk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2),
. . . , fkl−kl−1(akl−1+1, . . . , akl)
)
.
On bar complexes this implies that (g ◦ f) = g¯ ◦ f¯. Composition is associative.
This definition of A∞ morphism also makes sense for weak A∞ algebras, allowing
n > 0 and i 6 j in (9). In the weak case it would look more natural to take
f = (fk)k>0, and include f0 terms in (9) and (10). However, both (9) and (10)
would then become infinite sums, for instance, (10) when n = 0 would be f1(m0) =∑
l>0 nl(f0, . . . , f0). So we would need an appropriate notion of convergence of series
in A,B. But the definition of weak homotopy equivalence does not make sense for
weak A∞ algebras, since H∗(A), H∗(B) are not defined.
3.2. Homotopy between A∞ morphisms and algebras. Now let (A,m), (B, n)
be A∞ algebras, and f, g : (A,m) → (B, n) be A∞ morphisms. We will define the
notion of homotopy H from f to g. Our definition is based on Keller [15, §3.7].
Fukaya et al. [9, §15.1–§15.2] use a different, more complicated definition, involving
‘models of [0, 1] × B’, but they show in [9, Prop. 15.40] that the two definitions
yield the same notion of whether f, g are homotopic.
Definition 3.4. Let (A,m), (B, n) be A∞ algebras, and f, g : (A,m) → (B, n) be
A∞ morphisms. A homotopy from f to g is H = (Hk)k>1, where Hk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A→
B for k = 1, 2, . . . are graded Q-multilinear maps of degree −1, satisfying
fn(a1, . . . , an)− gn(a1, . . . , an) =∑
0<j1<j2<···<jl<
k1<k2<···<km=n
nl+m+1
(
fj1(a1, . . . , aj1), fj2−j1(aj1+1, . . . , aj2), . . . ,
fjl−jl−1(ajl−1+1, . . . , ajl),Hk1−jl(ajl+1, . . . , ak1),
gk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2), . . . , gkm−km−1(akm−1+1, . . . , akm)
)
(12)
+
∑
06i<j6n
(−1)
Pi
l=1 deg alHn−j+i+1
(
a1, . . . , ai,mj−i(ai+1, . . . , aj), aj+1, . . . , an
)
,
for all n > 0 and pure a1, . . . , an in A. We can rewrite (12) in terms of the bar
complexes of (A,m) and (B, n): define H¯ : T (A)→ T (B) by
H¯(a1⊗· · ·⊗an) =
∑
0<j1<j2<···<jl<
k1<k2<···<km=n
fj1(a1, . . . , aj1)⊗ fj2−j1(aj1+1, . . . , aj2)⊗ · · ·⊗
fjl−jl−1(ajl−1+1, . . . , ajl)⊗Hk1−jl(ajl+1, . . . , ak1)⊗
gk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2)⊗ · · · ⊗ gkm−km−1(akm−1+1, . . . , akm),
for all n > 0 and pure a1, . . . , an in A. Then H¯ satisfies ∆B◦H¯ = (¯f⊗H¯+H¯⊗g¯)◦∆A,
and (12) is equivalent to f¯− g¯ = d¯B ◦ H¯+ H¯ ◦ d¯A, so that f¯ and g¯ are homotopic as
morphisms of chain complexes in the usual sense.
A∞ algebras form a 2-category, with A∞ morphisms as 1-morphisms, and ho-
motopies as 2-morphisms. We will sometimes write a homotopy H from f to g
as H : f ⇒ g, using 2-category notation. There are various notions of composi-
tion between homotopies and A∞-morphisms: given f, g, h : (A,m) → (B, n) and
H : f ⇒ g, I : g ⇒ h, we can define I ◦ H : f ⇒ h. Given f, g : (A,m) → (B, n),
h : (B, n) → (C, o) and H : f ⇒ g, we can define h ◦ H : (h ◦ f) ⇒ (h ◦ g).
Given f : (A,m) → (B, n), g, h : (B, n) → (C, o) and I : g ⇒ h, we can define
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I ◦ f : (g ◦ f) ⇒ (h ◦ f). The definitions, as compositions of maps fk, gk, hk,Hk, Ik,
are straightforward. They satisfy the usual 2-category associativity properties.
Definition 3.5. Let (A,m), (B, n) be A∞ algebras, and f : (A,m) → (B, n) an
A∞ morphism. A homotopy inverse for f is an A∞ morphism g : (B, n) → (A,m)
such that g ◦ f : (A,m) → (A,m) is homotopic to idA : (A,m) → (A,m), and
f ◦ g : (B, n) → (B, n) is homotopic to idB : (B, n) → (B, n). If f has a homotopy
inverse, we call f a homotopy equivalence, and we call (A,m), (B, n) homotopic.
The following important theorem is proved by Fukaya et al. [9, Cor. 15.44,
Th. 15.45(1)]; see also Keller [15, §3.7], who cites the thesis of Proute´ (Paris, 1984).
Theorem 3.6. Let (A,m), (B, n) be A∞ algebras. Then
(a) Homotopy is an equivalence relation on A∞ morphisms f : (A,m)→ (B, n).
(b) Homotopy is an equivalence relation on A∞ algebras.
(c) An A∞ morphism f : (A,m)→ (B, n) is a homotopy equivalence if and only
if it is a weak homotopy equivalence.
In practice, homotopy is a more useful notion of when two A∞ algebras are ‘the
same’ than either A∞ isomorphism or strict A∞ isomorphism. We are interested
in properties of A∞ algebras which are invariant under homotopy. Constructions
of A∞ algebras generally depend on some arbitrary choices (such as the almost
complex structure J below), and different choices yield homotopic but not (strictly)
isomorphic A∞ algebras.
3.3. Minimal models, and sums over planar trees. An A∞ algebra (B, n) is
called minimal if n1 = 0, so that H
∗(B) = B. If (A,m) is an A∞ algebra, then
one can make H∗(A) into a minimal A∞ algebra
(
H∗(A), n
)
, such that there is
an A∞-morphism pi : (A,m) →
(
H∗(A), n
)
inducing the identity in cohomology.
Thus
(
H∗(A), n
)
is homotopic to (A,m). We call
(
H∗(A), n
)
a minimal model or
canonical model for (A,m). It is unique up to A∞ isomorphism. We will explain a
proof of this using the method of sums over ‘planar rooted trees’ due to Kontsevich
and Soibelman [18, §6.4]; see also Markl [21] and Keller [16, Th. 2.3].
Definition 3.7. A planar rooted tree is a finite, connected, simply-connected graph
T in the plane R2, whose vertices are divided into k + 1 external vertices num-
bered 0, 1, . . . , k, and at least one internal vertices. Each external vertex must be
connected to exactly one edge, and the external vertices should be cyclically or-
dered, in the sense that if we embed T into the unit disc {x2 + y2 6 1} such that
T ∩ {x2 + y2 = 1} is vertices 0, 1, . . . , k, then the external vertices appear in the
cyclic order 0, 1, . . . , k anticlockwise around the circle.
Here when we say T is a graph in the plane, we mean that T is embedded in R2
up to continuous deformations. Since T is simply-connected, such an embedding
class of T is equivalent to prescribing the cyclic order of the edges at each vertex.
We call vertex 0 the root of T , and vertices 1, . . . , k the leaves of T . Define
a unique orientation on T such that each edge is oriented in the direction of the
minimal path to the root vertex. Then every vertex except the root has exactly
one outgoing edge, and the rest incoming edges. We call an edge the root edge if it
is connected to the root vertex, a leaf edge if it is connected to a leaf vertex, and
an internal edge if it is connected to no distinguished vertices. (See Figure 3.1(a).)
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Figure 3.1.(a) A planar rooted tree T (b) operators assigned to it
Definition 3.8. Let (A,m) be an A∞ algebra. Then (A,m1) is a complex. Let
B be a graded vector subspace of A closed under m1, such that the inclusion i :
B →֒ A induces an isomorphism i∗ : H∗(B,m1|B)→ H∗(A,m1). We will construct
n = (nk)k>1 making (B, n) into an A∞ algebra homotopic to (A,m).
Since i∗ is an isomorphism, we can choose a graded vector subspace C of A
such that C ∩ Kerm1 = {0} and A = B ⊕ C ⊕ m1(C). Then m1 : C → m1(C) is
invertible, so there is a unique graded linear map H : A → A of degree −1 with
H(b) = H(c) = 0 and H ◦ m1(c) = c for all b ∈ B and c ∈ C. Let ΠB : A → B be
the projection, with kernel C ⊕m1(C). Then idA−ΠB = m1 ◦H +H ◦m1 on A.
For each planar rooted tree T with k leaves, define a graded multilinear operator
nk,T :
p k copies q
B × · · · ×B → B of degree +1, as follows. To define nk,T (b1, . . . , bk), assign
objects and operators to the vertices and edges of T :
• assign b1, . . . , bk to the leaf vertices 1, . . . , k respectively.
• for each internal vertex with 1 outgoing edge and n incoming edges, as-
sign mn.
• assign i to each leaf edge.
• assign ΠB to the root edge.
• assign −H to each internal edge.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.1(b). Then we define nk,T (b1, . . . , bk) to be the com-
position of all these objects and morphisms, where we follow the orientations of
the edges, and at each interior vertex with 1 outgoing edge and n incoming edges,
we apply mn to the n inputs from the n incoming edges in the order counting
anticlockwise from the outgoing edge. In the example of Figure 3.1, this yields
n9,T (b1, . . . , b9) = Π ◦m3
(
−H ◦m3(i(b1),−H ◦m2(i(b2), i(b3)),−H(m0)),
−H ◦m1(−H ◦m2(i(b4), i(b5))),−H ◦m2(−H ◦m3(i(b6), i(b7), i(b8)), i(b9))
)
.
Note that this includes an m0 term, and so is zero in the A∞ algebra case.
Define n1 = m1|B, and for k > 2 define nk =
∑
T nk,T , where the sum is over
all planar rooted trees T with k leaves, such that every internal vertex has at least
three edges. (This excludes Figure 3.1. For filtered A∞ algebras we will also allow
internal vertices with one or two edges.) This condition implies that T has at
most 2k vertices and 2k − 1 edges, so there are only finite many such trees T , and
nk =
∑
T nk,T is a finite sum.
In a similar way, for each planar rooted tree T with k leaves, define a graded
multilinear operator ik,T :
p k copies q
B × · · · ×B → A of degree 0, as follows. Assign objects
and operators to the vertices and edges of T :
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• assign b1, . . . , bk to the leaf vertices 1, . . . , k respectively.
• for each internal vertex with 1 outgoing edge and n incoming edges, as-
sign mn.
• assign i to each leaf edge.
• assign −H to the root edge and to each internal edge.
Define ik,T (b1, . . . , bk) to be the composition of all these objects and morphisms.
Define i1 : B → A by i1 = i, and for k > 2 define ik =
∑
T ik,T , where the sum is
over all rooted planar trees T with k leaves, such that every internal vertex has at
least three edges. Then Markl [21] proves:
Theorem 3.9. In Definition 3.8, (B, n) is an A∞ algebra, and i : (B, n)→ (A,m)
is an A∞ morphism, and a homotopy equivalence. If we choose B ∼= H∗(A) to be
a subspace representing H∗(A), so that n1 = m1|B = 0, then (B, n) is a minimal
model for (A,m).
Markl [21] also gives much more complicated explicit formulae for a homotopy
inverse j : (A,m) → (B, n) for i and a homotopy H from i ◦ j to idA. Later we will
need a special case of this construction.
Definition 3.10. Let (A,m) and (D, o) be A∞ algebras, and p : (A,m) → (D, o)
a strict, surjective A∞ morphism which is a weak homotopy equivalence. That
is, pk = 0 for k 6= 1, and p1 : A → D is surjective and induces an isomorphism
(p1)∗ : H∗(A,m1) → H∗(D, o1). In Definition 3.8, choose the subspaces B,C of
A such that C ⊕ m1(C) = Ker p1, and p1|B : B → D is an isomorphism. This is
possible as p1 is surjective and (p1)∗ is an isomorphism.
As p is a strict A∞ morphism, we have p1 ◦ mj = oj ◦ (p1 × · · · × p1) for all
j = 1, 2, . . .. Since KerΠB = Kerp1 and ImH ⊆ Ker p1, this implies that ΠB ◦
mj(a1, . . . , ai−1,−H(ai), ai+1, . . . , aj) = 0 for all a1, . . . , aj ∈ A and i = 1, . . . , j.
Applying this to the root vertex of T , we see that nk,T = 0 in Definition 3.8
whenever T has an internal edge. Thus, the only nonzero nk,T is the unique T with
one internal vertex and k leaves, and we have nk = ΠB ◦ mk ◦ (i × · · · × i) for all
k = 1, 2, . . .. Comparing this with p1 ◦ mk = ok ◦ (p1 × · · · × p1) and noting that
p1|B : B → D is an isomorphism, we see that p1|B : B → D identifies mk and ok
for k = 1, 2, . . .. Hence, p1|B induces a strict A∞ isomorphism (B, n)→ (D, o).
Now define a graded multilinear operator qk :
p k copies q
D × · · · ×D → A of degree 0 by
qk = ik ◦
(
(p1|B)
−1 × · · · × (p1|B)−1
)
, and write q = (qk)k>1. Then Theorem 3.9
implies that q : (D, o)→ (A,m) is an A∞ morphism, and a homotopy equivalence.
It is easy to check that p ◦ q : (D, o) → (D, o) is the identity on (D, o), so q is a
homotopy inverse for p : (A,m)→ (D, o). We have proved:
Corollary 3.11. Let p : (A,m) → (D, o) be a strict, surjective A∞ morphism
of A∞ algebras which is a weak homotopy equivalence. Then we can construct an
explicit homotopy inverse q : (D, o)→ (A,m) for p using sums over planar trees.
3.4. Novikov rings, and modules over them. In defining Lagrangian Floer
cohomology, we have to consider sums involving infinitely many terms, coming from
J-holomorphic discs of larger and larger area. To ensure these sums converge, we
work over a ring of formal power series known as a Novikov ring, as in Fukaya et al.
[9, Def. 6.2]. We consider two kinds, general Novikov rings Λnov,Λ
0
nov and Calabi–
Yau Novikov rings ΛCY,Λ
0
CY, to be used in §11, §13, and §12–§13, respectively.
The reason for having two kinds is this. In Λnov,Λ
0
nov, terms T
λeµ keep track
of J-holomorphic discs in M with boundary in L, area λ, and Maslov index 2µ.
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However, if M is Calabi–Yau and L is graded then all J-holomorphic curves in M
with boundary in L have Maslov index 0, so the eµ are unnecessary, and we can
use the smaller rings ΛCY,Λ
0
CY. We restrict to Novikov rings over Q.
Definition 3.12. Let T and e be formal variables, graded of degree 0 and 2,
respectively. Define four universal Novikov rings (over Q) by
Λnov =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λieµi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ R, µi ∈ Z, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
,(13)
Λ0nov =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λieµi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ [0,∞), µi ∈ Z, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
,(14)
ΛCY =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ R, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
,(15)
Λ0
CY
=
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ [0,∞), limi→∞ λi =∞
}
.(16)
Then Λ0nov ⊂ Λnov and Λ
0
CY ⊂ ΛCY are Q-vector spaces. For brevity we shall write
Λ∗nov to mean either Λ
0
nov or Λnov, and Λ
∗
CY
to mean either Λ0
CY
or ΛCY. Define
multiplications ‘ · ’ by
(∑∞
i=0 aiT
λieµi
)
·
(∑∞
j=0 bjT
νjeξj
)
=
∑∞
i,j=0 aibjT
λi+νjeµi+ξj
on Λ∗nov, and similarly for Λ∗CY. Here since λi, νj →∞ as i, j →∞, the sum over i, j
can be rewritten as a sum over k = 0, 1, . . . such that λik +νjk →∞ as k →∞, and
so it lies in Λ∗nov. With these multiplications, Λ
∗
nov,Λ
∗
CY
are commutative Q-algebras
with identity 1 = 1T 0e0 or 1T 0.
The condition that limi→∞ λi =∞ in (13)–(16) is equivalent to saying that for
all C > 0, there are only finitely many (λi, µi) or λi in the sums with λi 6 C. We
will often write similar conditions this way. Define filtrations of Λ∗nov,Λ∗CY by
FλΛ∗nov =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λieµi ∈ Λ∗nov : λi > λ for all i = 0, 1, . . .
}
,
FλΛ∗CY =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λi ∈ Λ∗CY : λi > λ for all i = 0, 1, . . .
}
,
for λ ∈ R. Then FλΛ∗nov ⊆ F
νΛ∗nov if λ > ν, and (F
λΛ∗nov) · (F
νΛ∗nov) = F
λ+νΛ∗nov,
and Λ0nov = F
0Λnov, and F
λΛnov = T
λΛ0nov.
These filtrations induce topologies on Λ∗nov,Λ
∗
CY
, and notions of convergence for
sequences and series, which have nothing to do with the topology on Q or conver-
gence in Q. An infinite sum
∑∞
k=0 αk in Λ
∗
nov converges in Λ
∗
nov if and only if for
all λ ∈ R we have αk ∈ FλΛ∗nov for all except finitely many k = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
As T, e are graded of degrees 0,2, we can regard Λnov,Λ
0
nov as graded rings. Write
Λ
(k)
nov,Λ
0 (k)
nov for the degree k parts of Λnov,Λ
0
nov, for k ∈ Z. Then
Λ(2k)nov =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λiek : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ R, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
, Λ
(2k+1)
nov = 0,
for k ∈ Z. Note that ν ∈ Λnov can have nonzero components ν(2k) ∈ Λ
(2k)
nov for
infinitely many k ∈ Z, but ν =
∑
k∈Z ν
(2k) holds as a convergent sum in Λnov.
Identifying e0 = 1 gives ΛCY = Λ
(0)
nov and Λ0CY = Λ
0 (0)
nov .
We can also consider modules over Λ∗nov and Λ
∗
CY
. In this paper, all modules we
consider will be of the form V ⊗Q Λ∗nov and V ⊗Q Λ∗CY, where V =
⊕
k∈Z V
k is a
finite-dimensional graded Q-vector space. Then V ⊗ Λ∗nov is graded with grading
(V ⊗ Λ∗nov)l =
⊕
j+k=l V
j ⊗ Λ
∗ (k)
nov , and filtered with filtration Fλ(V ⊗ Λ∗nov) =
V ⊗ FλΛ∗nov for λ ∈ R. As V is finite-dimensional, we do not need to take the
completion V ⊗ˆΛ∗nov with respect to the filtration of V ⊗ Λ
∗
nov, as Fukaya et al.
do [9], since V ⊗ Λ∗nov is already complete.
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3.5. Gapped filtered A∞ algebras. Next we define gapped filtered A∞ algebras,
following Fukaya et al. [9, §7.2], and extend the material of §3.2–§3.3 to them.
The rest of the section, §3.5–§3.7, can be done either over Λ0nov or Λ
0
CY. We shall
work over Λ0nov, as it is more general; the changes for the Λ
0
CY
case are obvious.
For instance, in Definition 3.13(i) for Λ0
CY
we would take G ⊂ [0,∞) closed under
addition with 0 ∈ G and G ∩ [0, C] finite for C > 0, and write mk =
∑
λ∈G T
λmλk .
Definition 3.13. A gapped filtered A∞ algebra (A⊗ Λ0nov,m) consists of:
(a) A Z-graded Q-vector space A =
⊕
d∈Z A
d, so that A ⊗ Λ0nov is a graded
filtered Λ0nov-module.
(b) Graded Λ0nov-multilinear maps mk :
p k copies q
(A⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (A⊗ Λ
0
nov)→A ⊗
Λ0nov for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., of degree +1. Write m = (mk)k>0.
These must satisfy the following conditions:
(i) there exists a subset G ⊂ [0,∞) × Z, closed under addition, such that
G ∩ ({0}×Z) = {(0, 0)} and G ∩ ([0, C]×Z) is finite for any C > 0, and the
maps mk for k > 0 may be written mk =
∑
(λ,µ)∈G T
λeµmλ,µk , for unique
Q-multilinear maps mλ,µk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A→ A graded of degree 1−2µ. When
k = 0, we take m0 ∈ (A⊗ Λ
0
nov)
(1) and mλ,µ0 ∈ A
1−2µ;
(ii) m0,00 = 0, in the notation of (i); and
(iii) call a ∈ A⊗ Λ0nov pure if a ∈ (A⊗ Λ
0
nov)
(d) \ {0} for some d ∈ Z, and then
define the degree of a to be deg a = d. Then we require that for all k > 0
and all pure a1, . . . , ak in A⊗ Λ0nov, equation (8) holds.
There is a unique smallest choice of subset G satisfying (i). Part (iii) may be
rewritten in terms of the mλ,µk as follows: for all k > 0, all (λ, µ) ∈ G and all pure
a1, . . . , ak in A, we have
(17)
∑
i,k1,k2,λ1,λ2,µ1,µ2: 16i6k1,k2>0,
k1+k2=k+1, λ1+λ2=λ, µ1+µ2=µ
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1 deg alm
λ1,µ1
k1
(a1, . . . , ai−1,m
λ2,µ2
k2
(ai, . . . , ai+k2−1),
ai+k2 . . . , ak) = 0.
Note that a gapped filtered A∞ algebra (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) is a weak A∞ algebra in
the sense of Definition 3.1, with extra structure. Also, if (λ, µ) = (0, 0) then as
G ∩ ({0} × Z) = {(0, 0)}, equation (17) reduces to∑
i,k1,k2:16i6k1,
k2>0, k1+k2=k+1
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1 deg alm0,0k1 (a1, . . . , ai−1,m
0,0
k2 (ai, . . . , ai+k2−1),
ai+k2 . . . , ak) = 0,
for all k > 0 and all pure a1, . . . , ak in A. Thus, if (A⊗Λ
0
nov,m) is a gapped filtered
A∞ algebra, then (A,m0,0) is an A∞ algebra, where m0,0 = (m0,0k )k>0. In particular,
(A,m0,01 ) is a complex, and we can form its cohomology H
∗(A,m0,01 ). Generalizing
§3.3, we call a gapped filtered A∞ algebra (A⊗ Λ0nov,m) minimal if m
0,0
1 = 0.
If A is infinite-dimensional then in general we should replace A ⊗ Λ0nov by the
completion A⊗ˆΛ0nov of A ⊗ Λ
0
nov with respect to the filtration F
λ(A ⊗ Λ0nov), λ >
0, as in Fukaya et al. [9]. If we do not, then infinite sums in A ⊗ Λ0nov such
as mk(a1, . . . , ak) =
∑
(λ,µ)∈G T
λeµmλ,µk (a1, . . . , ak) from (i) need not converge in
A ⊗ Λ0nov. But as we work only with finite-dimensional A, for which A ⊗ Λ
0
nov is
already complete, we shall ignore this point.
A gapped filtered A∞ algebra (A⊗Λ0nov,m) is called strict if m0 = 0. Then (iii)
implies that m1◦m1 = 0, so (A⊗Λ0nov,m1) is a complex of Λ
0
nov-modules, and we can
form its cohomology H∗(A⊗Λ0nov,m1), which is a graded filtered Λ0nov-module. Also,
(A⊗Λnov,m1) is a complex of Λnov-modules, whose cohomology H
∗(A⊗Λnov,m1)
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is a graded filtered Λnov-module. These are the kinds of cohomology we will use to
define Lagrangian Floer cohomology.
The term gapped [9, Def. 7.26] refers to condition (i) above. This structure arises
naturally in J-holomorphic curve problems, and is useful for inductive arguments.
We generalize Definitions 3.3–3.5 to the gapped filtered case.
Definition 3.14. Let (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) and (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) be gapped filtered A∞
algebras. A gapped filtered A∞ morphism f : (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) is
f = (fk)k>0, where fk :
p k copies q
(A⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (A⊗ Λ
0
nov) → B ⊗ Λ
0
nov for k = 0, 1, . . .
are graded Λ0nov-multilinear maps of degree 0, satisfying
(i) there exists a subset G′ ⊂ [0,∞) × Z, closed under addition, such that
G′ ∩ ({0} × Z) = {(0, 0)} and G′ ∩ ([0, C]× Z) is finite for any C > 0, and
the maps fk for k > 0 may be written fk =
∑
(λ,µ)∈G′ T
λeµfλ,µk , for unique
Q-multilinear maps fλ,µk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A → B graded of degree −2µ. When
k = 0, we take f0 ∈ (B ⊗ Λ0nov)
(0) and fλ,µ0 ∈ B
−2µ;
(ii) f0,00 = 0, in the notation of (i); and
(iii) for all k > 0 and pure a1, . . . , ak in A⊗ Λ0nov, we have
(18)
∑
16i6j6k
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1 deg alfk−j+i+1
(
a1, . . . , ai−1,
mj−i(ai, . . . , aj−1), aj , . . . , ak
)
=
∑
06k16k26···6kl=k
nl
(
fk1(a1, . . . , ak1), fk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2),
. . . , fkl−kl−1(akl−1+1, . . . , akl)
)
.
As for (17), equation (18) may be rewritten in terms of the fλ,µk ,m
λ,µ
k , n
λ,µ
k as
(19)
∑
16i6j6k
λ1+λ2=λ, µ1+µ2=µ
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1 deg al f
λ1,µ1
k−j+i+1
(
a1, . . . , ai−1,
m
λ2,µ2
j−i (ai, . . . , aj−1), aj , . . . , ak
)
=
∑
06k16k26···6kl=k
λ0+···+λl=λ, µ0+···+µl=µ
n
λ0,µ0
l
(
f
λ1,µ1
k1
(a1, . . . , ak1), f
λ2,µ2
k2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2),
. . . , fλl,µlkl−kl−1(akl−1+1, . . . , akl)
)
,
for all k > 0, pure a1, . . . , ak in A, λ > 0 and µ ∈ Z.
Note the difference between (9) and (18): because we now allow f0 to be nonzero,
the second line of (18) is a sum over 0 6 k1 6 k2 6 · · · 6 kl = n rather than over
0 < k1 < k2 < · · · < kl = n. Thus, the second line of (18) is an infinite sum,
as for instance it includes the terms nl(f0, . . . , f0, fn(a1, . . . , an)) for all l > 1. We
claim that the second line of (18) is a convergent sum in the complete filtered Λ0nov-
module B⊗Λ0nov, in the sense of §3.4. This is more-or-less equivalent to (19) being
finite sums for all λ, µ.
To see this, let λ0 = min(0,0) 6=(λ,n)∈G′ λ, which is well-defined and positive by
(i), unless G′ = {(0, 0)}, in which case f0 = 0 and the result is trivial. Then
f0 ∈ F
λ0(B ⊗ Λ0nov) by (ii). Now for any given N > 0, there are only finitely
many terms in the second line of (18) including fewer that N f0’s. Thus, there are
only finitely many terms which do not lie in FNλ0(B ⊗ Λ0nov). Since Nλ0 →∞ as
N → ∞, this implies that for any λ ∈ [0,∞), all but finitely many terms in the
second line of (18) lie in Fλ(B ⊗ Λ0nov), so it is a convergent sum.
A gapped filtered A∞ morphism f : (A⊗Λ0nov,m)→ (B⊗Λ
0
nov, n) is called strict
if fk = 0 for k 6= 1, and a gapped filtered A∞ isomorphism if f1 : A⊗Λ0nov → B⊗Λ0nov
is an isomorphism.
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If f : (A⊗Λ0nov,m)→ (B⊗Λ
0
nov, n) is a gapped filtered A∞ morphism, then f
0,0 :
(A,m0,0)→ (B, n0,0) is an A∞ morphism, where f0,0 = (f0,0k )k>1. We call f a weak
homotopy equivalence of gapped filtered A∞ algebras if f0,0 : (A,m0,0) → (B, n0,0)
is a weak homotopy equivalence of A∞ algebras in the sense of Definition 3.3, that
is, if f0,01 induces an isomorphism H
∗(A,m0,01 )→ H
∗(B, n0,01 ).
If (A⊗Λ0nov,m), (B⊗Λ
0
nov, n), (C⊗Λ
0
nov, o) are gapped filtered A∞ algebras and
f : (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n), g : (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) → (C ⊗ Λ
0
nov, o) are gapped
filtered A∞ morphisms, the composition g ◦ f : (A⊗ Λ0nov,m)→ (C ⊗ Λ
0
nov, o) is
(20)
(g ◦ f)n(a1, . . . , an) =
∑
06k16k26···6kl=n
gl
(
fk1(a1, . . . , ak1), fk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2),
. . . , fkl−kl−1(akl−1+1, . . . , akl)
)
,
which is (11) but allowing equalities in the sum over 0 < k1 < k2 < · · · < kl = n.
As for (18), this is an infinite, convergent sum. Composition is associative.
Let f, g : (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) be gapped filtered A∞ morphisms of
gapped filtered A∞ algebras. A homotopy from f to g is H = (Hk)k>0, where
Hk :
p k copies q
(A⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (A⊗ Λ
0
nov) → B ⊗ Λ
0
nov for k = 0, 1, . . . are graded Λ
0
nov-
multilinear maps of degree −1, satisfying
(i) there exists a subset G′′ ⊂ [0,∞) × Z, closed under addition, such that
G′′ ∩ ({0} × Z) = {(0, 0)} and G′′ ∩ ([0, C] × Z) is finite for any C > 0,
and the maps Hk for k > 0 may be written Hk =
∑
(λ,µ)∈G′′ T
λeµHλ,µk ,
for unique Q-multilinear maps Hλ,µk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A → B graded of degree
−1− 2µ. When k = 0, we take H0 ∈ (B ⊗ Λ0nov)
(−1) and Hλ,µ0 ∈ B
−1−2µ;
(ii) H0,00 = 0, in the notation of (i); and
(iii) for all n > 0 and pure a1, . . . , an in A⊗ Λ0nov, we have
fn(a1, . . . , an)− gn(a1, . . . , an) =∑
06j16j26···6jl6
k16k26···6km=n
nl+m+1
(
fj1(a1, . . . , aj1), fj2−j1(aj1+1, . . . , aj2), . . . ,
fjl−jl−1(ajl−1+1, . . . , ajl),Hk1−jl(ajl+1, . . . , ak1),
gk2−k1(ak1+1, . . . , ak2), . . . , gkm−km−1(akm−1+1, . . . , akm)
)
(21)
+
∑
06i6j6n
(−1)
Pi
l=1 deg alHn−j+i+1
(
a1, . . . , ai,mj−i(ai+1, . . . , aj), aj+1, . . . , an
)
,
which is (12), but allowing equalities in 0 < j1 < · · · < km = n and
0 6 i < j 6 n. As for (18) and (20), (21) is a convergent infinite sum.
Let f : (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) be a gapped filtered A∞ morphism. A
homotopy inverse for f is a gapped filtered A∞ morphism g : (B ⊗ Λ0nov, n) →
(A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) such that g ◦ f : (A ⊗ Λ
0
nov,m) → (A ⊗ Λ
0
nov,m) is homotopic to
idA : (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (A ⊗ Λ
0
nov,m), and f ◦ g : (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) → (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) is
homotopic to idB : (B ⊗ Λ0nov, n)→ (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n). If f has a homotopy inverse, we
call f a homotopy equivalence, and we call (A⊗Λ0nov,m), (B ⊗Λ
0
nov, n) homotopic.
Here is the analogue of Theorem 3.6, due to Fukaya et al. [9, Th. 15.45(2)].
Theorem 3.15. Let (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m), (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) be gapped filtered A∞ algebras.
Then
(a) Homotopy is an equivalence relation on gapped filtered A∞ morphisms f :
(A⊗ Λ0nov,m)→ (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n).
(b) Homotopy is an equivalence relation on gapped filtered A∞ algebras.
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(c) A gapped filtered A∞ morphism f : (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) is a
homotopy equivalence if and only if it is a weak homotopy equivalence.
We can also generalize the ideas of §3.3 to the gapped filtered case. Here are the
analogues of Definition 3.8 and Theorem 3.9.
Definition 3.16. Let (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) be a gapped filtered A∞ algebra. Then(
A,m0,01
)
is a complex. Let B be a graded vector subspace of A closed under m0,01 ,
such that the inclusion i : B →֒ A induces an isomorphism i∗ : H∗
(
B,m0,01 |B
)
→
H∗
(
A,m0,01
)
. We will construct n = (nk)k>0 making (B ⊗ Λ0nov, n) into a gapped
filtered A∞ algebra homotopic to (A⊗ Λ0nov,m).
Since i∗ is an isomorphism, we can choose a graded vector subspace C of A such
that C ∩ Kerm0,01 = {0} and A = B ⊕ C ⊕ m
0,0
1 (C). Then m
0,0
1 : C → m
0,0
1 (C) is
invertible, so there is a unique graded linear map H : A → A of degree −1 with
H(b) = H(c) = 0 and H ◦m0,01 (c) = c for all b ∈ B and c ∈ C. Let ΠB : A→ B be
the projection, with kernel C⊕m0,01 (C). Then idA−ΠB = m
0,0
1 ◦H+H ◦m
0,0
1 on A.
Let ıˆ : B⊗Λ0nov →֒ A⊗Λ
0
nov, Hˆ : A⊗Λ
0
nov → A⊗Λ
0
nov and ΠˆB : A⊗Λ
0
nov → B⊗Λ
0
nov
be the Λ0nov-linear extensions of i,H,ΠB.
For each planar rooted tree T with k leaves, define a graded multilinear operator
nk,T :
p k copies q
(B ⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov) → B ⊗ Λ
0
nov of degree +1, as follows. To
define nk,T (b1, . . . , bk), assign objects and operators to the vertices and edges of T :
• assign b1, . . . , bk to the leaf vertices 1, . . . , k respectively.
• for each internal vertex with 1 outgoing edge and n incoming edges, n 6= 1,
assign mn.
• for each internal vertex with 1 outgoing edge and 1 incoming edge, as-
sign m1 −m0,01 .
• assign ıˆ to each leaf edge.
• assign ΠˆB to the root edge.
• assign −Hˆ to each internal edge.
Let nk,T (b1, . . . , bk) be the composition of all these objects and morphisms, as in
Definition 3.8. Define nk :
p k copies q
(B ⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov)→ B ⊗ Λ
0
nov by
(22) nk =
{
m0,01 +
∑
T n1,T , k = 1,∑
T nk,T , k = 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . ,
where the sums are over all planar rooted trees T with k leaves.
The sums in (22) are infinite sums, since such trees T can contain arbitrarily
large numbers of internal vertices with 1 edge, which are weighted by m0, or with
2 edges, which are weighted by m1 − m0,01 . We claim they are convergent. To see
this, let G be as in Definition 3.13(i), and set λ0 = min(0,0) 6=(λ,µ)∈G λ. Then λ0 > 0,
provided G 6= {(0, 0)}, and m0 ∈ Fλ0(A ⊗ Λ0nov), and m1 −m
0,0
1 : F
λ(A⊗ Λ0nov)→
Fλ+λ0(A ⊗ Λ0nov) for all λ ∈ [0,∞). Therefore, if T has N internal vertices with
1 or 2 edges, then nk,T maps to F
Nλ0(B ⊗ Λ0nov). As there are only finitely many
rooted planar trees T with k leaves and fewer than N internal vertices with 1 or 2
edges, and Nλ0 →∞ as N →∞, it follows that (22) is convergent.
In a similar way, for each planar rooted tree T with k leaves, define a graded
multilinear operator ik,T :
p k copies q
(B ⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov) → A ⊗ Λ
0
nov of degree 0,
as follows. Assign objects and operators to the vertices and edges of T :
• assign b1, . . . , bk to the leaf vertices 1, . . . , k respectively.
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• for each internal vertex with 1 outgoing edge and n incoming edges, n 6= 1,
assign mn.
• for each internal vertex with 1 outgoing edge and 1 incoming edge, as-
sign m1 −m0,01 .
• assign ıˆ to each leaf edge.
• assign −Hˆ to the root edge and to each internal edge.
Define ik,T (b1, . . . , bk) to be the composition of all these objects and morphisms.
Define ik :
p k copies q
(B ⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov)→ A⊗ Λ
0
nov by
ik =
{
ıˆ+
∑
T i1,T , k = 1,∑
T ik,T , k = 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . ,
where the sums are over all planar rooted trees T with k leaves. As for (22), these
are convergent infinite sums.
Theorem 3.17. In Definition 3.16, (B ⊗ Λ0nov, n) is a gapped filtered A∞ algebra,
and i : (B ⊗ Λ0nov, n) → (A ⊗ Λ
0
nov,m) is a gapped filtered A∞ morphism, and a
homotopy equivalence. If we choose B ∼= H∗(A,m0,01 ) to be a subspace representing
H∗(A,m0,01 ), so that n
0,0
1 = m
0,0
1 |B = 0, then (B ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n) is a minimal model
for (A⊗ Λ0nov,m).
As for Corollary 3.11, we prove:
Corollary 3.18. Let p : (A⊗Λ0nov,m)→ (D⊗Λ
0
nov, o) be a strict, surjective gapped
filtered A∞ morphism of gapped filtered A∞ algebras which is a weak homotopy
equivalence. Then we can construct an explicit homotopy inverse q : (D⊗Λ0nov, o)→
(A⊗ Λ0nov,m) for p using sums over planar trees.
3.6. Bounding cochains. As in Definition 3.13, to define Lagrangian Floer coho-
mology we will need strict gapped filtered A∞ algebras. Bounding cochains are a
method of modifying gapped filtered A∞ algebras to make them strict, introduced
by Fukaya et al. [9, §5.7, §11].
Definition 3.19. Let (A⊗Λ0nov,m) be a gapped filtered A∞ algebra, and suppose
b ∈ Fλ(A ⊗ Λ0nov)
(0) for some λ > 0. Define graded Λ0nov-multilinear maps m
b
k :
p k copies q
(A⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (A⊗ Λ
0
nov)→ A⊗ Λ
0
nov for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., of degree +1, by
mbk(a1, . . . , ak) =
∑
n0,...,nk>0
mk+n0+···+nk
( p n0 q
b, . . . , b, a1,
p n1 q
b, . . . , b, a2,
p n2 q
b, . . . , b,
. . . ,
p nk−1 q
b, . . . , b, ak,
p nk q
b, . . . , b
)
.
This is an infinite sum, but converges as b ∈ Fλ(A ⊗ Λ0nov) for λ > 0. Write
mb = (mbk)k>0. We call b a bounding cochain for (A⊗Λ
0
nov,m) if m
b
0 = 0, that is, if∑
k>0 mk(b, . . . , b) = 0.
This is called the Maurer–Cartan equation, or Batalin–Vilkovisky master equation.
It is then easy to prove [9, Prop. 11.10]:
Lemma 3.20. In Definition 3.19, (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m
b) is a gapped filtered A∞ algebra,
which is strict if and only if b is a bounding cochain. Moreover, f : (A⊗Λ0nov,m
b)→
(A ⊗ Λ0nov,m) defined by f0 = b, f1 = idA⊗Λ0nov and fk = 0 for k > 2 is an A∞
isomorphism. Thus (A⊗ Λ0nov,m
b) is homotopy equivalent to (A⊗ Λ0nov,m).
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Thus, if b is a bounding cochain then (A⊗ Λ0nov,m
b
1) is a complex, and we may
form its cohomology H∗(A⊗Λ0nov,mb1), which is a Λ0nov-module. We can also work
over Λnov rather than Λ
0
nov, so that (A⊗ Λnov,m
b
1) is a complex, with cohomology
H∗(A⊗ Λnov,mb1).
3.7. AN,K algebras. Stasheff [23, 24] introduced AK algebras [9, §17.2], a finite
approximation to A∞ algebras. An AK algebra (A,m) is as in Definition 3.1 with
m0 = 0, except that m = (mk)
K
k=1 rather than (mk)
∞
k=1, and (8) holds for k =
1, . . . ,K rather than k = 1, . . . ,∞. Similarly, AN,K algebras [9, §30.6] are a finite
approximation of gapped filtered A∞ algebras. We omit the phrase ‘gapped filtered’
used in [9]. Here is the AN,K analogue of Definitions 3.13 and 3.14.
Definition 3.21. Let G ⊂ [0,∞)×Z be closed under addition with G∩({0}×Z) =
{(0, 0)} and G ∩ ([0, C]× Z) finite for any C > 0. Define ‖ . ‖ : G → N by
(23) ‖(λ, µ)‖ = max
{
d : (λ, µ) =
∑d
i=1(λi, µi), (0, 0) 6= (λi, µi) ∈ G
}
+ [λ]
for (0, 0) 6= (λ, µ) ∈ G, where [λ] is the greatest integer 6 λ, and ‖(0, 0)‖ = 0. (This
differs by 1 from ‖(λ, µ)‖ in [9, Def. 30.61].)
Let N,K > 0. An AN,K algebra (A,G,m) consists of a Z-graded Q-vector space
A =
⊕
d∈Z A
d, G as above, and a family m of graded Q-multilinear maps mλ,µk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A→ A of degree 1 − 2µ for all (λ, µ) ∈ G and k > 0 such that either (a)
‖(λ, µ)‖+ k − 1 < N +K, or (b) ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 = N +K and ‖(λ, µ)‖ − 1 6 N ,
satisfying equation (17) for all (λ, µ) ∈ G and k > 0 such that (a) or (b) hold.
Now suppose (A,G,m) and (B,G, n) are AN,K algebras. Modifying the first
part of Definition 3.14, an AN,K morphism f : (A,G,m) → (B,G, n) consists of
Q-multilinear maps fλ,µk :
p k copies q
A× · · · ×A→ B graded of degree −2µ for all (λ, µ) ∈ G
and k > 0 such that (a) or (b) hold, with f0,00 = 0, satisfying equation (19) for all
(λ, µ) ∈ G, k > 0 such that (a) or (b) hold and pure a1, . . . , ak ∈ A. Note that we
use the same G for (A,G,m), (B,G, n) and f, and we regard G as fixed once and for
all. The issue of changing G will be addressed in the proof of Theorem 11.2.
Composition of AN,K morphisms is defined in the obvious way. If f : (A,G,m)→
(B,G, n) is an AN,K morphism then f0,01 : A → B is a well-defined morphism of
complexes (A,m0,01 ) → (B, n
0,0
1 ), and induces (f
0,0
1 )∗ : H
∗(A,m0,01 ) → H
∗(B, n0,01 ).
We call f a weak homotopy equivalence if (f0,01 )∗ is an isomorphism. We can also
define homotopy H : f ⇒ g between AN,K-morphisms f, g : (A,G,m) → (B,G, n)
by rewriting (21) in terms of the Hλ,µk and only requiring it to hold for (λ, µ), k
satisfying (a) or (b). Thus we define homotopy inverse and homotopy equivalence.
Here is the analogue of Theorems 3.6 and 3.15, [9, Rem. 30.71].
Theorem 3.22. Let (A,G,m), (B,G, n) be AN,K algebras. Then
(a) Homotopy is an equivalence relation on AN,K morphisms f : (A,G,m) →
(B,G, n).
(b) Homotopy is an equivalence relation on AN,K algebras.
(c) An AN,K morphism f : (A,G,m) → (B,G, n) is a homotopy equivalence if
and only if it is a weak homotopy equivalence.
For simplicity, in the rest of the paper we will takeK = 0, and consider only AN,0
algebras. These are sufficient for our purposes, and fixing K = 0 reduces conditions
(a) and (b) of Definition 3.21 to the single inequality ‖(λ, µ)‖+ k − 1 6 N .
If N¯ > N > 0 then any AN¯,0 algebra (A,G, m¯) induces an AN,0 algebra (A,G,m)
by taking m to be the subset of m¯λ,µk with ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N . Similarly, an
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AN¯,0 morphism f¯ : (A,G, m¯)→ (B,G, n¯) restricts to an AN,0 morphism f : (A,G,m)
→ (B,G, n) on the corresponding AN,0 algebras. Conversely, we can ask about ex-
tending AN,0 algebras and AN,0 morphisms to AN¯,0 algebras and AN¯,0 morphisms.
Our next theorem follows from Fukaya et al. [9, Th. 30.72 & Lem. 30.128].
Theorem 3.23. Let f : (A,G,m) → (B,G, n) be an AN,0 morphism of AN,0 alge-
bras which is a weak homotopy equivalence. Suppose N¯ > N, and (B,G, n¯) is an
AN¯,0 algebra extending (B,G, n). Then
(a) there exists an AN¯,0 algebra (A,G, m¯) extending (A,G,m), and an AN¯,0
morphism f¯ : (A,G, m¯) → (B,G, n¯) extending f which is a weak homotopy
equivalence; and
(b) if (A,G, m¯) is an AN¯,0 algebra extending (A,G,m), and g¯ : (A,G, m¯) →
(B,G, n¯) is an AN¯,0 morphism which restricts to an AN,0 morphism g :
(A,G,m) → (B,G, n) which is AN,0 homotopic to f, then f extends to an
AN¯,0 morphism f¯ : (A,G, m¯)→ (B,G, n¯) which is AN¯,0 homotopic to g¯.
All of §3.5–§3.7 also works over Λ0CY rather than Λ
0
nov, with the obvious changes.
4. Moduli spaces
Next we discuss moduli spaces of isomorphism classes of stable maps from a
genus 0 prestable bordered Riemann surface with immersed Lagrangian boundary
conditions. Most of the arguments are the same as in the embedded case of Fukaya
et al. [9, §29] and Liu [20], but we put some extra data on the boundary of our
stable maps.
4.1. Definition of the moduli spaces Mmaink+1 (α, β, J). We first define stable
J-holomorphic maps from prestable holomorphic discs with marked points.
Definition 4.1. Let (M,ω) be a compact 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold with
a compatible almost complex structure J , and ι : L → M a compact Lagrangian
immersion. Suppose that all the self-intersection points of the immersion ι are
transverse double self-intersections.
Let Σ be a genus 0 prestable bordered Riemann surface, that is, Σ is a possibly
singular Riemann surface with boundary ∂Σ such that the double Σ ∪∂Σ Σ¯ is a
connected and simply connected compact singular Riemann surface whose only
singularities are nodes. Let k be a non-negative integer, and choose mutually
distinct smooth points z0, . . . , zk on ∂Σ, and write ~z = (z0, . . . , zk). Let u : Σ→M
be a J-holomorphic map with u(∂Σ) ⊂ ι(L). We call the triple (Σ, ~z, u) stable if
the automorphism group Aut(Σ, ~z, u) of biholomorphisms f : Σ→ Σ with u◦f = u
and f(zi) = zi for i = 0, . . . , k is finite. Equivalently, (Σ, ~z, u) is stable if for each
irreducible component Σ′ of Σ, u|Σ′ is not constant, or
• the number of singular points on Σ′ is at least 3 when Σ′ is diffeomorphic
to a sphere,
• the number of marked or singular points on ∂Σ′ plus twice the number of
singular points on Σ′ \ ∂Σ′ is at least 3 when Σ′ is diffeomorphic to a disc.
For (Σ, ~z, u) as above, we would like to think of the boundary ∂Σ as a circle, but
this is not true if Σ has boundary nodes. Let S1 = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} be a circle with
the counter-clockwise orientation. The boundary ∂Σ has the orientation induced
by the complex structure, and there is a continuous and orientation-preserving map
l : S1 → ∂Σ unique up to reparameterization such that
• the inverse image of a singular point of ∂Σ consists of two points,
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• the inverse image of a smooth point of ∂Σ consists of one point.
Write ζi = l
−1(zi), for i = 0, . . . , k.
In the embedded case [9, §2], one defines moduli spaces Mk+1(β, J) of isomor-
phism classes [Σ, ~z, u] of triples (Σ, ~z, u). But in our immersed case, we need to
keep track of some extra information. In Definition 4.1, u ◦ l is a continuous map
S1 → ι(L). We want to know whether this can be locally lifted to a continuous
map u¯ : S1 → L with ι ◦ u¯ ≡ u ◦ l. This is only a problem at the self-intersection
points of ι(L). For such a point p ∈ M we have ι−1(p) = {p+, p−}, that is, two
points p+, p− in L map to one point p in M , and ι(L) near p in M has two sheets,
the images under ι of disjoint open neighbourhoods of p+ and p−.
If u ◦ l(ζ) = p for some ζ ∈ S1, it can happen that u ◦ l jumps at ζ between
the two sheets of ι(L) near p in M , and so u ◦ l cannot be lifted to a continuous
u¯ : S1 → L near ζ, since u¯ would have to jump discontinuously between p+ and
p− at ζ. The meaning of the next definition is that we consider triples (Σ, ~z, u) in
which u ◦ l jumps at ζ between two sheets of ι(L) in this way if and only if ζ = ζi
for i in a fixed subset I ⊆ {0, . . . , k}, and that we also prescribe p = u(ζi) and the
limits p+, p− of u(ζ′) as ζ′ → ζi in S1 from either direction.
Definition 4.2. Let (M,ω) be a compact 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold with
a compatible almost complex structure J , and ι : L → M a compact Lagrangian
immersion with only transverse double self-intersections. Define R to be the set of
ordered pairs (p−, p+) ∈ L × L such that p− 6= p+ and ι(p−) = ι(p+), and define
an involution σ : R→ R by σ(p−, p+) = (p+, p−).
Fix k > 0. Let I ⊂ {0, . . . , k} be a subset, α : I → R a map, and β ∈
H2(M, ι(L);Z) a relative homology class. Consider quintuples (Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯), where
Σ is a genus 0 prestable bordered Riemann surface, and ~z = (z0, . . . , zk) for distinct
smooth points z0, . . . , zk on ∂Σ, and u : Σ → M is a J-holomorphic map with
u(∂Σ) ⊂ ι(L) and (Σ, ~z, u) stable, and l : S1 → ∂Σ is as in Definition 4.1 with
ζi = l
−1(zi) for all i, and u¯ : S1 \ {ζi : i ∈ I} → L is a continuous map, satisfying
the following conditions:
• u∗([Σ]) = β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z), with [Σ] ∈ H2(Σ, ∂Σ;Z) the fundamental
class;
• ζ0, . . . , ζk are ordered counter-clockwise on S1;
• ι ◦ u¯ ≡ u ◦ l on S1 \ {ζi : i ∈ I}; and
• (limθ↑0 u¯(e
√−1 θζi), limθ↓0 u¯(e
√−1 θζi)) = α(i) in R, for all i ∈ I.
We say that two quintuples (Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯) and (Σ′, ~z′, u′, l′, u¯′) are isomorphic if
there exist a biholomorphic map ϕ : Σ→ Σ′ and an orientation-preserving homeo-
morphism ϕ¯ : S1 → S1 such that
• u′ ◦ ϕ = u, and ϕ(zi) = z′i for i = 0, . . . , k,
• ϕ ◦ l = l′ ◦ ϕ¯, and u¯′ ◦ ϕ¯ = u¯ on S1 \ {ζi : i ∈ I}.
Denote by Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) the set of the isomorphism classes [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯] of such
quintuples (Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯). Then we may define a natural, compact, Hausdorff topol-
ogy on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) called the C
∞ topology, following Fukaya et al. [9, §29] and
Liu [20, §5.2].
Define the evaluation maps evi :Mmaink+1 (α, β, J)→ L∐R by
(24) evi
(
[Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯]
)
=
{
u¯(ζi) ∈ L, i /∈ I,
α(i) ∈ R, i ∈ I,
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for i = 0, . . . , k, and ev :Mmaink+1 (α, β, J)→ L∐R by
(25) ev
(
[Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯]
)
=
{
u¯(ζ0) ∈ L, 0 /∈ I,
σ ◦ α(0) ∈ R, 0 ∈ I,
where σ : R → R is the involution above. Following Fukaya et al. [9, §9 & §29]
and Liu [20] we may define a Kuranishi structure onMmaink+1 (α, β, J), with boundary
and corners and a tangent bundle, and the continuous maps evi, ev extend to strong
submersions evi, ev :Mmaink+1 (α, β, J)→ L∐R.
We shall also write
(26) Mmaink+1 (β, J) =
∐
I⊆{0,...,k},
α:I→R
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J).
Since by (33) below the virtual dimension of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) depends on I, α, this
is technically not a Kuranishi space, only a disjoint union of Kuranishi spaces of
different dimensions. We define strong submersions evi, ev :Mmaink+1 (β, J)→ L∐R
to be evi, ev on each component Mmaink+1 (α, β, J).
4.2. The boundary of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J). Following Fukaya et al. [9, §30] we can
give an expression for the boundaries of our moduli spaces. We postpone discussing
the orientations in (27) until §5.
Theorem 4.3. In the situation of Definition 4.2, there is an isomorphism of un-
oriented Kuranishi spaces, using the fibre product of Definition 2.6:
(27)
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) ∼=
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1, I1∪iI2=I,
α1∪iα2=α, β1+β2=β
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)×ev,L∐R,evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J)
where we define I1 ∪i I2 ⊆ {0, . . . , k} and α1 ∪i α2 : I1 ∪i I2 → R by
I1 ∪i I2 ={j : j ∈ I1, j < i} ∪ {j + i− 1 : j ∈ I2, 0 < j}
∪ {j + k2 − 1 : j ∈ I1, i < j},
(α1 ∪i α2)(j) =

α1(j), for 0 6 j < i,
α2(j − i+ 1), for 1 6 j − i+ 1 6 k2,
α1(j − k2 + 1), for i < j − k2 + 1 6 k1,
(28)
and we also use the same notation for the evaluation maps evi :Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J)→
L∐R and ev :Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)→ L∐R.
Here (27) is a fairly straightforward consequence of the construction of the Ku-
ranishi structure onMmaink+1 (α, β, J), as near the boundary strata ofM
main
k+1 (α, β, J)
the Kuranishi neighbourhoods (Vp, . . . , ψp) are built from Kuranishi neighbour-
hoods on terms in the right hand side of (27), using gluing theorems to desin-
gularize boundary nodes in Σ. In (27) we choose to write the fibre product as
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)×ev,L∐R,eviM
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J), although it would be more obvious
to write it as Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J) ×evi,L∐R,evM
main
k2+1
(α2, β2, J), following Fukaya et
al. [9, Prop. 46.3]. As we will explain in Remark 5.14(b), because of peculiarities
of the immersed case, when we orient our moduli spaces in §5, the signs in our
formulae will look simpler and more natural with the fibre product order in (27).
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4.3. The virtual dimension of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J). We shall compute the virtual
dimension of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J), modifying Fukaya [8, Th. 3.2], who calculates the
virtual dimension of moduli spaces of holomorphic discs with boundary attached
to a union L0 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk of transversely intersecting embedded Lagrangians, so
that L0 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk is an immersed Lagrangian submanifold with transverse double
self-intersections, and also Fukaya et al. [9, Prop. 12.59], who perform the same
calculation for L0 ∪ L1.
Definition 4.4. Let
(29) Y =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : either x 6 0, x2 + y2 6 1 or x > 0, |y| 6 1
}
.
For (p−, p+) ∈ R, choose a smooth family λ(p−,p+) = {λ(p−,p+)(x, y)}(x,y)∈∂Y of
Lagrangian subspaces of TpM , where p = ι(p−) = ι(p+), such that
λ(p−,p+)(x, y) =
{
dι(Tp−L), if y = 1,
dι(Tp+L), if y = −1.
If (p−, p+) ∈ R then σ(p−, p+) = (p+, p−) ∈ R, and we require λ(p−,p+) and λ(p+,p−)
to be related by λ(p+,p−)(x, y) ≡ λ(p−,p+)(x,−y). When L is oriented, as it will be
from §5 onwards, we take λ(p−,p+) to be a smooth family of oriented Lagrangian
subspaces, which agree with dι(Tp∓L) as oriented subspaces when y = ±1.
Consider the differential operator
(30) ∂¯λ(p−,p+) =
∂
∂x
+Jp
∂
∂y
:W 1,q(Y, ∂Y ;TpM,λ(p−,p+))→ L
q(Y ;TpM ⊗ Λ
0,1Y ),
for q > 2, where W 1,q(Y, ∂Y ;TpM,λ(p−,p+)) is the Sobolev space of the W
1,q-maps
ξ : Y → TpM with ξ(x, y) ∈ λ(p−,p+)(x, y), for (x, y) ∈ ∂Y , and L
q(Y ;TpM⊗Λ0,1Y )
is the one of the Lq-maps ξ : Y → TpM ⊗ Λ
0,1Y . Following [9, Def. 12.62], define
(31) η(p−,p+) = ind ∂¯λ(p−,p+) ,
the Fredholm index of (30). Since λ(p+,p−)(x, y) ≡ λ(p−,p+)(x,−y), it is easy to
check that
(32) η(p−,p+) + η(p+,p−) = n.
Note that η(p−,p+) depends on the choice of λ(p−,p+) up to isotopy. When λ(p−,p+)
is a family of oriented Lagrangian subspaces, different choices of λ(p−,p+) add an
even number to η(p−,p+). Thus the only invariant information is whether η(p−,p+) is
even or odd, which depends on whether the transverse, oriented subspaces dι(Tp−L)
and dι(Tp+L) intersect positively or negatively in TpM .
In §4.6 we will use this freedom to require that η(p−,p+) > 0 for all (p−, p+) ∈ R,
and ask that λ(p−,p+) is chosen generically, which ensures that Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) has
dimension η(p−,p+), and Coker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) = 0. This is not strictly necessary, but it
simplifies the arguments.
There is an important case in which it is natural to fix the η(p−,p+), however, to
be discussed in §12. Suppose that (M,ω) is the symplectic manifold underlying a
Calabi–Yau manifold, and that L is a graded immersed Lagrangian submanifold, in
the sense of Definition 12.1. Then we can choose λ(p−,p+) to be a family of graded
Lagrangian subspaces of TpM , which agree with dι(Tp∓L) as graded Lagrangian
subspaces when y = ±1. This requirement determines η(p−,p+) uniquely in Z,
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independently of the choice of λ(p−,p+). Also in this case the Maslov index µL(β)
below is automatically zero, provided the λ(p−,p+) are taken to be graded.
We can now define the Maslov index µL(β), and compute the virtual dimension
of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J).
Definition 4.5. For [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯] ∈Mmaink+1 (α, β, J), we take ε > 0 and a continuous
map ψ : S1 → S1 such that
• ψ : S1 \
⋃
i∈I{e
√−1θζi : θ ∈ [−ε, ε]} → S1 \ {ζi : i ∈ I} is an orientation
preserving homeomorphism,
• ψ({e
√−1θζi : θ ∈ [−ε, ε]}) = ζi, for i ∈ I,
and define
Aα,β(z) =
{
dι(Tu¯◦ψ(z)L), for z ∈ S1 \
⋃
i∈I{e
√−1θζi : θ ∈ (−ε, ε)},
λα(i) ◦ hi(z), for z ∈ {e
√−1θζi : θ ∈ (−ε, ε)} with i ∈ I,
where hi : {e
√−1θζi : θ ∈ (−ε, ε)} → ∂Y is a diffeomorphism with
lim
θ→−ε
hi(e
√−1θζi) = (∞, 1) and lim
θ→ε
hi(e
√−1θζi) = (∞,−1).
The symplectic vector bundle u∗(TM) with u∗(ω) is isomorphic to the trivial one
Σ × Cn → Σ. Denote this trivialization by f : u∗(TM) → Cn, and f ◦ Aα,β is a
loop in the Grassmannian of Lagrangian subspaces in Cn.
Write µL(β) for theMaslov index of f◦Aα,β, in the sense of Fukaya et al. [9, §2.1].
That is, µL(β) ∈ Z is the contraction of the homology class of f ◦Aα,β with a certain
class in the 1-cohomology of the Grassmannian of Lagrangian subspaces in Cn. If L
is oriented, as it will be from §5 onwards, then µL(β) is even. As above and in §12,
if (M,ω) is Calabi–Yau and L is graded, we can define the λ(p−,p+) using graded
Lagrangian subspaces, and then µL(β) = 0 for all β.
Now µL(β) depends on the choices of families λ(p−,p+) for (p−, p+) ∈ R above up
to isotopy, and hence in effect on the η(p−,p+). We regard these as fixed once and
for all, and suppress the dependence of the Maslov index on them in our notation.
In fact µL(β) is independent of the other choices involved, except β, which justifies
our writing it as µL(β). That is, µL(β) is independent of k, I, α, [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯], ψ, hi,
and the trivialization of
(
u∗(TM), u∗(ω)
)
. To see this, note that morally µL(β) =
β · c1
(
M, ι(L)
)
, where β ∈ H2
(
M, ι(L);Z
)
and c1
(
M, ι(L)
)
∈ H2
(
M, ι(L);Z
)
is the
relative first Chern class for ω on
(
M, ι(L)
)
. The reason µL(β) can be independent
of I, α is that β partially determines I, α, enough so that the dependence of µL(β)
on I, α is determined by β.
The following proposition is a straightforward modification of Fukaya [8, Th. 3.2]
and Fukaya et al. [9, Prop. 29.1] to the immersed case, following [9, Prop. 12.59]. In
effect, in constructing ψ,Aα,β above we are defining a desingularized moduli prob-
lem, with embedded Lagrangian boundary conditions. The virtual dimension of this
desingularized moduli problem is computed as in [9, Prop. 29.1], and is the right
hand side of (33) omitting the term −
∑
i∈I ηα(i). But the effect of desingularizing
by gluing in λα(i) at zi is to increase the virtual dimension by ηα(i), so to recover
the virtual dimension of the original moduli problem we subtract
∑
i∈I ηα(i).
Proposition 4.6. The virtual dimension of the Kuranishi space Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) is
(33) vdimMmaink+1 (α, β, J) = µL(β) + k − 2 + n−
∑
i∈I ηα(i).
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4.4. The moduli spaces Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk). Next we add smooth simpli-
cial chains to our moduli spaces.
Definition 4.7. For i = 1, . . . , k, let ai > 0 and fi : ∆ai → L∐R be a smooth map,
where ∆ai is the ai-simplex of (6), so that fi ∈ C
si
ai(L ∐R) is a smooth simplicial
chain. Define the Kuranishi spaceMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) to be the fibre product
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) =
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) ×ev1 ×···×evk,(L∐R)k,f1×···×fk (∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak).
(34)
Here evi maps to L if i /∈ I and to R if i ∈ I. Also, the fibre product is over
1, . . . , k although I ⊆ {0, . . . , k}, so we have to exclude 0. Thus, (34) is in effect a
fibre product over the manifold
∏
i∈{1,...,k}\I L×
∏
i∈I\{0}R, which has dimension
n(k − |I \ {0}|). So we see from (33) and Definition 2.6 that
vdimMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) =
µL(β) + k − 2 + n−
∑
i∈I ηα(i) +
∑
06=i/∈I(ai − n) +
∑
06=i∈I ai.
(35)
Let f : ∆a → L∐R be a smooth map. Since f is connected, it must map either
to L, or to some unique (p−, p+) in R. Define the shifted cohomological degree of
f : ∆a → L∐R to be
(36) deg f =
{
n− a− 1, f(∆a) ⊆ L,
η(p−,p+) − a− 1, f(∆a) = {(p−, p+)} ⊂ R.
In effect, we are defining a new grading on the simplicial chains Csi∗ (L ∐ R;Q) =
Csi∗ (L;Q)⊕
⊕
(p−,p+)∈R C
si∗ ({(p−, p+)};Q), such that degCsia (L;Q) = n−a−1 and
degCsia ({(p−, p+)};Q) = η(p−,p+) − a− 1.
Note that our notation differs from that of Fukaya et al. [9] in the embedded
case. Fukaya et al. define the cohomological degree of f : ∆a → L in C
si
a (L;Q) to
be deg f = n − a, that is, deg f is in effect the codimension of f(∆a) in L. But
then they work throughout with the shifted complex Csi∗ (L;Q)[1] in which f has
grading deg′ f = deg f − 1, as in [9, §7.1]. So our deg f corresponds to Fukaya et
al.’s shifted degree deg′ f , which is why we call it the shifted cohomological degree.
We prefer this convention as it simplifies many of the dimensions and signs
expressed in terms of deg f1, . . . ,deg fn below, and also the shifted complexes
Csi∗ (L;Q)[1],QX [1] which are ubiquitous in [9] are replaced below by unshifted
complexes Csi∗ (L;Q),QX , simplifying the notation. We undo the shift when we de-
fine Lagrangian Floer cohomology in (144). We will explain the reason for grading
f : ∆a → {(p−, p+)} by deg f = η(p−,p+) − a− 1 in Definition 4.14.
Observe that Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) = ∅ unless fi : ∆ai → L ∐ R maps to L
if i /∈ I, and to α(i) ∈ R if i ∈ I. Then combining (35) and (36) yields
(37)
vdimMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) ={
µL(β)− 2 + n−
∑k
i=1 deg fi, 0 /∈ I,
µL(β)− 2 + n−
∑k
i=1 deg fi − ηα(0), 0 ∈ I.
This also holds trivially in the other cases, as then Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) = ∅.
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From (5) and (27), ∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) is given without orientations by
(38)
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐ ∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J)×ev1 ×···×evk,(L∐R)k,f1×···×fk (∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak),
where F aij : ∆ai−1 → ∆ai is as in §2.6.
Write Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) for the fibre product
(39)
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J)×ev1 ×···×evi−1 × evi+1 ×···×evk1 ,(L∐R)k1−1,
f1×···×fi−1×fi+k2×···×fk(∆a1 × · · · ×∆ai−1 ×∆ai+k2 × · · · ×∆ak),
where k1 + k2 = k + 1. Then as for (37) we calculate that
vdimMmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) =
µL(β1)− 1 + n−
∑i−1
j=1 deg fj −
∑k
j=i+k2
deg fj , 0, i /∈I1,
µL(β1)− 1 + n−
∑i−1
j=1 deg fj −
∑k
j=i+k2
deg fj − ηα1(0), 0∈I1, i /∈ I1,
µL(β1)− 1 + n−
∑i−1
j=1 deg fj −
∑k
j=i+k2
deg fj − ηα1(i), 0 /∈I1, i ∈ I1,
µL(β1)−1+n−
∑i−1
j=1 deg fj−
∑k
j=i+k2
deg fj − ηα1(0) − ηα1(i), 0, i∈I1,
(40)
Combining (27), (38) and (39) shows that
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) ∼=
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×ev,L∐R,evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk),
(41)
in unoriented Kuranishi spaces.
As for (26), we shall also write
(42) Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) =
∐
I⊆{0,...,k},
α:I→R
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
Again, this is a disjoint union of Kuranishi spaces of different dimensions. We
define a strong submersion ev :Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk)→ L∐R to be ev on each
component Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
4.5. Adding families of almost complex structures. We can generalize all the
material above to smooth families of almost complex structures Jt for t ∈ T , with
T a smooth manifold. We will need this in §8–§9 with T = [0, 1], and in §10 with
T a semicircle S and a triangle T .
Definition 4.8. Suppose (M,ω) is a compact 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold,
T an oriented smooth manifold, which may be noncompact and may have boundary
and corners, and Jt for t ∈ T a smooth family of almost complex structures on M
compatible with ω. Let ι : L → M be a compact Lagrangian immersion. Suppose
that all the self-intersection points of the immersion ι are transverse double self-
intersections.
Generalizing Definition 4.2 and using the same notation, defineMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt :
t ∈ T ) to be the set of
(
t, [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯]
)
for t ∈ T and [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯] ∈Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt).
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Define πT :Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T )→ T by πT :
(
t, [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯]
)
7→ t and evi, ev :
Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T )→L∐R by evi, ev :
(
t, [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯]
)
7→evi, ev
(
[Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯]
)
.
As for the case of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) in §4.1, we may define a natural, Hausdorff
topology on Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ) called the C
∞ topology, such that πT , evi, ev
are continuous. If T is compact then Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ) is compact.
We can then define a Kuranishi structure onMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ), with bound-
ary and corners and a tangent bundle, and πT , evi, ev extend to strong submersions
piT , evi, ev. For each t′ ∈ T there is an isomorphism of Kuranishi spaces
(43) Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt′ )
∼= {t′} ×ι,T ,piT M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ),
where ι : {t′} → T is the inclusion, and the right hand side is a fibre product of
Kuranishi spaces, which is well-defined as piT is a strong submersion.
There is one subtle point here: the Kuranishi structures on each side depend on
choices made during the constructions, and (43) holds provided the choices made in
defining the Kuranishi structures on Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt′) and M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T )
are compatible. If T = [0, 1] then for any allowed choices of Kuranishi structures
onMmaink+1 (α, β, J0) andM
main
k+1 (α, β, J1), we can choose the Kuranishi structure on
Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ) so that (43) holds when t
′ = 0, 1. We will usually suppress
this issue of needing to make compatible choices of Kuranishi structures.
Here are the generalizations of Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.6.
Theorem 4.9. In the situation of Definition 4.8, there is an isomorphism of un-
oriented Kuranishi spaces:
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ) ∼=M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T )∐∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, Jt : t ∈ T )×piT ×ev,T ×(L∐R),piT ×evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈ T ), and
(44)
vdimMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ) = µL(β) + k − 2 + n−
∑
i∈I ηα(i) + dim T .(45)
We can also add smooth simplicial chains, following Definition 4.7. The obvious
way to do this is to start with fi : ∆ai → L∐R for i = 1, . . . , k, and take the fibre
product Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ) ×ev1 ×···×evk,(L∐R)k,f1×···×fk (∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak) as
in (34). But for our later purposes we need to do something different: we use
simplicial chains on T × (L∐R), so that fi maps ∆ai → T × (L∐R), and then we
define Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) by a fibre product over (T × (L ∐ R))
k.
Thus, roughly speaking we want to write
Mmaink+1 (α,β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) =M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T )
×(piT×ev1)×···×(piT ×evk),(T ×(L∐R))k,f1×···×fk (∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak).
(46)
However, there is a problem with (46). Although piT ×ev1× · · ·×evk :Mmaink+1 (α,
β, Jt : t ∈ T )→ T × (L∐R)k is a strong submersion, if dim T > 0 and k > 1 then
(piT × ev1)× · · · × (piT × evk) :Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T )→ (T × (L∐R))
k is not a
strong submersion, as it does not locally map onto T k, but only onto the diagonal{
(t, . . . , t) ∈ T k : t ∈ T
}
. Since f1 × · · · × fk may also not be a strong submersion,
the fibre product in (46) is not well-defined.
We fix this by including an extra factor in the fibre product, which modifies the
Kuranishi structures and makes the strongly smooth maps into strong submersions.
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The same problem holds for the moduli spacesMmaink+1 (M
′, L′, {J1,s}s : β; twp(x); ~P)
in Fukaya et al. [9, §19.2], but appears to the authors to have been overlooked.
Definition 4.10. First suppose for simplicity that T is of dimension m and em-
bedded in Rm. For k > 0, define a new Kuranishi structure κmk on R
m by the
global Kuranishi neighbourhood (V mk , E
m
k , s
m
k , ψ
m
k ), where V
m
k = (R
m)k+1, and
Emk =(R
m)k+1 × (Rm)k, the trivial vector bundle over V mk with fibre (R
m)k. De-
fine smk : V
m
k →E
m
k by s
m
k : (v0, . . . ,vk) 7→
(
(v0, . . . ,vk), (v1 − v0, . . . ,vk − v0)
)
,
for v0, . . . ,vk ∈ R
m. Then (smk )
−1(0) =
{
(v, . . . ,v) ∈ (Rm)k+1 : v ∈ Rm
}
. De-
fine ψmk : (s
m
k )
−1(0) → Rm by ψmk : (v, . . . ,v) 7→ v. Define πi : V
m
k → R
m for
i= 0, . . . , k by πi : (v0, . . . ,vk) 7→ vi. Then πi represents a strongly smooth map
pii : (R
m, κmk )→R
m, with pi0×· · ·×pik : (R
m, κmk )→(R
m)k+1 a strong submersion.
Now for i = 1, . . . , k, let ai > 0 and fi : ∆ai → T × (L ∐ R) be a smooth map.
Define the Kuranishi space
Mmaink+1 (α,β, Jt : t∈T , f1, . . . , fk)=
(
(Rm, κmk )×pi0,Rm,piT M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t∈T )
)
×(pi1×ev1)×···×(pik×evk),(T ×(L∐R))k,f1×···×fk (∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak).(47)
Unlike (46), this is well-defined, as pi0 and (pi1 × ev1)×· · ·×(pik × evk) are strong
submersions. Also, one can show the Kuranishi structure of (Rm, κmk ) is unchanged
by diffeomorphisms of Rm. Thus, by composing the embedding T →֒ Rm with a
diffeomorphism of Rm, we see that the Kuranishi structure of Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t∈
T , f1, . . . , fk) is locally independent of the choice of embedding of T in R
m. In
fact, since the Kuranishi structure depends only locally on T →֒ Rm, and any T
can be locally embedded in Rm, the Kuranishi structure of Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈
T , f1, . . . , fk) is well-defined even if T cannot be globally embedded in R
m.
As for (35), but using (45), (47) and vdim(Rm, κmk ) = m, we see that
vdimMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) = (1− k) dim T +
µL(β) + k − 2 + n−
∑
i∈I ηα(i) +
∑
06=i/∈I(ai − n) +
∑
06=i∈I ai.
(48)
As in §4.4, it is convenient to rewrite this using a notion of shifted cohomological
degree. Let f : ∆a → T × (L∐R) be a smooth map. Generalizing (36), define
(49) deg f =
{
dim T + n− a− 1, f(∆a) ⊆ T × L,
dim T +η(p−,p+)−a−1, f(∆a)⊆T ×{(p−, p+)}, (p−, p+) ∈ R.
Then combining (48) and (49) yields a generalization of (37):
(50)
vdimMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt :∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) ={
µL(β)− 2 + dim T + n−
∑k
i=1 deg fi, 0 /∈ I,
µL(β)− 2 + dim T + n−
∑k
i=1 deg fi − ηα(0), 0 ∈ I.
This illustrates something we will see in §5.5, that to generalize from one complex
structure J to a family Jt : t ∈ T , in dimensions or signs we usually change n to
dim T + n, and make no other changes.
Write Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) for the fibre product
(51)
(
(Rm, κmk1)×pi0,Rm,piT M
main
k1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈ T )
)
×(pi1×ev1)×···(pii−1×evi−1)×(pii+1×evi+1)×···×(pik1×evk1 ),(T ×(L∐R))k1−1,
f1×···×fi−1×fi+k2×···×fk(∆a1×· · ·×∆ai−1×∆ai+k2×· · ·×∆ak).
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Its virtual dimension is given by the sum of (40) with dimT . As for (41) but using
(44), and requiring k > 0, we find that
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk)
∼=
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, Jt : t∈T , fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×pi0×ev,T ×(L∐R),pii×evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk),
(52)
in unoriented Kuranishi spaces. Here from (47), the first line of (52) involves a fibre
product with (Rm, κmk ), but the third line involves fibre products with (R
m, κmk1) and
(Rm, κmk2). To match these up, we construct an explicit isomorphism of Kuranishi
spaces (Rm, κmk )
∼= (Rm, κmk2)×pi0,Rm,pii (R
m, κmk1).
Note that unlike (44), as k > 0, there are no special contributions to (52) from
the boundary ∂T . As for (42), we shall also write
(53) Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) =
∐
I⊆{0,...,k}, α:I→R
Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk).
Again, this is a disjoint union of Kuranishi spaces of different dimensions.
Remark 4.11. In §8 and §10 the following question will be important. Suppose T
has boundary ∂T , and for each i = 1, . . . , k we have smooth fi : ∆ai → T × (L∐R)
such that for some bi = 0, . . . , ai, the boundary map gi = fi ◦ F
ai
bi
: ∆ai−1 →
T ×(L∐R) maps to ∂T ×(L∐R), and that fi maps ∆ai\F
ai
bi
(∆ai−1) to T
◦×(L∐R),
where T ◦ is the interior of T . Then, what is the relation between Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt :
t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) and Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T , g1, . . . , gk)?
The answer is complicated, because if we locally embed T →֒ Rm such that
∂T →֒ Rm−1, then the definition (47) ofMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) involves
(Rm, κmk ), but forM
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T , g1, . . . , gk) it involves (R
m−1, κm−1k ). To
give a satisfactory relation we need to impose an extra transversality condition for
f1, . . . , fk over ∂T :
Condition 4.12. Assume that πT ◦ fi : ∆ai → T is transverse to ∂T along
F aibi (∆ai−1) for each i = 1, . . . , k. That is, for each p ∈ F
ai
bi
(∆ai−1) we require
that d(πT ◦ fi)(Tp∆ai) + TπT ◦fi(p)(∂T ) = TπT ◦fi(p)T .
Supposing that T is embedded in Rm such that ∂T is embedded in Rm−1 ⊂ Rm
locally, and using Condition 4.12, we have isomorphisms of Kuranishi spaces
∂T ×i,Rm,pi0
(
(Rm, κmk )×pi1×···×pik,(Rm)k,(πT ◦f1)×···×(πT ◦fk)
(
∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak
)
∼=(
(Rm−1, κm−1k )×pi1×···×pik,(Rm−1)k,(π∂T ◦g1)×···×(π∂T ◦gk)
(
∆a1−1 × · · · ×∆ak−1
))
×
[
{0} ×i,R,pi0
(
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
k
)]
,(54)
(Rm, κmk )×pi1×···×pik,(Rm)k,(πT ◦f1)×···×(πT ◦fj−1)×(πT ◦gj)×(πT ◦fj+1)×···×(πT ◦fk)(
∆a1 × · · · ×∆aj−1 ×∆aj−1 ×∆aj+1 × · · · ×∆ak
)
∼=(
(Rm−1, κm−1k )×pi1×···×pik,(Rm−1)k,(π∂T ◦g1)×···×(π∂T ◦gk)
(
∆a1−1 × · · · ×∆ak−1
))
×
[
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
j−1 × {0} × [0,∞)k−j
]
,(55)
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for j = 1, . . . , k, where i denotes inclusion maps. To prove (54) and (55), we
use the isomorphism (Rm, κmk )
∼= (Rm−1, κm−1k ) × (R, κ
1
k) and the isomorphism
∆aj
∼= ∆aj−1 × [0,∞) near F
aj
bj
(∆aj−1). Condition 4.12 ensures that the factor
[0,∞) in ∆aj ∼= ∆aj−1×[0,∞) locally submerses to the factor R in R
m ∼= Rm−1×R.
Equations (47), (54), (55) and properties of fibre products yield isomorphisms
∂T ×i,T ,pi0 M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk)
∼=Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T , g1, . . . , gk)
×
[
{0} ×i,R,pi0
(
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
k
)]
,
(56)
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fj−1, gj, fj+1, . . . , fk)
∼=Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T , g1, . . . , gk)
×
[
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
j−1 × {0} × [0,∞)k−j
]
,
(57)
for all j = 1, . . . , k. These are the relations we seek between Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈
T , f1, . . . , fk) and Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T , g1, . . . , gk).
Note that the third lines of (56) and (57) are each a point {0} with an unusual
Kuranishi structure, of virtual dimension 0. Since the Kuranishi maps of these
Kuranishi structures are already transverse, when we choose perturbation data as
in §2.7, they do not need to be perturbed. Hence, from (57), a choice of pertur-
bation data for Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T , g1, . . . , gk) determines perturbation data
for Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fj−1, gj, fj+1, . . . , fk), which have the same virtual
chains. This will enable us to relate AN,K algebras of singular chains on T ×(L∐R)
to AN,K algebras of singular chains on ∂T × (L∐R) in §8–§10.
4.6. Modified moduli spaces M˜maink+1 (α, β, J). We will see in §5 that defining
and computing with orientations on the moduli spaces Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) is rather
complicated. This is mostly to do with the roˆle of the operators ∂¯λ(p−,p+) . We
will now define modified, noncompact spaces M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) whose dimensions and
orientations behave in a simpler, more natural way. To compute the sign in some
orientation problem for the Mmaink+1 (· · · ), it is usually simpler to first work out the
answer for the M˜maink+1 (· · · ). Also, the M˜
main
k+1 (· · · ) provide geometric explanations
for the notions of grading and shifted cohomological degree introduced in §4.4.
Definition 4.13. In Definition 4.4, suppose that the families λ(p−,p+) for all
(p−, p+) in R have been chosen such that η(p−,p+) > 0, and λ(p−,p+) is generic.
This genericity implies that dimKer ∂¯λ(p−,p+) and dimCoker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) are both as
small as possible, so dimKer ∂¯λ(p−,p+) = η(p−,p+) and dimCoker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) = 0, since
η(p−,p+) = ind ∂¯λ(p−,p+) > 0.
Consider the linear map ev(−1,0) : Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) → λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) mapping
ev(−1,0) : ξ 7→ ξ(−1, 0). We have dimKer ∂¯λ(p−,p+) 6 n = dimλ(p−,p+)(−1, 0), since
0 6 η(p−,p+) 6 n by (32). Thus, genericness implies that ev(−1,0) is injective, so
ev(−1,0)
(
Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+)
)
is a vector subspace of λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) of dimension η(p−,p+).
As λ(p+,p−)(x, y) ≡ λ(p−,p+)(x,−y) we have λ(p+,p−)(−1, 0) = λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0).
Hence ev(−1,0)
(
Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+)
)
and ev(−1,0)
(
Ker ∂¯λ(p+,p−)
)
are subspaces of λ(p−,p+)
(−1, 0) ∼= Rn, of dimensions η(p−,p+) and η(p+,p−) = n − η(p−,p+). By genericness
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they intersect transversely, so that
(58) λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) = ev(−1,0)
(
Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+)
)
⊕ ev(−1,0)
(
Ker ∂¯λ(p+,p−)
)
.
In §5 we will choose orientations for the Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) , and so we can ask whether
or not (58) holds in oriented vector spaces.
In the situation of Definition 4.2, define
(59) M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) =M
main
k+1 (α, β, J) ×
∏
i∈I Ker ∂¯λα(i) .
We write elements of M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) as
(
[Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯], ξi : i ∈ I
)
, for [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯] ∈
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) and ξi ∈ Ker ∂¯λα(i) . When for computing orientations we need to
regard (59) as an ordered product, since I ⊆ {0, . . . , k} we regard the product
∏
i∈I
as occurring in the natural order 6 on I. We interpret M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) as a Kuran-
ishi space, since the Ker ∂¯λα(i) are manifolds of dimension ηα(i) andM
main
k+1 (α, β, J)
is a Kuranishi space from §4.1. Equation (33) implies the simpler equation
(60) vdimM˜maink+1 (α, β, J) = µL(β) + k − 2 + n.
This is independent of α, and agrees with the embedded case [9, Prop. 29.1].
Define R˜ =
∐
(p−,p+)∈R
(
{(p−, p+)}×λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0)
)
. Then R˜ is an n-manifold,
as each λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0)
∼= Rn. Thus L∐ R˜ is an n-manifold. It is nicer to work with
than L∐R, the disjoint union of an n-manifold and a 0-manifold. Define modified
evaluation maps e˜vi : M˜maink+1 (α, β, J)→ L∐ R˜ by
(61) e˜vi
(
[Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯], ξi : i ∈ I
)
=
{
u¯(ζi) ∈ L, i /∈ I,(
α(i), ev(−1,0)(ξi)
)
∈ R˜, i ∈ I,
for i = 0, . . . , k, and e˜v : M˜maink+1 (α, β, J)→ L∐ R˜ by
(62) e˜v
(
[Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯], ξi : i ∈ I
)
=
{
u¯(ζ0) ∈ L, 0 /∈ I,(
σ ◦ α(0), ev(−1,0)(ξ0)
)
∈ R˜, 0 ∈ I.
As for evi, ev, these extend to strongly smooth maps e˜vi, e˜v : M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) →
L ∐ R˜ at the Kuranishi space level. They are not strong submersions, since the
maps ev(−1,0) : Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) → λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) are not submersions, but this will
not matter in the fibre products we take in (63) and elsewhere below, because of
the transverseness of the subspaces in (58).
We can now generalize (27) to an isomorphism of unoriented Kuranishi spaces:
(63)
∂M˜maink+1 (α, β, J)
∼=
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1, I1∪iI2=I,
α1∪iα2=α, β1+β2=β
M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J)×fev,L∐R˜,fevi
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J).
Note that if i ∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2, or if i /∈ I1 and 0 ∈ I2, then the fibre products in
(27) and (63) are empty, since one side maps to L, and the other to R or R˜. Thus,
to deduce (63) from (27), for fixed i, . . . , β2 we may divide into the two cases (a)
i /∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2, and (b) i ∈ I1 and 0 ∈ I2.
In case (a), the right hand sides of (27) and (63) are both fibre products over L,
and to see they are isomorphic we have to give an isomorphism between the extra
factors
∏
j∈I Ker ∂¯λα(j) from M˜
main
k+1 (α, β, J) on the left, and
∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j) ×∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j) from M˜
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J) and M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J) on the right. In this
case, (28) defines an isomorphism between I and I1∐I2 which identifies α and α1∐
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α2, which induces an isomorphism between
∏
j∈I Ker ∂¯λα(j) and
∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j)×∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j) from M˜
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J).
In case (b), equation (27) is a fibre product over R, and equation (63) a fibre
product over R˜. By (24)–(25) and (61)–(62), both can only be nonempty if α1(i) =
σ ◦ α2(0), so we suppose this. Set α1(i) = (p−, p+) in R, so that α2(0) = (p+, p−),
and let p = ι(p−) = ι(p+). Then the term in (27) is a fibre product over the
point {(p−, p+)}, that is, it is just a product. The term in (63) is a fibre product
over the Lagrangian subspace λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) in TpM , and e˜vi maps the factor
Ker ∂¯λα1(i) from M˜
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J) to λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) by ev(−1,0), and e˜v maps the
factor Ker ∂¯λα2(0) from M˜
main
k2+1
(α2, β2, J) to λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) by ev(−1,0).
Since (58) is a direct sum, and ev(−1,0) are embeddings, the fibre product of
these two factors over λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) is just a point. The remaining extra factors∏
i6=j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j) ×
∏
06=j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j) from M˜
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J),M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J)
are identified with
∏
j∈I Ker ∂¯λα(j) from M˜
main
k+1 (α, β, J) using (28) as in case (a).
This proves (63). Note that (63) is a fibre product over the n-manifold L∐ R˜. This
makes it easier to work with than (27), which is a fibre product over the disjoint
union of an n-manifold L, and a 0-manifold R.
As for (26) and (42), we shall write
(64) M˜maink+1 (β, J) =
∐
I⊆{0,...,k},
α:I→R
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J).
Since by (60) the virtual dimension of M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) is independent of I, α, this is
a Kuranishi space, possibly noncompact because of the vector space
∏
i∈I Ker ∂¯λα(i) ,
of virtual dimension (60), another illustration of how the M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) are bet-
ter behaved that the Mmaink+1 (α, β, J). We define strong smooth maps e˜vi, e˜v :
M˜maink+1 (β, J)→ L∐ R˜ to be e˜vi, e˜v on each M˜
main
k+1 (α, β, J).
4.7. The moduli spaces M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk). We can also define modi-
fied versions M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk),M˜
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)
of the moduli spaces of §4.4, in a similar way to §4.6.
Definition 4.14. In the situation of Definition 4.7, define
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)=
{
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk), 0 /∈I,
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα(0) , 0∈I,
(65)
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) =(66)
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk), 0, i /∈ I1,
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0) , 0 ∈ I1, i /∈ I1,
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(i) , 0 /∈ I1, i ∈ I1,
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)×Ker ∂¯λα1(i) , 0, i∈I1.
Then equations (37) and (40) imply the simpler formulae
vdimM˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) = µL(β)− 2 + n−
∑k
i=1 deg fi,(67)
vdimM˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) =
µL(β1)− 1 + n−
∑i−1
j=1 deg fj −
∑k
j=i+k2
deg fj.
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Suppose now that fi : ∆ai → L ∐ R maps to L if i /∈ I, and to α(i) ∈ R
if i ∈ I. As above, if this does not hold then Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) = ∅ =
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk). Then (65) is equivalent to the fibre product
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) = M˜
main
k+1 (α, β, J)
×Q
k
i=1 fevi,(L∐R˜)k,
Q
k
i=1
{
fi, i/∈I
fi×ev(−1,0), i∈I
} k∏
i=1
{
∆ai , i /∈ I
∆ai ×Ker ∂¯λσ◦α(i) , i ∈ I
}
.
(68)
The difference between (65) and (68) is that in (68) we have extra factors∏
06=i∈I Ker ∂¯λα(i) in M˜
main
k+1 (α, β, J) (we exclude 0 because of the factor Ker ∂¯λα(0)
in (65)) and
∏
06=i∈I Ker ∂¯λσ◦α(i) in
∏
06=i∈I ∆ai×Ker ∂¯λσ◦α(i) . However, we are tak-
ing a fibre product over (L∐ R˜)k rather than (L∐R)k. The effect of this is that for
each 0 6= i ∈ I, in (68) we take the fibre product Ker ∂¯λα(i)×ev(−1,0),λα(i)(−1,0),ev(−1,0)
Ker ∂¯λσ◦α(i) , which is just a point by (58) and injectivity of the ev(−1,0). Thus (65)
and (68) differ only by the product with |I \ {0}| points, so they are equivalent.
Similarly, using (39) we find (66) is equivalent to the fibre product
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) = M˜
main
k1+1(α1, β1, J)
×
fev1 ×···×fevi−1 × fevi+1 ×···×fevk1 ,(L∐R˜)k1−1,
Q
j=1,...,k:
j<i or j>i+k2
{ fj , j /∈I
fj×ev(−1,0), j∈I
}
∏
j=1,...,k:
j<i or j>i+k2
{
∆aj , j /∈ I
∆aj ×Ker ∂¯λσ◦α(j) , j ∈ I
}
.
(69)
Combining (63), (68) and (69) we find that by analogy with (41) we have
(70)
∂M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) ∼=
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×fev,L∐R˜,fevi
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk),
in unoriented Kuranishi spaces.
As for (26), (42) and (64) we shall also write
M˜maink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) =
∐
I⊆{0,...,k},
α:I→R
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
This is a Kuranishi space, of virtual dimension (67), which may be noncompact
because of the vector space Ker ∂¯λα(0) in (65). We define e˜v : M˜
main
k+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk)
→ L∐ R˜ to be e˜v on each M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
We can now explain the notion of shifted cohomological degree in Definition 4.7,
and the grading it induces on Csi∗ (L ∐R;Q). Suppose f : ∆a → L ∐R is smooth.
By (36), if f maps to L then deg f = n−a−1, which is the (virtual) codimension of
f(∆a) in L minus one. But if f maps to (p−, p+) in R then deg f = η(p−,p+)−a−1.
Here is a good way to understand this. Morally, we want to lift f to a map f˜ to
the n-manifold L ∐ R˜. Since f maps to {(p−, p+)} ⊂ R, the lift f˜ should map to
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{(p−, p+)}×λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) ⊂ R˜. But the domain of f should not be ∆a. Motivated
by (68), we see that f : ∆a → {(p−, p+)} ⊂ R should lift to
f˜ = f × ev(−1,0) : ∆a ×Ker ∂¯λ(p+,p−) −→ {(p−, p+)} × λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) ⊂ R˜.
This is not a chain in Csi∗ (L∐ R˜;Q), as ∆a×Ker ∂¯λσ(p−,p+) is not a simplex. But
it does justify the change in degree in (36). We have dim
(
∆a × Ker ∂¯λ(p+,p−)
)
=
a+ η(p+,p−) = a+ n− η(p−,p+) by (32). Thus, the (virtual) codimension of f˜
(
∆a ×
Ker ∂¯λ(p+,p−)
)
in R˜ minus one is n−(a+n−η(p−,p+))−1 = η(p−,p+)−a−1 = deg f .
Hence, when we lift to modified moduli spaces in this way, the shifted cohomological
degree deg f is the genuine shifted cohomological degree of the ‘chain’ f˜ in L∐ R˜.
We could also easily define modified versions of the moduli spaces of §4.5 for
families of complex structures, but we will not, as we only need the modified spaces
for motivation anyway.
5. Orientations
We now define orientations on the Kuranishi spaces defined in §4, and prove
formulae for their boundaries in oriented Kuranishi spaces, so computing the ap-
propriate signs in (27), (41), (63), and (70).
5.1. Orientations on M˜maink+1 (α, β, J). Fukaya et al. [9, Def. 44.2] define relative
spin structures on L. We adapt their definition to the immersed case.
Definition 5.1. Let ι : L→M be an immersed submanifold with transverse self-
intersections in M . Fix triangulations of L and M compatible under ι. This can
be done by first triangulating the self-intersection of ι(L) in M , then extending
this to a triangulation of ι(L) which pulls back to one of L, and then extending the
triangulation of ι(L) to one ofM . A relative spin structure for ι : L→M consists of
an orientation on L; a class st ∈ H2(M ;Z2) such that ι∗(st) = w2(L) ∈ H2(L;Z2),
the second Stiefel–Whitney class of L; an oriented vector bundle V on the 3-skeleton
M[3] of M with w2(V ) = st; and a spin structure on (TL⊕ ι
∗(V ))|L[2] .
Here L[2] is the 2-skeleton of L, and as w2(V |L[2]) = ι
∗(st)|L[2] = w2(L)|L[2] we
have w2
(
(TL⊕ ι∗(V ))|L[2]
)
= 0, so (TL⊕ ι∗(V ))|L[2] admits a spin structure. If L
is spin then w2(L) = 0, so we can take st = 0 and V = 0 and the spin structure
on TL|L[2] to be the restriction of that on TL. Hence, an orientation and spin
structure on L induce a relative spin structure for ι : L→M .
We first construct orientations on the modified spaces M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) of §4.6.
Theorem 5.2. Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold with compatible almost
complex structure J, and ι : L → M a compact Lagrangian immersion with only
transverse double self-intersections. Then choices of a relative spin structure for
ι : L→M, and of λ(p−,p+) for (p−, p+) ∈ R as in §4.3, determine orientations on
the modified Kuranishi spaces M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) of §4.6 for all k, α, β.
Proof. Let [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯] ∈ Mmaink+1 (α, β, J), so that ~z = (z0, . . . , zk) with z0, . . . , zk
distinct smooth points of ∂Σ. For each i ∈ I we choose a small open neighbourhood
Ui of zi in Σ, such that Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ if i 6= j ∈ I, and zj /∈ Ui if i 6= j /∈ I, and
Ui \ {zi} is biholomorphic to (−∞, 0) × [−1, 1], where zi corresponds to −∞. We
identify Ui with {−∞} ∪ (−∞, 0)× [−1, 1], and define
U ri = {−∞} ∪ (−∞,−r)× [−1, 1] ⊂ Ui,
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for r > 0. For i ∈ I we also define
Y ri =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : either x 6 0, x2 + y2 6 1 or 0 6 x 6 r, |y| 6 1
}
⊂ Y,
where Y is as in (29), and we set yi = (−1, 0) ∈ Y ri . For j /∈ I we define yj = zj ∈
Σ \
⋃
i∈I Ui. Glue Σ \
⋃
i∈I U
r
i and
⋃
i∈I Y
r
i by identifying {−r}× [−1, 1] ⊂ Ui with
{r}×[−1, 1] ⊂ Y ri to make (Σ
r, y0, . . . , yk), which is diffeomorphic to (Σ, z0, . . . , zk).
Consider the linearized Cauchy–Riemann operator
Du∂¯ :W
1,q
(
Σ \ {zi : i ∈ I}, ∂Σ \ {zi : i ∈ I};u
∗(TM), u∗(dι(TL)
)
−→ Lq
(
Σ \ {zi : i ∈ I};u
∗(TM)⊗ Λ0,1(Σ \ {zi : i ∈ I})
)
,
for q > 2, and define the virtual vector space
IndDu∂¯ = KerDu∂¯ ⊖ CokerDu∂¯.
Here for a Fredholm operator P , we will write indP = dimKerP − dimCokerP in
Z, and IndP = KerP ⊖ CokerP as a virtual vector space.
By a suitable partition of unity, we define differential operators
Du,λα :W
1,q(Σr, ∂Σr;Eu, Fu,λα) −→ L
q(Σr;Eu ⊗ Λ
0,1Σr),
for q > 2 and large r, whose restrictions to Σ \
⋃
i∈I U
r−1
i and Y
r−1
i coincide with
Du∂¯ and ∂¯λα(i) , respectively, and we define the virtual vector space
IndDu,λα = KerDu,λα ⊖ CokerDu,λα .
Here Eu → Σr is a complex vector bundle agreeing with u∗(TM) on Σ\
⋃
i∈I U
r
i ,
and is trivial with fibre TpiM on Y
r
i for i ∈ I, where α(i) = (p−, p+) ∈ R with
ι(p−) = ι(p+) = pi. Also Fu,λα is a real vector subbundle of Eu|∂Σr which agrees
with dι(TL) on ∂Σ \
⋃
i∈I U
r
i , and with λα(i) on ∂Y
r
i for i ∈ I, except near {−r}×
[−1, 1] where we interpolate between these two values. The notation λα in Du,λα
and Fu,λα denotes that these depend on the choice of λα(i) for all i ∈ I, where
α(i) = (p−, p+) ∈ R and λ(p−,p+) is as in §4.3. Then, by a gluing theorem for large
r, we have an isomorphism of virtual vector spaces
(71) IndDu∂¯ ⊕
⊕
i∈I Ker ∂¯λα(i) ∼= IndDu,λα ,
since Coker ∂¯λα(i) = 0 as in §4.6. Really this holds in the limit r →∞.
The virtual tangent bundle of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) is⋃
[Σ,~z,u,l,u¯]∈Mmain
k+1 (α,β,J)
(IndDu∂¯ ⊕ T[Σ,~z]M
main
k+1 ) −→M
main
k+1 (α, β, J),
where Mmaink+1 is the moduli space of isomorphism classes of genus 0 prestable bor-
dered Riemann surfaces with k+1 distinct smooth boundary marked points ordered
counter-clockwise. Combining this with (59) and using (71) shows that in the limit
r→∞, the virtual tangent bundle of M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) is
(72)
⋃
(ξi:i∈I,[Σ,~z,u,l,u¯])∈ eMmaink+1 (α,β,J)
(IndDu,λα ⊕ T[Σ,~z]M
main
k+1 ) −→ M˜
main
k+1 (α, β, J).
Since Mmaink+1 is oriented [9, §2.2], [20, §4.5], the factor T[Σ,~z]M
main
k+1 in (72) is
oriented. As in the embedded case [9, §44], a relative spin structure for ι : L→M
canonically determines a homotopy type of trivializations of Fu,λα , which gives an
orientation of IndDu,λα . This is obtained by gluing in λα(i) at zi for i ∈ I, and
so also depends on the choice of λ(p−,p+) for (p−, p+) in R
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gives an orientation for the virtual tangent bundle (72), and hence an orientation
on the Kuranishi space M˜maink+1 (α, β, J). 
With these orientations, we compute the signs in (63).
Theorem 5.3. In the situation of §4.6, with the orientations for M˜maink+1 (α, β, J)
in Theorem 5.2 and using the conventions of §2.4, the orientations of ∂M˜maink+1 (α,
β, J) and M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J)×fevi,L∐R˜,fev M˜
main
k2+1
(α2, β2, J) in (63) differ by a factor
(−1)(k1−i)(k2−1)+(n+k1), so that in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have
(73)
∂M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) ∼=
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,I1∪iI2=I,
α1∪iα2=α, β1+β2=β
(−1)n+i+ik2M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J)
×fev,L∐R˜,feviM˜
main
k1+1(α1,β1, J).
Proof. Suppose [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯] in ∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) is identified in (27) with a point in
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J) ×ev,L∐R,evi M
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J) represented by [Σ1, ~z1, u1, l1, u¯1] ∈
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J) and [Σ2, ~z2, u2, l2, u¯2] ∈M
main
k2+1
(α2, β2, J). Then ~z1=(z
1
0 , . . . , z
1
k1
)
and ~z2 = (z
2
0 , . . . , z
2
k2
), and as the point lies in the fibre product we have u1(z
1
i ) =
u2(z
2
0) in ι(L), and either i /∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2, or i ∈ I1 and 0 ∈ I2 and α1(i) =
σ ◦α2(0) in R, noting the differing definitions of evi and ev in (24) and (25). From
these we construct (Σr, y0, . . . , yk), (Σ
r
1, y
1
0 , . . . , y
1
k1
), (Σr2, y
2
0 , . . . , y
2
k2
), and smoothed
operators Du,λα , Du1,λα1 , Du2,λα2 upon them, as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. The
following lemma is then proved as in Fukaya et al. [9, Lem. 46.4]:
Lemma 5.4. We have an isomorphism of oriented virtual vector spaces
(74) IndDu,λα
∼= IndDu2,λα2 ×e¯v,T (L∐R˜),e¯vi IndDu1,λα1 ,
where, for ξ1 ∈W 1,q(Σr1, ∂Σ
r
1;Eu1 , Fu1,λα1 ),
(75) e¯vi(ξ1) =
{
ξ1(y
1
i ) ∈ Tu1(z1i )L, i /∈ I1,
ξ1(y
1
i ) ∈ λα1(i)(−1, 0), i ∈ I1,
and, for ξ2 ∈W 1,q(Σr2, ∂Σ
r
2;Eu2 , Fu2,λα2 ), we define
(76) e¯v(ξ2) =
{
ξ2(y
2
0) ∈ Tu2(z20)L, 0 /∈ I2,
ξ2(y
2
0) ∈ λσ◦α2(0)(−1, 0), 0 ∈ I2.
Since L is oriented and λ(p−,p+) is compatible with orientations, µL(β) is even.
Thus we obtain the following corollary, proved as in Fukaya et al. [9, Prop. 46.2].
For reasons to be explained in Remark 5.14(b), we have reversed the order of
their fibre product, as for (27) in §4.3, so the sign in (73) is not the same as that
in [9, Prop. 46.2]; the difference can be computed using the second line of (5).
Corollary 5.5. We have isomorphisms of oriented virtual vector spaces
IndDu,λα ⊕ T[Σ,z0,...,zk]∂M
main
k+1
∼=
(−1)n+i+ik2 (IndDu2,λα2 ⊕ T[Σ2,z20,...,z2k2 ]
Mmaink2+1)
×e¯v,T (L∐R˜),e¯vi (IndDu1,λα1 ⊕ T[Σ1,z10,...,z1k1 ]M
main
k1+1).
(77)
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By (72), in the limit r →∞ the three terms in (77) become the virtual tangent
bundles of ∂M˜maink+1 (α, β, J),M˜
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J) and M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J). By compar-
ing (61)–(62) and (75)–(76) we see that in the limit r → ∞, the fibre product
‘· · · ×e¯v,T (L∐R˜),e¯vi · · · ’ in (77) becomes that induced on virtual tangent bundles by
the fibre product ‘· · · ×fev,L∐R˜,fevi · · · ’ in (63) and (73). Taking the limit r → ∞,
equation (77) now implies the oriented virtual tangent bundle version of (73), so
Theorem 5.3 follows from this and (63). 
5.2. Orientations on M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk). Next we orient the spaces of §4.7.
Definition 5.6. In the situation of §4.3, choose orientations o(p−,p+) on the vector
spaces Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) for all (p−, p+) in R. In equation (58), λ(p−,p+)(−1, 0) is an
oriented Lagrangian subspace of TpM , and the maps ev(−1,0) are injective, so our
orientations o(p∓,p±) on Ker ∂¯λ(p∓,p±) induce orientations on ev(−1,0)
(
Ker ∂¯λ(p∓,p±)
)
.
Thus, all three vector spaces in (58) are oriented. Define ǫ(p−,p+) = 1 if (58) is true
in oriented vector spaces, and ǫ(p−,p+) = −1 otherwise, for all (p−, p+) ∈ R.
The subspaces on the r.h.s. of (58) have dimensions η(p−,p+) and n− η(p−,p+), so
exchanging them changes orientations by a factor (−1)η(p−,p+)(n−η(p−,p+)). Thus
(78) ǫ(p−,p+)ǫ(p+,p−) = (−1)
η(p−,p+)(n−η(p−,p+)).
If n is odd then one of η(p−,p+), n−η(p−,p+) is even, so (78) gives ǫ(p−,p+)ǫ(p+,p−) = 1.
In this case, we can choose the orientations on the Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) so that ǫ(p−,p+) = 1
for all (p−, p+) in R, which simplifies some formulae below. But if n is even and
some η(p−,p+) is odd then (78) gives ǫ(p−,p+)ǫ(p+,p−) = −1, so we cannot choose the
orientations on the Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) to make all ǫ(p−,p+) = 1.
We work in the situation of Definition 4.14 with orientations on M˜maink+1 (α, β, J)
from Theorem 5.2, and o(p−,p+) on Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) . Define an orientation on M˜
main
k+1 (α,
β, J, f1, . . . , fk) by the fibre product of oriented Kuranishi spaces:
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) = (−1)
(n+1)
Pk
l=1(k−l)(deg fl+1)
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J)×Qk
i=1 fevi,(L∐R˜)k,
Q
k
i=1
{
fi, i/∈I,
fi×ev(−1,0), i∈I
}
k∏
i=1
{
∆ai , i /∈ I,
∆ai ×Ker ∂¯λσ◦α(i) , i ∈ I
}
,
(79)
which is (68) with a choice of sign taken from Fukaya et al. [9, Def. 47.1]. Roughly
speaking, the sign (−1)(n+1)
Pk
l=1(k−l)(deg fl+1) is chosen so that in the A∞ algebra
we will construct later, mk(f1, . . . , fk) is a virtual chain for the oriented Kuranishi
space M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk). But we will actually define mk(f1, . . . , fk) using
the Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk), and the calculations in this section are just motiva-
tion for the complicated choice of orientation on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) in §5.4.
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Similarly, define an orientation on M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) by
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) = (−1)
n
Pi−1
l=1
(deg fl+1)(80)
(−1)(n+1)
Pi−1
l=1(k−k2+1−l)(deg fl+1)(−1)(n+1)
Pk
l=i+k2
(k−l)(deg fl+1)M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J)
×
fev1 ×···×fevi−1 × fevi+1 ×···×fevk1 ,(L∐R˜)k1−1,
Q
j=1,...,k:
j<i or j>i+k2
{ fj , j /∈I
fj×ev(−1,0), j∈I
}
∏
j=1,...,k:
j<i or j>i+k2
{
∆aj , j /∈ I
∆aj ×Ker ∂¯λσ◦α(j) , j ∈ I
}
,
which is (69) with a sign inserted, chosen to achieve a simple form for the signs in
(81) and (82) below.
We can now add orientations to equation (70).
Theorem 5.7. In the situation of Definition 4.14, with the orientations of Defini-
tion 5.6, in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have
(81)
∂M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) ∼=
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
(−1)j+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
(−1)n+
(
1+
Pi−1
l=1
deg fl
)(
1+
Pi+k2−1
l=i
deg fl
)
M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×fev,L∐R˜,fevi
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk).
Also, if f : ∆a → L∐R is smooth then in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have{
∆a, f(∆a) ⊂ L
∆a ×Ker ∂¯λ(p+,p−) , f(∆a) = {(p−, p+)} ⊂ R
}
(82)
×{ f, f(∆a)⊂L
f×ev(−1,0), f(∆a)⊂R
}
,L∐R˜,fevi
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)
= (−1)(1+deg f)
(
1+
Pi−1
j=1 deg fj
)
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, f, fi+k2 , . . . , fk).
Here (81) is proved by a sign calculation using equations (70) and (79)–(80),
Proposition 2.10, Theorem 5.3, and the formula ∂∆ai =
∑ai
j=0(−1)
jF aij (∆ai−1) in
oriented manifolds with corners, in the notation of §2.6, and (82) follows in a similar
way from equations (79)–(80) and Proposition 2.10.
5.3. Orientations on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J).
Definition 5.8. Choose a relative spin structure for ι : L→M , so that Theorem
5.2 gives orientations on the modified moduli spaces M˜maink+1 (α, β, J). Inserting signs
in (59), define the orientation on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) to be that for which
M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) =
∏
06=j∈I ǫα(j) (−1)
P
06=j∈I ηα(j)
[
k−j+Pl∈I:l>j ηα(l)
]
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) ×
∏
i∈I Ker ∂¯λα(i)
(83)
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holds as a product of oriented Kuranishi spaces. This orientation onMmaink+1 (α, β, J)
depends on the choices of a relative spin structure for ι : L→M , and the λ(p−,p+)
in §4.2, and the orientations o(p−,p+) for the Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) in §5.2. The complicated
choice of sign in (83) will be explained in Remark 5.14(c). One thing it does is
achieve a fairly simple form for the sign in (84) below.
We compute the orientations in Theorem 4.3. The theorem will be important
in [2], where we do not use moduli spaces Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
Theorem 5.9. Using the orientations of Definition 5.8, the isomorphism (27) in
oriented Kuranishi spaces becomes:
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) ∼=
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
ζ1M
main
k2+1(α2, β2, J)×ev,L∐R,evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J),
(84)
where ζ1 = (−1)
n+
(
i+
P
j∈I:0<j<i ηα(j)
)(
1+k2+
P
l∈I:i6l<i+k2
ηα(l)
)
(85)
if i /∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2, and
(86) ζ1 = (−1)
n+
(
i+
P
j∈I:0<j<i ηα(j)
)(
ηα1(i)+1+k2+
P
l∈I:i6l<i+k2
ηα(l)
)
if i ∈ I1, 0 ∈ I2, and α2(0) = σ ◦ α1(i). Note that in the cases not covered by
(85) and (86) we have Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J) ×evi,L∐R,evM
main
k2+1
(α2, β2, J) = ∅, so we
do not need to define ζ1.
Proof. Substitute (83), as an isomorphism of oriented Kuranishi spaces, into (73)
three times for k, α, β and k1, α1, β1 and k2, α2, β2. This yields
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) ×
∏
j∈I
Ker ∂¯λα(j) =
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1, I1∪iI2=I,
α1∪iα2=α, β1+β2=β
(−1)n+i+ik2∏
06=j∈I
ǫα(j)
∏
06=j∈I1
ǫα1(j)
∏
06=j∈I2
ǫα2(j)(−1)
P
06=j∈I ηα(j)[k−j+
P
l∈I:l>j ηα(l)]
(−1)
P
06=j∈I1
ηα1(j)[k1−j+
P
l∈I1:l>j
ηα1(l)](−1)
P
06=j∈I2
ηα2(j)[k2−j+
P
l∈I2:l>j
ηα2(l)](87) (
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)×
∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j)
)
×fev,L∐R˜,fevi(
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J)×
∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j)
)
.
The left hand side is ∂M˜maink+1 (α, β, J). Fix i, . . . , β2 in (87), and first consider the
case i /∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2. Then we have(
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)×
∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j)
)
×fev,L∐R˜,fevi
(
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J)×
∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j)
)
= (−1)k1
P
l∈I2
ηα2(l)Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)×ev,L∐R,evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J)×
(∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j)
)
×
(∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j)
)
= (−1)k1
P
l∈I2
ηα2(l)(−1)(
P
j∈I1:j>i
ηα1(j))(
P
l∈I2
ηα2(l))
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)×ev,L∐R,evi M
main
k1+1(α1, β1, J)×
(∏
j∈I Ker ∂¯λα(j)
)
.
(88)
Here in the first step we pull the factors
∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j) and
∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j) ,
which are not involved in the fibre product, out to the right. Since
∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j)
is already on the right, it causes no sign changes. Pulling
∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j) through
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the fibre product with L ∐ R˜ and then through M˜maink2+1(α2, β2, J) changes orienta-
tions by a factor (−1)
dim(
Q
j∈I2
Ker ∂¯λα2(j)
)(dimL∐R˜+dim eMmaink1+1(α1,β1,J)). Using (60)
to compute dimM˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J) and omitting even terms 2, 2n and µL(β1) in
dimL ∐ R˜ + dimM˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J) gives the sign on the third line of (88). In the
fifth and sixth lines we reorder
(∏
j∈I1 Ker ∂¯λα1(j)
)
×
(∏
j∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(j)
)
to obtain(∏
j∈I Ker ∂¯λα(j)
)
. By (28), this means swapping over factors
∏
j∈I1 :j>iKer ∂¯λα1(j)
and
∏
l∈I2 Ker ∂¯λα2(l) , and so contributes the sign (−1)
(
P
j∈I1:j>i
ηα1(j))(
P
l∈I2
ηα2(l))
in the fifth line. Combining signs in (87) and (88) we obtain (85), proving the
theorem in the case i /∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2. The second case is similar. 
Remark 5.10. If we reverse the order of the fibre product in (84) using Proposition
2.10(a) and (33), noting that the fibre product is over L with dimL = n in the case
i /∈ I1, 0 /∈ I2, and over R with dimR = 0 in the case i ∈ I1, 0 ∈ I2, we obtain
(89)
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J)
∼=
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1, I1∪iI2=I,
α1∪iα2=α, β1+β2=β
ζ2M
main
k1+1(α1, β1, J)×evi,L∐R,ev
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J)
in oriented Kuranishi spaces, where
ζ2 =(−1)
n+i+
P
j∈I:0<j<i ηα(j)
·
(−1)
(
k2+
P
j∈I:i6j<i+k2
ηα(j)
)(
k1+i+
P
l∈I:i+k26l6k
ηα(l)
)
, if 0 /∈ I,
(−1)
(
k2+
P
j∈I:i6j<i+k2
ηα(j)
)(
k1+i+ηα(0)+
P
l∈I:i+k26l6k
ηα(l)
)
, if 0 ∈ I,
if i /∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2, and
ζ2 = (−1)
n+i+
P
j∈I:0<j<i ηα(j)
·
(−1)
(
ηα1(i)+k2+
P
j∈I:i6j<i+k2
ηα(j)
)(
ηα2(0)+k1+i+
P
l∈I:i+k26l6k
ηα(l)
)
, if 0 /∈ I,
(−1)
(
ηα1(i)+k2+
P
j∈I:i6j<i+k2
ηα(j)
)(
ηα2(0)+k1+i+
P
l∈I:i+k26l6k
ηα(l)
)
, if 0 ∈ I,
if i ∈ I1, 0 ∈ I2, and α2(0) = σ ◦α1(i). In the embedded case, when I = ∅, the sign
ζ2 reduces to (−1)n+i+k2(k1+i), which agrees with that calculated by Fukaya et al.
in [9, Prop. 46.2 & Rem. 46.3] when i = 1.
5.4. Orientations on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
Definition 5.11. We work in the situation of Definitions 4.7 and 4.14 with the
orientations on the M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) from Definition 5.6, and o(p−,p+) on
Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) from §5.2. DefineM
main
k+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) to have the unique orien-
tation such that
(90) M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)=
{
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk), 0 /∈I,
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα(0) , 0∈I,
holds, in oriented Kuranishi spaces. This is just (65), with no extra sign added.
Similarly, adding signs to (66), letMmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) have
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the unique orientation for which in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) =8>>>>><
>>>>>:
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk), 0, i /∈ I1,
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)
, 0 ∈ I1, i /∈ I1,
(−1)
ηα1(i)
`
1+
Pi−1
j=1 deg fj+
Pk
j=i+k2
deg fj
´
ǫα1(i)
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(i)
,
0 /∈ I1, i ∈ I1,
(−1)
ηα1(i)
`
1+
Pi−1
j=1 deg fj+
Pk
j=i+k2
deg fj
´
ǫα1(i)
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)
×Ker ∂¯λα1(i)
,
0, i∈I1.
(91)
Reordering the factors using (5), (40) and (78) gives
M˜maink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) =(92)8>><
>>:
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk), 0, i /∈ I1,
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)
, 0 ∈ I1, i /∈ I1,
ǫσ◦α1(i) Ker ∂¯λα1(i)
×Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk), 0 /∈ I1, i ∈ I1,
ǫσ◦α1(i) Ker ∂¯λα1(i)
×Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)
, 0, i∈I1,
Combining equations (79), (83) and (90) and calculating using Proposition 2.10,
the definition of ǫ(p−,p+) and (78) to determine the signs, we prove that:
Theorem 5.12. An alternative way to define the orientations in Definition 5.11,
in terms of the orientation on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) given in Definition 5.8, is that
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) =
ζ3M
main
k+1 (α, β, J) ×ev1×···×evk,(L∐R)k,f1×···×fk (∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak)
(93)
in oriented Kuranishi spaces, which is (34) with signs inserted, where
ζ3=(−1)
P
06=i∈I
(n−ηα(i))
[ iP
j=1
(deg fj+1)−
P
j∈I:0<j6i
ηα(j)
]
(−1)
(n+1)
[ kP
i=1
(k−i)(deg fi+1)−
P
06=i∈I
(k−i)ηα(i)
]
·
{
1, 0 /∈ I,
(−1)ηα(0)
[Pk
i=1(deg fi+1)−
P
06=i∈I ηα(i)
]
, 0 ∈ I.
(94)
The sign ζ3 in (94) will be important in determining the right definition for our
A∞ algebras in [2]. We can now prove an analogue of Theorem 5.7. Note that the
signs in equations (95)–(96) are exactly the same as those in equations (81)–(82).
Theorem 5.13. In the situation of Definition 4.14, with the orientations of Defi-
nition 5.6, in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have
(95)
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)
∼=
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
(−1)j+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
(−1)n+
(
1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
)(
1+
Pi+k2−1
l=i deg fl
)
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×ev,L∐R,evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk).
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Also, if f : ∆a → L∐R is smooth then in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have
∆a ×f,L∐R,evi M
main
k1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)(96)
= (−1)(1+deg f)
(
1+
Pi−1
j=1 deg fj
)
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, f, fi+k2 , . . . , fk).
Proof. To prove (95), we substitute (90) and (92) into (81). We must consider
separately the cases 0 /∈ I and 0 ∈ I in (90). As 0 ∈ I if and only if 0 ∈ I1 by (27)
and (28), these determine whether or not 0 ∈ I1, but for each i, . . . , β2 in (95) we
must still consider separately the cases i /∈ I1 and i ∈ I1 in (92), so there are four
cases to consider. We explain the most complicated case 0 ∈ I and 0, i ∈ I1. Then
substituting (90) and (92) into (81) yields in oriented Kuranishi spaces
∂
(
Mmaink+1 (α,β, J, f1, . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα(0)
)
=(
∂(Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)
)
×Ker ∂¯λα(0)
on the left hand side, using Proposition 2.10(a) and ∂
(
Ker ∂¯λα(0)
)
= ∅, and
(−1)j+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg flMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα(0)
for the first term on the right hand side, for each j, and
(−1)n+
(
1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
)(
1+
Pi+k2−1
l=i deg fl
)
(
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×Ker ∂¯λα2(0)
)
×fev,L∐R˜,fevi(
ǫσ◦α1(i)Ker ∂¯λα1(i)×M
main
k1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)
)
= (−1)n+
(
1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
)(
1+
Pi+k2−1
l=i deg fl
)
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×(
ǫσ◦α1(i)Ker ∂¯λα2(0) ×λα2(0)(−1,0) Ker ∂¯λα1(i)
)
×
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)
= (−1)n+
(
1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
)(
1+
Pi+k2−1
l=i deg fl
)
(
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)×ev,L∐R,evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)
)
×Ker ∂¯λα1(0)
for the final term on the right hand side, for fixed i, . . . , β2 with i ∈ I1. Here we
use the fact that Ker ∂¯λα2(0) ×λα2(0)(−1,0)Ker ∂¯λα1(i) is a point with sign ǫα2(0), and
as α2(0) = σ ◦ α1(i) this cancels with ǫσ◦α1(i), so that the fifth line is just a point
with sign 1. In the last two lines, the fibre product over L ∐ R is actually a fibre
product over the point α1(i) in R, so it is a product, as in the fifth to seventh lines.
The last three equations are the oriented products of the corresponding terms in
(95) with Ker ∂¯λα1(0) . This proves (95) in the case 0 ∈ I and 0, i ∈ I1. The other
cases follow by similar but simpler arguments. To prove (96) we substitute (90)
and (92) into (82), and use the same method. 
Remark 5.14. (a) Theorem 5.13 is the main result of this section. It is important
that the signs in (95) and (96) depend only on n, i, j, k2 and the shifted cohomolog-
ical degrees deg fj , deg f . In particular, they do not involve the ǫα(j), ηα(j) or aj .
Because of this, in the rest of the paper we will be able to write all our signs in
terms of deg fj, deg f , without any correction factors involving ǫα(j), ηα(j), aj. This
was one aim of the careful definition of orientations above.
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Theorem 5.13 is an analogue in the immersed case of Fukaya et al. [9, Prop. 48.1];
roughly speaking, if we substitute (96) into (95), then we get [9, Prop. 48.1], with
the same signs, noting that our definition of deg fi differs by 1 from that of [9].
Since our signs are compatible with those of Fukaya et al. [9], we can follow their
proof to construct an A∞ algebra, and there will be no new orientation issues,
provided we grade our complexes using shifted cohomological degrees in (36).
(b) In equations (27), (41), (63), (70), (73), (81), (84), (87) and (95) above, we
chose to order the fibre products asMmaink2+1(α2, . . .)×...M
main
k1+1
(α1, . . .) rather than
the other way round; this order was reversed in (89). Fukaya et al. adopt the
opposite order to us, in [9, Prop. 46.2] for instance. We can now explain why we
chose this order for our fibre products. Using (5), (37) and (40) we may rewrite
(95) and (96) with the other fibre product order, which yields:
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) =(97)
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
(−1)j+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
(−1)n+1+i+ik2+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl+
Pi+k2−1
l=i deg fl
Pk
l=i+k2
deg fl ·
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×evi,L∐R,ev
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1) ·8>>>>><
>>>>>:
1, 0, i /∈I1,
(−1)ηα1(0)
Pi+k2−1
l=i
deg fl , 0∈I1, i /∈I1,
(−1)
ηα1(i)
ˆ
1+
i−1P
l=1
deg fl+
kP
l=i+k2
deg fl
˜
(−1)
ησ◦α1(i)
ˆ
ηα1(i)
+
i+k2−1P
l=i
deg fl
˜
, 0 /∈I1, i∈I1,
(−1)
ηα1(i)
ˆ
1+
i−1P
l=1
deg fl+
kP
l=i+k2
deg fl
˜
(−1)
(ηα1(0)
+ησ◦α1(i)
)
ˆ
ηα1(i)
+
i+k2−1P
l=i
deg fl
˜
, 0, i∈I1,
9>>>>>=
>>>>>;
,
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)×evi,L∐R,f ∆a(98)
= (−1)(deg f+1)
Pk
l=i+k2
deg flMmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, f, fi+k2 , . . . , fk) ·8>>><
>>>:
1, 0, i /∈I1,
(−1)ηα1(0)(deg f+1), 0∈I1, i /∈I1,
(−1)
ηα1(i)
ˆ
1+
Pi−1
l=1
deg fl+
Pk
l=i+k2
deg fl
˜
(−1)
ησ◦α1(i)
(deg f+1+ηα1(i)
)
, 0 /∈I1, i∈I1,
(−1)
ηα1(i)
ˆ
1+
Pi−1
l=1
deg fl+
Pk
l=i+k2
deg fl
˜
(−1)(ηα1(0)+ησ◦α1(i))(deg f+1+ηα1(i)), 0, i∈I1,
9>>>=
>>>;
.
Observe that equations (97)–(98) have complicated extra sign terms involving
ηα1(0), ηα1(i), ησ◦α1(i), so they are not simply written in terms of n, i, j, k2 and
deg fj , deg f , as (95)–(96) were. Thus we prefer the fibre product order in (95)–(96).
One might guess that by changing the signs in (90) and (91), altering the orienta-
tions ofMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk), M
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk), one
could eliminate the troublesome terms in (97) and (98), to get signs depending
only on n, i, j, k1, k2, deg fj, deg f . However, calculations by the authors indicate
that this is impossible, at least with the orientation conventions of §2.4.
(c) We defined the orientation on Mk+1(α, β, J) in §5.3 by (83), which includes a
complicated choice of sign. We chose this particular sign by requiring that if ai = n
for i /∈ I and ai = 0 for i ∈ I, so that deg fi = −1 for i /∈ I and deg fi = ηα(i) − 1
for i ∈ I, then the sign ζ3 in (93) and (94) should be 1. The sign in (83) was then
determined as in the proof of Theorem 5.13. The motivation for this choice is that
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we have found natural orientations for the moduli spacesMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk),
with good properties under boundaries as in Theorem 5.13. Now we have
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) =
Mmaink+1 (α, β, J)×Qk
i=1 evi,(L∐R)k,
Q
k
i=1
{
idL, i/∈I
id{α(i)}, i∈I
} k∏
i=1
{
L, i /∈ I
{α(i)}, i ∈ I
}
.
This is like the fibre product (34) definingMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk), but replacing
fi : ∆ai→L∐R by idL : L→L∐R for i /∈ I and id{α(i)} : {α(i)}→L∐R for i ∈ I.
Thus we can think of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J) as a generalization of M
main
k+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . ,
fk) in which ai = n = dimL for i /∈ I and ai = 0 = dim{α(i)} for i ∈ I, and so we
should arrange to get ζ3 = 1 in (94) in this case.
The orientations on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) depend on the choice of paths
λ(p−,p+) in §4.3 and orientations o(p−,p+) on Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) in §5.2, for (p−, p+) ∈ R.
Suppose we change to alternative choices λ˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+). Note that changing
λ(p−,p+) to λ˜(p−,p+) alters the index η(p−,p+) in (31) to η˜(p−,p+), and this changes
the shifted cohomological degree deg f in (36).
As λ(p−,p+), λ˜(p−,p+) are paths in oriented Lagrangian spaces, η(p−,p+), η˜(p−,p+)
differ by an even number, so we may write η˜(p−,p+) = η(p−,p+) + 2d(p−,p+) for
d(p−,p+) ∈ Z. So degrees in (36) change by deg f 7→ deg f + 2d(p−,p+) if f : ∆a →
{(p−, p+)}. Since the changes in η(p−,p+), deg f are even, all the signs above, such as
those in (95) and (96), are unchanged. Here is how changing to alternative choices
λ˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+) affects the orientations on M
main
k+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
Proposition 5.15. In the situation above, suppose that for all (p−, p+) ∈ R we re-
place the paths λ(p−,p+) in §4.3 and orientations o(p−,p+) on Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) in §5.2 by
alternative choices λ˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+), so that η(p−,p+) is replaced by η˜(p−,p+), but we
make no other changes. Then for all (p−, p+) ∈ R there exist ξ(p−,p+) = ±1 depend-
ing only on λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+), λ˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+), such that for all k, α, β, f1, . . . , fk
the orientation on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) changes by a factor
(99)
∏
06=i∈I
ξσ◦α(i) ·
{
ξα(0), 0 ∈ I,
1, 0 /∈ I.
Proof. When we change only the orientations o(p−,p+), so that λ˜(p−,p+) = λ(p−,p+),
using (79), (90) and the fact that the orientation of M˜maink+1 (α, β, J) is independent
of the o(p−,p+), we see that changing from o(p−,p+) to o˜(p−,p+) for all (p−, p+) ∈
R changes the orientation of Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) by a factor (99), with the
ξ(p−,p+) determined by o˜(p−,p+) = ξ(p−,p+)o(p−,p+). For the general case, we must
also consider how the virtual tangent bundle of M˜k+1(α, β, J) in §5.1 changes when
we replace λ(p−,p+) by λ˜(p−,p+).
In fact the virtual tangent bundle changes by direct sum with
⊕
i∈I Vα(i), where
V(p−,p+) = Ind ∂¯(p−,p+) for (p−, p+) ∈ R are oriented virtual vector spaces, and
∂¯(p−,p+) is an elliptic operator on the disc D = {(x, y) ∈ R
2 : x2 + y2 6 1} with
boundary conditions λ(p−,p+)(x, y) on the semicircle x 6 0 and λ˜(p−,p+)(−x, y) on
the semicircle x > 0. There is an isomorphism ξ(p−,p+)V(p−,p+)
∼= Ker ∂¯λ˜(p−,p+)
⊖
Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) , where Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) ,Ker ∂¯λ˜(p−,p+)
have orientations o(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+)
and ξ(p−,p+) = ±1, and the proposition holds with these ξ(p−,p+). 
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5.5. Adding families of almost complex structures. We can generalize the
material above to the moduli spaces with smooth families of almost complex struc-
tures in §4.5. First we explain how to orient the moduli spacesMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈
T ) of Definition 4.8, generalizing Definition 5.8.
Definition 5.16. We work in the situation of §4.5, with M,L, and Jt : t ∈ T , with
the additional assumptions of §5.1–§5.3, that is, that we have chosen a relative spin
structure for ι : L→M , and orientations for Ker ∂¯λ(p+,p−) for all (p+, p−) ∈ R. We
also suppose that T is oriented. At a point
(
t, [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯]
)
of Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈
T ), we have an isomorphism of virtual vector spaces
(100) T(t,[Σ,~z,u,l,u¯])M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T )
∼= TtT ⊕ T[Σ,~z,u,l,u¯]M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt).
In Definition 5.8 we constructed an orientation on Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt), and hence on
T[Σ,~z,u,l,u¯]M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt). As T is oriented, TtT is oriented. DefineM
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt :
t ∈ T ) to have the orientation such that (100) holds in oriented virtual vector spaces.
A special case of this which is useful for computing signs in formulae is to take
Jt = J for some almost complex structure J and all t ∈ T . Then
(101) Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T )
∼= T ×Mmaink+1 (α, β, J)
holds in oriented Kuranishi spaces.
Here is the analogue of Theorem 5.9. We can prove it by the same method;
alternatively, we can take Jt = J for t ∈ T , so that (101) holds, and then deduce
the signs in (102) from Proposition 2.10 and (84).
Theorem 5.17. Using the orientations of Definition 5.16, the isomorphism (44)
in oriented Kuranishi spaces becomes:
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T ) ∼=M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T )∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
ζ4M
main
k2+1(α2, β2, Jt : t ∈ T )×piT ×ev,T ×(L∐R),piT ×evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈ T ),
(102)
where ζ4 = (−1)
dimT +n+
(
i+
P
j∈I:0<j<i ηα(j)
)(
1+k2+
P
l∈I:i6l<i+k2
ηα(l)
)
if i /∈ I1 and 0 /∈ I2, and
ζ4 = (−1)
dimT +n+
(
i+
P
j∈I:0<j<i ηα(j)
)(
ηα1(i)+1+k2+
P
l∈I:i6l<i+k2
ηα(l)
)
if i ∈ I1, 0 ∈ I2, and α2(0) = σ ◦ α1(i).
Next we add simplicial chains, and orient the moduli spacesMmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈
T , f1, . . . , fk) of Definition 4.10.
Definition 5.18. In the situation of Definition 5.16, for i = 1, . . . , k, let ai > 0
and fi : ∆ai → T × (L∐R) be a smooth map, as in Definition 4.10. Since we have
not defined modified moduli spaces M˜maink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk), we cannot
define an orientation on M˜maink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) following (90). Instead,
we will take the analogue of Theorem 5.12 to be our definition. Inserting signs in
(47) motivated by (93)–(94), define M˜maink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk) to have the
orientation given in oriented Kuranishi spaces by
Mmaink+1 (α,β, Jt : t∈T , f1, . . . , fk)=ζ5
(
(Rm, κmk )×pi0,Rm,piT M
main
k+1 (α, β, Jt : t∈T )
)
×(pi1×ev1)×···×(pik×evk),(T ×(L∐R))k,f1×···×fk (∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak),(103)
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where (Rm, κmk ) and R
m have their natural orientations, the orientation ofMmaink+1 (α,
β, Jt : t ∈ T ) is as in Definition 5.16, and
ζ5 =(−1)
P
06=i∈I
(n−ηα(i))
[ iP
j=1
(deg fj+1)−
P
j∈I:0<j6i
ηα(j)
]
(−1)
(dimT +n+1)
[ kP
i=1
(k−i)(deg fi+1)−
P
06=i∈I
(k−i)ηα(i)
]
·
{
1, 0 /∈ I,
(−1)ηα(0)
[Pk
i=1(deg fi+1)−
P
06=i∈I ηα(i)
]
, 0 ∈ I,
(104)
where the degrees deg fi are as in (49). Similarly, we orient Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈
T , f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) by inserting signs in (51). We will not write this sign
down explicitly, but we choose it to satisfy (106) below.
Calculation using equations (102)–(104) and Proposition 2.10 then yields an
analogue of Theorem 5.13:
Theorem 5.19. In the situation of Definition 4.10, with the orientations of Defi-
nition 5.18 and degrees in (49), for k > 0 in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have
∂Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fk)
∼=
k∐
i=1
ai∐
j=0
(−1)j+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1, . . . , fk)
∐
∐
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1,
I1∪iI2=I, α1∪iα2=α,
β1+β2=β
(−1)dimT +n+
(
1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
)(
1+
Pi+k2−1
l=i deg fl
)
Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, Jt : t∈T , fi, . . . , fi+k2−1)
×piT ×ev,T ×(L∐R),piT ×evi
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈ T , f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk).
(105)
When k = 0 this holds with an extra term Mmain1 (α, β, Jt : t ∈ ∂T ) on the right
hand side, as in (102).
Also, if f : ∆a → T × (L∐R) is smooth, in oriented Kuranishi spaces we have
∆a ×f,T ×(L∐R),piT×evi M
main
k1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t∈T , f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk)(106)
=(−1)(deg f+1)
(
1+
Pi−1
j=1 deg fj
)
Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, Jt : t∈T , f1, . . . , fi−1, f, fi+k2 , . . . , fk).
6. Perturbation data and virtual chains
We shall now choose perturbation data sβ,J,f1,...,fk for families of moduli spaces
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) in (42), as in §2.7, which are compatible at the bound-
aries with choices made for the boundary strata appearing in (41). Technically
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) may not be a Kuranishi space, as the componentsM
main
k+1 (α,
β, J, f1, . . . , fk) in (42) may have different virtual dimensions. By perturbation data
forMmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) we mean perturbation data forM
main
k+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)
for all I, α in (42), in the obvious way.
Our goal is to define AN,0 algebras and gapped filtered A∞ algebras, which are
filtered using G ⊂ [0,∞)×Z. It is convenient to introduce G at this point. Choose
G ⊂ [0,∞)× Z to satisfy the conditions:
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(i) G is closed under addition with G∩({0}×Z) = {(0, 0)}, and G∩([0, C]×Z)
is finite for any C > 0; and
(ii) If β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z), and Mmain1 (β, J) 6= ∅ then
(
[ω] · β, 12µL(β)
)
∈ G.
Here (i) is as in §3.5 and §3.7. If we define GJ to be the smallest subset of [0,∞)×Z
containing
(
[ω] · β, 12µL(β)
)
for all β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) with Mmain1 (β, J) 6= ∅ and
closed under addition, then GJ ∩ ({0} × Z) = {(0, 0)} is immediate as [ω] · β = 0,
Mmain1 (β, J) 6= ∅ imply β = 0, and GJ ∩ ([0, C] × Z) finite for any C > 0 follows
from compactness for the family of stable J-holomorphic curves with area 6 C.
Thus there exists at least one subset G satisfying (i),(ii). However, we do not
want to fix G = GJ , since in §8–§10 we will vary the complex structure J , and
we will want G to be independent of J . So for the moment we take G satisfying
(i),(ii) to be given. If β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) and Mmaink+1 (β, J) 6= ∅ for any k > 0 then(
[ω] · β, 12µL(β)
)
∈ G. Write ‖β‖ =
∥∥([ω] · β, 12µL(β))∥∥, using the notation of (23).
Then ‖β‖ > 0, and if β = β1 + β2 for β1, β2 ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) with Mmaink1+1(β1, J),
Mmaink2+1(β2, J) 6= ∅ then ‖β‖ > ‖β1‖+ ‖β2‖. With this notation we prove:
Theorem 6.1. For a given N ∈ N, there are X 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ XN and {sβ,J,f1,...,fk}
which satisfy the following conditions:
(N1) X 0, . . . ,XN are finite sets of smooth simplicial chains f : ∆a → L∐R such
that
(a) if f : ∆a → L∐R lies in X i and a > 0 then f ◦ F aj : ∆a−1 → L∐R
lies in X i for all j = 0, . . . , a, using the notation of §2.6; and
(b) part (a) implies that QX i is closed under ∂, and a subcomplex of the
singular chains Csi∗ (L ∐R;Q). We require that the natural projection
H∗(QX i, ∂)→ Hsi∗ (L∐R;Q) should be an isomorphism.
(N2) For all k > 0, f1 ∈ X i1 , . . . , fk ∈ X ik and β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) with i1 +
· · · + ik + ‖β‖ + k − 1 6 N and M
main
k+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) 6= ∅, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
is perturbation data for
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), ev
)
in the sense of §2.7,
and all the simplices of V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
)
lie in
X i1+···+ik+‖β‖+k−1. At the boundary ∂M
main
k+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), given by the
union of (41) over all I, α, this sβ,J,f1,...,fk must be compatible with:
(i) the choices of sβ,J,f1,...,fi−1,fi◦Faij ,fi+1,...,fk for the term M
main
k+1 (α, β,
J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F aij , fi+1, . . . , fk) in (41);
(ii) the choices of sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1 for the term M
main
k2+1
(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . ,
fi+k2−1) in (41); and
(iii) for each g : ∆a → L∐R appearing in V C
(
Mmaink2+1(β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1),
ev, sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1
)
, the choices of sβ1,J,f1,...,fi−1,g,fi+k2 ,...,fk for the
term Mmaink1+1 (α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) in (41) combined with
V C
(
Mmaink2+1(β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1), ev, sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1
)
.
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This boundary compatibility implies that, for f1 : ∆a1 → L ∐ R in
X i1 , . . . , fk : ∆ak → L∐R in X ik as above, we have
∂V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
)
=(107)
k∑
i=1
ai∑
j=0
(−1)j+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg flV C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F
ai
j , fi+1,
. . . , fk), ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fi−1,fi◦Faij ,fi+1,...,fk
)
+
∑
k1+k2=k+1,
16i6k1,
β1+β2=β
(−1)n+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg flV C
(
Mmaink1+1(β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1,
V C(Mmaink2+1(β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1), ev, sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1), fi+k2 ,
. . . , fk), ev, sβ1,J,f1,...,fi−1,V C(Mmaink2+1(β2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1),
ev,sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1
),fi+k2 ,...,fk
)
.
Here if we have V C(Mmaink2+1(β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1), ev, sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1)
=
∑
a∈A σa ga for σa ∈ Q and ga in X ii+···+ii+k2−1+‖β2‖+k2−1, the final
term V C(Mmaink1+1(. . . , V C(. . .), . . .), ev, s...,V C(...),...) in (107) is short for
(108)
∑
a∈A
σa V C
(
Mmaink1+1(β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, ga, fi+k2 , . . . , fk),
ev, sβ1,J,f1,...,fi−1,ga,fi+k2 ,...,fk
)
.
Proof. Our proof is based on Fukaya et al. [9, §30.5]. It involves a quadruple
induction, an outer induction over g = 0, . . . , N in which we choose X 0, . . . ,XN ,
and an inner triple induction over (j, k, l) during the construction of X g+1.
For the first step g = 0 of the outer induction, let (‖β‖, k) = (1, 0). Since
Mmain1 (β, J) has no boundary, (i)–(iii) are trivial. Choose arbitrary (but ‘small’, in
a sense discussed below) perturbation data sβ,J for
(
Mmain1 (β, J), ev
)
for all β ∈
H2(M, ι(L);Z) with ‖β‖ = 1 and Mmain1 (β, J) 6= ∅. There are only finitely many
such β, and we can choose such sβ,J as in §2.7. The virtual cycles V C
(
Mmain1 (β,
J), ev, sβ,J
)
for all such β involve only finitely many simplices f : ∆a → L∐R. We
must choose X 0 to contain all these simplices, and to satisfy (a),(b) in (N1) above.
This is possible by Proposition 2.13.
For the inductive step, suppose that we have chosen X 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X g and
{sβ,J,f1,...,fk}, which satisfy (N1) and (N2) with N = g. We shall construct X g+1
and further choices of sβ,J,f1,...,fk satisfying (N1) and (N2) with N = g+1. These
choices are not independent of each other, but have to be made in a certain order.
Consider triples of integers (j, k, l) such that j > 0, k > 1, (j, k) 6= (0, 1), j + k 6
g + 2 and 0 6 l 6 nk, where n = dimL. There are only finitely many such triples.
Define a total order 6 on such triples (j, k, l) by (j1, k1, l1) 6 (j2, k2, l2) if either
(∗1) j1 + k1 < j2 + k2; or
(∗2) j1 + k1 = j2 + k2 and j1 < j2; or
(∗3) j1 + k1 = j2 + k2 and j1 = j2 and l1 6 l2.
In a triple induction on (j, k, l), at step (j, k, l) we consider all possible choices of
β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) with ‖β‖ = j and i1, . . . , ik > 0 with i1+· · ·+ik+j+k−1 = g+1
and f1 ∈ X i1 , f2 ∈ X i2 , . . . , fk ∈ X ik with fi : ∆ai → L∐R, where a1+ · · ·+ak = l,
and such thatMmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) 6= ∅. There are only finitely many possibilities
for such β, i1, . . . , ik, f1, . . . , fk. We will choose perturbation data sβ,J,f1,...,fk on
such choices in the order 6 on triples (j, k, l).
The important thing about this way of organizing our choices is that for given
β, i1, . . . , ik, f1, . . . , fk at step (j, k, l), the compatibilities (i)–(iii) on sβ,J,f1,...,fk in
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(N2) depend only on sβ′,J,f ′1,...,f ′k′ which were either chosen with X g
′ for g′ 6 g, or
were chosen during this step g+1, but for some (j′, k′, l′) with (j′, k′, l′) < (j, k, l).
So the boundary conditions on sβ,J,f1,...,fk always depend on choices we have already
made, not on choices we have yet to make.
To see this, note that at step (g, j, k, l), part (i) involves choices made at step
(g, j, k, l − 1), part (ii) choices at step (g′, j′, k′, l′) for g′ 6 g, j′ 6 j, k′ 6 k and
l′ arbitrary, but with either j′ < j (if β1 6= 0) or k′ < k (if β1 = 0), and part (iii)
choices at step (g′, j′, k′, l′) for g′ 6 g, j′ 6 j, k′ 6 k+ 1, and l′ arbitrary, but with
either j′ < j (if β2 6= 0) or k′ < k (if β2 = 0); this allows (j′, k′) = (j − 1, k + 1).
Here we use the fact that Mmaink+1 (0, J, f1, . . . , fk) = ∅ unless k > 2. In each case
(j′, k′, l′) < (j, k, l) by (∗1)–(∗3) above.
So, at step (j, k, l) we must choose perturbation data sβ,J,f1,...,fk for
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J,
f1, . . . , fk), ev
)
for the finitely many possibilities for β, i1, . . . , ik, f1, . . . , fk above,
satisfying the compatibilities (i)–(iii) above with previous choices, which should be
‘small’ in the sense discussed below. Essentially, (i)–(iii) prescribe sβ,J,f1,...,fk over
∂Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), and we have to extend these prescribed values over the
interior of Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk).
Note that because of the definition of boundaries of Kuranishi spaces in §2.2,
regarded as subspaces of Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), the disjoint components of (39)
do actually intersect in Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), in the codimension 2 corners of
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk) which lift to ∂
2Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk). But by induction we
find that (i)–(iii) prescribe consistent values for sβ,J,f1,...,fk on these codimension
2 corners, since the boundary values sβ,J,f1,...,fi−1,fi◦Faij ,fi+1,...,fk , sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1 ,
sβ1,J,f1,...,fi−1,f,fi+k2 ,...,fk appearing in (i)–(iii) themselves satisfy (i)–(iii).
Therefore, the discussion of §2.7 shows that we can choose perturbation data
sβ,J,f1,...,fk satisfying boundary compatibilities (i)–(iii), but with one caveat. In
Definition 2.15 and Remark 2.16(a) we said that a set of perturbation data sX
for a Kuranishi space involves a finite cover of X by Kuranishi neighbourhoods
(V i, Ei,Γi, si, ψi) and smooth, transverse multisections si on (V i, . . . , ψi) such that
each si is sufficiently close to si in C0. Here the definition of ‘sufficiently close’
is rather vague; it has to do with ensuring that the perturbed Kuranishi spaces
remain compact.
Now it is conceivable that conditions (i)–(iii) on sβ,J,f1,...,fk might be incompat-
ible with this requirement that the multisections si be ‘sufficiently close’ to si in
C0. That is, in effect (i)–(iii) prescribe si over ∂V i, and if these prescribed values
are not ‘sufficiently close’ to si|∂V i in C
0, then we cannot choose si on V i ‘suffi-
ciently close’ to si in C0 with these values on si. In this case, we could not choose
sβ,J,f1,...,fk satisfying all the necessary conditions.
A version of this problem is described in [9, §30.3]. The solution adopted by
Fukaya et al. [9, §30.2–§30.3], which we follow, is that at every step we should
choose the perturbations sβ,J,f1,...,fk to be ‘small’, by which we mean that the
si should be sufficiently close to si in C0 that not only does the construction of
V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
)
work, as in Definition 2.15, but also,
for all the conditions (i)–(iii) involving sβ,J,f1,...,fk at later inductive steps in the
proof, the prescribed values for si on ∂V i should be sufficiently close to si|V i that
the later constructions of V C(· · · ) also work. We will discuss this in Remark 6.2.
Thus following this method, at each step (j, k, l) in our triple induction, we can
choose perturbation data sβ,J,f1,...,fk satisfying (i)–(iii) for all the finitely many
choices of β, f1, . . . , fk required. This completes the inner induction on (j, k, l). To
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finish the outer inductive step on g, it remains to choose X g+1. The conditions
on X g+1 are that it should contain X g, and that it should contain the simplices
of V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
)
for all the finitely many β, f1, . . . , fk
we have just considered over all (j, k, l), which is a finite set of simplices, and that it
should satisfy (a),(b). This is possible by Proposition 2.13. So we can choose X g+1
satisfying all the conditions. This completes the inductive step for g = 0, . . . , N .
We have now constructed X 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ XN and {sβ,J,f1,...,fk} satisfying (N1) and
(N2). It remains only to prove (107). Essentially, this is equation (95), summed
over all α, perturbed using the sβ,J,f1,...,fk , and regarded as an equation in virtual
cycles in Csi∗ (L∐R;Q) rather than in oriented Kuranishi spaces. However, since we
have not chosen perturbation data for Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk),
we have to treat the final term of (95) differently. We perturb Mmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi,
. . . , fi+k2−1) in the fifth line of (95), summed over all α2, using sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1 ,
so that it becomes a virtual cycle
(109) V C(Mmaink2+1(β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1), ev, sβ2,J,fi,...,fi+k2−1) =
∑
a∈A σa ga.
Then in the fibre product in the fifth and sixth lines of (95), we substitute each
ga which is part of the perturbedMmaink2+1(α2, β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1) intoM
main
k1+1
(α1,
β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk). This gives (−1)···Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1, ga,
fi+k2 , . . . , fk) by (96), and we perturb this using sβ1,J,f1,...,fi−1,ga,fi+k2 ,...,fk , and
take its virtual cycle. Considering (i)–(iii) above, we see that modifying (95) in this
way to give an equation in virtual cycles is valid, because it corresponds exactly
to the conditions (i)–(iii) on sβ,J,f1,...,fk , which equate to boundary conditions on
V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
)
.
Thus (107) follows from (95) summed over all α and (96), except for the signs
in (107), which we have not yet computed. The sign on the second line of (107)
is the sign on the second line of (95). The sign on the second line of (107) is the
combination of the sign on the fourth line on (95), and the sign in (96) when we
substitute ga into Mmaink1+1(α1, β1, J, f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk). To calculate this,
we need to know deg ga for the ga in (109). We have ga : ∆b → L ∐ R, where
b = vdimMmaink2+1(β2, J, fi, . . . , fi+k2−1), which is given by (37). Then deg ga is
given in terms of b by (36). Both equations are divided into cases 0 /∈ I2 and
0 ∈ I2, and involve ηα2(0) if 0 ∈ I2. But combining them, these contributions cancel
out, so in every case we have
(110) deg ga = 1− µL(β2) +
∑i+k2−1
l=i deg fl.
Therefore the overall sign in the fourth line of (107) should be
(−1)n+
(
1+
Pi−1
l=1
deg fl
)(
1+
Pi+k2−1
l=i
deg fl
)
·
(−1)
(
2−µL(β2)+
Pi+k2−1
l=i deg fl
)(
1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl
)
,
(111)
where the first line comes from the fourth line of (95), and the second line from
(96), with ga in place of f and (110) in place of deg f . Noting that 2 − µL(β2) is
even, (111) simplifies to (−1)n+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl . This completes the proof. 
Remark 6.2. In Theorem 6.1, we had to fix a finite N > 0, and then choose
X 0, . . . ,XN and {sβ,J,f1,...,fk}. The conditions on sβ,J,f1,...,fk with f1 ∈ X i1 , . . . ,
fk ∈ X ik and i1+ · · ·+ ik+ ‖β‖+ k− 1 6 g for g 6 N really do depend not just on
the X 1, . . . ,X g, but also on the choice of N , because we had to choose sβ,J,f1,...,fk
to be ‘small’, that is, the multisections si must be sufficiently close to si in C0, and
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this notion of ‘sufficiently close’ depends not just on Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), but
on all the other fibre products involving sβ,J,f1,...,fk in their boundary conditions in
the later inductive steps g + 1, g + 2, . . . , N .
Because of this, we cannot prove the theorem for N =∞, that is, we cannot get
an infinite sequence X 0 ⊂ X 1 ⊂ · · · and an infinite set of choices of perturbation
data {sβ,J,f1,...,fk} satisfying (N1), (N2). Taking the limit N →∞ does not work,
since the X g for g < N and sβ,J,f1,...,fk in the theorem depend on N .
One way to explain this is to note that by imposing a fixed upper limit N for
i1 + · · · + ik + ‖β‖ + k − 1, each choice of perturbation data sβ,J,f1,...,fk has to
satisfy only finitely many smallness conditions, of the form ‘si is sufficiently close
to si’. But if we allowed N = ∞ then sβ,J,f1,...,fk would have to satisfy infinitely
many smallness conditions. While we can always satisfy finitely many smallness
conditions, infinitely many might force si = s0, which would contradict si being
transverse. As an analogy, consider finding ǫ ∈ R satisfying ǫ 6= 0 (a transversality
condition) and |ǫ| 6 1/n for n = 1, 2, . . . (infinitely many smallness conditions).
This point is important, because the necessity to restrict to finite N is responsible
for a large part of the length and technical complexity of Fukaya et al. [9]. If
Theorem 6.1 held with N = ∞ then one could immediately construct an A∞
algebra, just using geometry. But instead, we have to consider AN,0 algebras, and
obtain the A∞ algebra from them as a kind of limit, using algebraic techniques. In
[2] we will reformulate Lagrangian Floer cohomology using the theory of Kuranishi
cohomology given in [13, 14]. There the problem above disappears because we do
not perturb our moduli spaces, so we construct A∞ algebras geometrically, without
passing through AN,K algebras.
7. AN,0 algebras from immersed Lagrangian submanifolds
Definition 7.1. Let G be as in §6, and ‖ . ‖ : G → N be as in (23). For a given
N ∈ N, let X 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ XN and {sβ,J,f1,...,fk} be as in Theorem 6.1. Suppose k > 0,
(λ, µ) ∈ G, and i1, . . . , ik = 0, . . . , N with i1+ · · ·+ ik+‖(λ, µ)‖+k−1 6 N . Define
a Q-multilinear map mλ,µk,geo : QX i1 × · · · ×QX ik → QX i1+···+ik+‖(λ,µ)‖+k−1 by
m0,01,geo(f1) = (−1)
n∂f1,
m
λ,µ
k,geo(f1, . . . , fk) =
∑
β∈H2(M,ι(L);Z):
[ω]·β=λ, µL(β)=2µ,
Mmaink+1 (β,J,f1,...,fk) 6=∅
V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk),
ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
)
,
(k, λ, µ) 6=(1, 0, 0).
(112)
Combining (36), (37) and µL(β) = 2µ shows that the shifted cohomological degree
in (112) is
(113) degV C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J, f1, . . . , fk), ev, sβ,J,f1,...,fk
)
= 1− 2µ+
∑k
i=1 deg fi.
Thus mλ,µk,geo : QX i1 × · · · ×QX ik → QX i1+···+ik+‖(λ,µ)‖+k−1 has degree 1− 2µ.
Then (107) immediately implies the following:
Proposition 7.2. For k ∈ N, (λ, µ) ∈ G and f1 ∈ X i1 , . . . , fk ∈ X ik with i1+ · · ·+
ik + ‖(λ, µ)‖+ k − 1 6 N, we have
(114)
∑
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1, k2>0,
(λ1,µ1),(λ2,µ2)∈G, (λ1,µ1)+(λ2,µ2)=(λ,µ)
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1
deg flm
λ1,µ1
k1,geo
(
f1, . . . , fi−1,m
λ2,µ2
k2,geo
(fi, . . . , fi+k2−1),
fi+k2 . . . , fk
)
= 0.
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Equation (114) is just (17) for the mλ,µk,geo. Thus, the data QX 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ QXN
and mλ,µk,geo are a finite approximation to a gapped filtered A∞ algebras, as for
AN,K algebras in §3.7. But it is not an AN,K algebra, as the conditions for when
m
λ,µ
k,geo(f1, . . . , fk) is defined are different. We can apply purely algebraic methods
from Fukaya et al. [9, §23.4, §30.7] to define AN,0 algebras. We use the method of
sums over planar trees from §3.3, based on the construction of n in Definition 3.8.
Definition 7.3. For a given N ∈ N, we take N ′ = N(N +2). Let X 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ XN ′
and {sβ,J,f1,...,fk} be as in Theorem 6.1 with N
′ in place of N . Since the homologies
of (QXN , ∂), (QXN ′ , ∂) are isomorphic, we can find some linear subspace A ⊂
QXN ′ such that QXN ′ = QXN ⊕A⊕ ∂A and ∂ : A→ ∂A is an isomorphism. Let
Π : QXN ′ → QXN for the projection, and define linear H : QXN ′ → QXN ′ by
(115) H(x) =
{
0, for x ∈ QXN ⊕A,
∂−1x, for x ∈ ∂A.
Then id−Π = ∂H +H∂, as in §3.4 with m1 = ∂.
Suppose k > 0 and (λ, µ) ∈ G with ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N . Let T be a rooted
planar tree with k leaves, and (λ,µ) be a family of (λv, µv) ∈ G for each internal
vertex v of T , such that
∑
v(λv, µv) = (λ, µ), and (λv , µv) = (0, 0) implies that
v has at least 2 incoming edges. We shall define a graded multilinear operator
m
(λ,µ)
k,T :
p k copies q
QXN × · · · ×QXN → QXN of degree −2µ + 1. Let f1, . . . , fk ∈ QXN .
Assign objects and operators to the vertices and edges of T :
• assign f1, . . . , fk to the leaf vertices 1, . . . , k respectively.
• for each internal vertex v with 1 outgoing edge and n incoming edges, assign
mλv ,µvn,geo . (Here by assumption (λv, νv) = (0, 0) implies n > 2, so we never
assign the special case m0,01,geo in (112).)
• assign id to each leaf edge.
• assign Π to the root edge.
• assign (−1)n+1H to each internal edge.
Then define m
(λ,µ)
k,T (f1, . . . , fk) to be the composition of all these objects and mor-
phisms, as in §3.3. Define a Q-multilinear map mλ,µk :
p k copies q
QXN × · · · ×QXN → QXN
graded of degree 1− 2µ by m0,01 = m
0,0
1,geo = (−1)
n∂ and mλ,µk =
∑
T,(λ,µ) m
(λ,µ)
k,T for
(k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0), where the sum is over all T, (λ,µ) as above.
We can now associate an AN,0 algebra to L. It depends on the choices of almost
complex structure J , perturbation data sβ,J,f1,...,fk , and N,N
′,XN ,XN ′ , A above.
Theorem 7.4. (a) In Definition 7.3, the mλ,µk satisfy equation (17) for all k > 0
and (λ, µ) ∈ G with ‖(λ, µ)‖+ k− 1 6 N . Thus (QXN ,G,m) is an AN,0 algebra in
the sense of Definition 3.21, where m =
(
m
λ,µ
k : k > 0, (λ, µ) ∈ G, ‖(λ, µ)‖+k−16N
)
,
and QXN is graded by shifted cohomological degree in (36).
(b) If f1 ∈ X i1 , . . . , fk ∈ X ik with i1 + · · ·+ ik + ‖(λ, µ)‖+ k − 1 6 N then
(116) mλ,µk (f1, . . . , fk) = m
λ,µ
k,geo(f1, . . . , fk).
Proof. The proof of part (a) follows the first parts of those of Theorems 3.9 and 3.17,
as in [9, §30.7]. For (b), suppose f1 ∈ X i1 , . . . , fk ∈ X ik with i1+· · ·+ik+‖(λ, µ)‖+
k − 1 6 N and T, (λ,µ) are as in Definition 7.3, where T has at least one internal
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edge. Then m
(λ,µ)
k,T (f1, . . . , fk) includes an expression −H ◦m
λv ,µv
n,geo (fa+1, . . . , fa+n),
where −H comes from an internal edge of T , and mλv ,µvn,geo (fa+1, . . . , fa+n) lies in
X ia+1+···+ia+n+‖(λv ,µv)‖+n−1, and so in XN , as n 6 k and ‖(λv, µv)‖ 6 ‖(λ, µ)‖.
But H = 0 on XN , so −H ◦m
λv,µv
n,geo (fa+1, . . . , fa+n) = 0, and m
(λ,µ)
k,T (f1, . . . , fk) = 0.
Therefore m
(λ,µ)
k,T (f1, . . . , fk) = 0 if T has an internal edge, so for (k, λ, µ) 6=
(1, 0, 0) the only nonzero contribution to mλ,µk (f1, . . . , fk) comes from the unique
planar tree T with one internal vertex and k leaves, which gives Π◦mλ,µk,geo(f1, . . . , fk).
But mλ,µk,geo(f1, . . . , fk) ∈ XN , so Π acts as the identity on it, proving (116). When
(k, λ, µ) = (1, 0, 0), equation (116) holds by definition. 
8. Choosing perturbation data for Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk)
The AN,0 algebras of §7 depended on a choice of almost complex structure J .
In §9 we will show that for two choices J0, J1 for J , the resulting AN,0 algebras
are homotopy equivalent. We do this by choosing a smooth 1-parameter family
Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] of almost complex structures interpolating between J0 and J1, and
using the moduli spaces Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk).
In this section we generalize Theorem 6.1 to choose perturbation data for the
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk). Choose G ⊂ [0,∞)×Z to satisfy the conditions:
(i) G is closed under addition with G∩({0}×Z) = {(0, 0)}, and G∩([0, C]×Z)
is finite for any C > 0; and
(ii) If β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z), and Mmain1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1]) 6= ∅ then
(
[ω] ·
β, 12µL(β)
)
∈ G.
As for GJ in §6, there exists a unique smallest subset GJt:t∈[0,1] satisfying (i),(ii),
but we do not necessarily take G = GJt:t∈[0,1]. Write ‖β‖ =
∥∥([ω] · β, 12µL(β))∥∥,
using (23) for this G. With this notation we prove:
Theorem 8.1. Let (M,ω) be a compact 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold and
ι : L → M be a compact Lagrangian immersion with only transverse double self-
intersections. Suppose Jt for t ∈ [0, 1] is a smooth family of almost complex struc-
tures on M compatible with ω. Define compact Kuranishi spaces Mmaink+1 (α, β, Jt :
t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk) as in §4.5 with T = [0, 1], and orient them as in §5.5.
Then for a given N ∈ N, there are X [0,1]0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
[0,1]
N and {sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk}
which satisfy the following conditions:
(N1) X [0,1]0 , . . . ,X
[0,1]
N are finite sets of smooth simplicial chains f : ∆a → [0, 1]×
(L ∐R) such that
(a) There is a decomposition X [0,1]i = X
0
i ∐ X
(0,1)
i ∐ X
1
i for i = 0, . . . , N,
where f ∈ X 0i implies f(∆a) ⊆ {0} × (L ∐ R), and f ∈ X
1
i implies
f(∆a) ⊆ {1} × (L∐R), and f ∈ X
(0,1)
i implies f(∆
◦
a) ⊆ (0, 1)× (L∐
R), where ∆◦a is the interior of ∆a, and π[0,1] ◦ f : ∆a → [0, 1] is a
submersion near (π[0,1] ◦f)
−1({0, 1}). (This is equivalent to Condition
4.12.) We shall sometimes regard X (0,1)i as singular chains on [0, 1]×
(L∐R) relative to {0, 1}× (L∐R), that is, we project to Csi∗
(
[0, 1]×
(L∐R), {0, 1} × (L∐R);Q
)
.
(b) if f : ∆a → [0, 1] × (L ∐ R) lies in X
[0,1]
i and a > 0 then f ◦ F
a
b :
∆a−1 → [0, 1] × (L ∐ R) lies in X
[0,1]
i for all b = 0, . . . , a, using the
notation of §2.6. If g : ∆a−1 → [0, 1]× (L∐R) lies in X 0i or X
1
i then
g = f ◦F ab for some f : ∆a → [0, 1]×(L∐R) in X
(0,1)
i and b = 0, . . . , a.
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If f : ∆a → [0, 1]× (L∐R) in X
(0,1)
i then f ◦ F
a
b lies in X
0
i or X
1
i for
at most one b = 0, . . . , a.
(c) (a),(b) imply that QX 0i ,QX
1
i and QX
(0,1)
i are subcomplexes of the (rel-
ative) singular chains Csi∗
(
{0}×(L∐R);Q
)
, Csi∗
(
{1}×(L∐R);Q
)
and
Csi∗
(
[0, 1]×(L∐R), {0, 1}×(L∐R);Q
)
respectively. We require that the
corresponding three natural projections should be isomorphisms:
(117)
H∗(QX 0i , ∂
0)
∼=
−→Hsi∗ (L∐R;Q), H∗(QX
1
i , ∂
1)
∼=
−→Hsi∗ (L ∐R;Q),
H∗
(
QX (0,1)i , ∂
(0,1)
) ∼=
−→Hsi∗
(
[0, 1]× (L∐R), {0, 1} × (L∐R);Q
)
,
identifying {0} × (L∐R) and {1} × (L∐R) with L∐R.
(N2) For all k > 0, f1 ∈ X
[0,1]
i1
, . . . , fk ∈ X
[0,1]
ik
and β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) with
i1+ · · ·+ ik + ‖β‖+ k− 1 6 N and Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk) 6= ∅,
sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk is perturbation data for
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . ,
fk),pi[0,1] × ev
)
, and all the simplices of V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1,
. . . , fk),pi[0,1] × ev, sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk
)
lie in X [0,1]i1+···+ik+‖β‖+k−1. At the
boundary ∂Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk), given by the union of (52)
over all I, α, this sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk must be compatible with:
(i) the choices of sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fi−1,fi◦Faij ,fi+1,...,fk for the term M
main
k+1
(α, β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fi−1, fi ◦ F aij , fi+1, . . . , fk) in (52);
(ii) the choices of sβ2,Jt:t∈[0,1],fi,...,fi+k2−1 for the term M
main
k2+1
(α2, β2, Jt :
t ∈ [0, 1], fi, . . . , fi+k2−1) in (52); and
(iii) for each g : ∆a → [0, 1]× (L∐R) appearing in V C
(
Mmaink2+1(β2, Jt : t ∈
[0, 1], fi, . . . , fi+k2−1),pi[0,1]×ev, sβ2,Jt:t∈[0,1],fi,...,fi+k2−1
)
, the choices of
sβ1,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fi−1,g,fi+k2 ,...,fk for the term M
main
k1+1
(α1, β1, Jt : t ∈
[0, 1], f1, . . . , fi−1; fi+k2 , . . . , fk) in (52) combined with V C
(
Mmaink2+1(β2,
Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], fi, . . . , fi+k2−1),pi[0,1] × ev, sβ2,Jt:t∈[0,1],fi,...,fi+k2−1
)
.
This boundary compatibility implies that, for f1 : ∆a1 → [0, 1]× (L∐R)
in X [0,1]i1 , . . . , fk : ∆ak → L∐R in X
[0,1]
ik
as above, when k > 0 we have
∂V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk),pi[0,1] × ev, sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk
)
=(118)
k∑
i=1
ai∑
j=0
(−1)j+1+
Pi−1
l=1 deg flV C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fi−1, fi◦F
ai
j , fi+1,
. . . , fk),pi[0,1]×ev, sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fi−1,fi◦Faij ,fi+1,...,fk
)
+
∑
k1+k2=k+1,
16i6k1,
β1+β2=β
(−1)n+
Pi−1
l=1 deg flV C
(
Mmaink1+1(β1, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fi−1,
V C(Mmaink2+1(β2, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], fi, . . . , fi+k2−1),pi[0,1] × ev,
sβ2,Jt:t∈[0,1],fi,...,fi+k2−1), fi+k2 , . . . , fk),pi[0,1] × ev,
sβ1,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fi−1,V C(Mmaink2+1(β2,Jt:t∈[0,1],fi,...,fi+k2−1),
pi[0,1]×ev,sβ2,Jt:t∈[0,1],fi,...,fi+k2−1 ),fi+k2 ,...,fk
)
,
using notation V C(Mmaink1+1(. . . , V C(. . .), . . .), ev, s...,V C(...),...) as in (108).
When k = 0 equation (118) holds with the addition of an extra term
supported on {0, 1} × (L ∐ R) corresponding to Mmain1 (β, Jt : t ∈ {0, 1}),
as in Theorem 5.19. Thus, if we project to relative chains Csi∗
(
[0, 1]×(L∐
R), {0, 1}×(L∐R);Q
)
, then (118) holds for all k > 0.
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(N3) As well as the boundary compatibilities (N2)(i)–(iii), we can impose com-
patibilities at the boundary {0, 1} × (L∐R) of [0, 1]× (L∐R), as follows.
Suppose g1 ∈ X
0
i1 , . . . , gk ∈ X
0
ik , where gj : ∆aj−1 → {0} × (L ∐ R). We
shall also abuse notation by regarding gj as mapping ∆aj−1 → L∐R. Then
(N1)(b) implies that there exist f1 ∈ X
(0,1)
i1
, . . . , fk ∈ X
(0,1)
ik
and b1, . . . , bk
such that bj = 0, . . . , aj and gj = fj ◦F
aj
bj
for j = 1, . . . , k. Then using the
notation of Remark 4.11 and inserting signs in (56)–(57), there are natural
isomorphisms of oriented Kuranishi spaces:
{0} ×i,[0,1],pi[0,1] M
main
k+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk)
∼= (−1)k+
Pk
j=1 bjMmaink+1 (β, J0, g1, . . . , gk)
×
[
{0} ×i,R,pi0
(
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
k
)]
,
(119)
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fj−1, gj , fj+1, . . . , fk)
∼= ±Mmaink+1 (β, J0, g1, . . . , gk)
×
[
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
j−1 × {0} × [0,∞)k−j
]
,
(120)
for all j = 1, . . . , k, where i : {0} → [0, 1] is the inclusion. The analogues
for g1 ∈ X
1
i1 , . . . , gk ∈ X
1
ik and i : {1} → [0, 1] are
{1} ×i,[0,1],pi[0,1] M
main
k+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk)
∼= (−1)
Pk
j=1 bjMmaink+1 (β, J1, g1, . . . , gk)
×
[
{0} ×i,R,pi0
(
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
k
)]
,
(121)
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fj−1, gj , fj+1, . . . , fk)
∼= ±Mmaink+1 (β, J1, g1, . . . , gk)
×
[
(R, κ1k)×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
j−1 × {0} × [0,∞)k−j
]
.
(122)
Suppose X˜ 00 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X˜
0
N and {s
0
β,J0,f1,...,fk
} are possible choices in Theo-
rem 6.1 with J0 in place of J, and that X˜ 10 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X˜
1
N and {s
1
β,J1,f1,...,fk
}
are possible choices in Theorem 6.1 with J1 in place of J . Then we can
choose X [0,1]0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
[0,1]
N and {sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk} above such that
(a) X 0i = X˜
0
i and X
1
i = X˜
1
i for i = 1, . . . , N .
(b) For all g1 ∈ X˜ 0i1 , . . . , gk ∈ X˜
0
ik
, and all choices of f1, . . . , fk, b1, . . . , bk
and j above, the perturbation data sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fj−1,gj ,fj+1,...,fk for(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fj−1, gj, fj+1, . . . , fk),pi[0,1]×ev
)
over
{0} × (L ∐ R) is identified with the perturbation data s0β,J0,g1,...,gk
for
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J0, g1, . . . , gk), ev
)
over L ∐ R under the isomorphism
(120) and the identification {0} × (L ∐ R) ∼= L ∐ R, noting that[
{0} ×i,R,pi0
(
(R, κ1k) ×pi1×···×pik,Rk,i [0,∞)
k
)]
is a single point whose
Kuranishi structure has transverse Kuranishi map, so it needs no per-
turbation, and perturbation data s0β,J0,g1,...,gk induces perturbation data
sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fj−1,gj ,fj+1,...,fk with the same virtual chain, up to sign.
(c) The analogue of (b) holds for g1 ∈ X˜ 1i1 , . . . , gk ∈ X˜
1
ik
and J1.
Proof. Most of the proof is a straightforward generalization of that of Theorem 6.1,
so we will just comment on the differences. As in (N3), we suppose some choices
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X˜ 00 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X˜
0
N , {s
0
β,J0,f1,...,fk
} and X˜ 10 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X˜
1
N , {s
1
β,J1,f1,...,fk
} are given for
the outcomes of Theorem 6.1 with J0, J1 in place of J . Then (N3)(a) determines
X 00, . . . ,X
0
N and X
1
0, . . . ,X
1
N , and in the inductive proof we are only free to choose
X (0,1)0 , . . . ,X
(0,1)
N . Also, (N3)(b),(c) determine sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk if any fj lies in X
0
ij
or X 1ij , so in the inductive proof we are only free to choose sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk when
fj ∈ X
(0,1)
ij
for all j = 1, . . . , k.
As in Theorem 6.1, we perform a quadruple induction in which we choose X (0,1)0 ⊂
· · · ⊂ X (0,1)N and sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk for all k > 0, f1 ∈ X
(0,1)
i1
, . . . , fk ∈ X
(0,1)
ik
and
β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) with i1 + · · · + ik + ‖β‖ + k − 1 6 N and Mmaink+1 (β, Jt :
t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk) 6= ∅. At the point when we choose sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk , we
have already chosen perturbation data for every components in ∂Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈
[0, 1], f1, . . . , fk), which are consistent on corners of codimension 2 and higher, and
we must extend these choices over the interior ofMmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk).
In this proof, for the components of ∂Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk) lying
over t = 0 or t = 1 in [0, 1] the choice of perturbation data is given by some
{s0β,J0,g1,...,gl} or {s
1
β,J1,g1,...,gl
}, but in Theorem 6.1, all the boundary choices were
made at previous steps in the quadruple induction.
Since each fj maps ∆
◦
aj → (0, 1)×(L∐R), it is immediate that the interior of each
simplex in V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk),pi[0,1] × ev, sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk
)
maps to (0, 1)× (L∐R), and so satisfies the conditions in (N1)(a) to lie in X (0,1)i .
Thus, in the final step in the outer induction when we have to choose X (0,1)g+1,
there will be a finite set W of smooth simplices f : ∆a → [0, 1] × (L ∐ R) with
f(∆◦a) ⊆ (0, 1) × (L ∐ R) that are the new simplices introduced in virtual cycles
for Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk) in this step, and we must choose X
(0,1)
g+1 with
W ⊆ X (0,1)g+1 and X
(0,1)
g ⊆ X
(0,1)
g+1 to satisfy (N1)(a)–(c). This is possible by a relative
version of Proposition 2.13, given the properties of X 00, . . . ,X
0
N and X
1
0, . . . ,X
1
N in
Theorem 6.1, and the fact that any face of f : ∆a → [0, 1]× (L ∐ R) either lies in
X 0g+1 or X
1
g+1, or its interior maps to (0, 1)× (L ∐R).
In equation (118), the sign on the fourth line is (−1)n+
Pi−1
l=1 deg fl , rather than
(−1)n+1+
Pi−1
l=1
deg fl in the fourth line of (107), because of the factor (−1)dimT = −1
in the fourth line of (105), which does not occur in the corresponding equation
(95) used to deduce (107). The extra term in (118) when k = 0 supported on
{0, 1} × (L∐R) comes from the extra ∂T term in Theorem 5.19 when k = 0.
It remains only to justify the isomorphisms (119)–(122). These are given in
unoriented Kuranishi spaces in (56)–(57), and we do not specify signs in (120) and
(122), so we only have to compute the signs in (119) and (121). This is done by
going through the proof of (56) inserting orientations. The signs (−1)k+
Pk
j=1 bj and
(−1)
Pk
j=1 bj come from the isomorphisms of oriented manifolds
{0}k ×i,[0,1]k,(π[0,1]◦f1)×···×(π[0,1]◦fk)
(
∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak
)
∼= (−1)k+
Pk
j=1 bj∆a1−1 × · · · ×∆ak−1,
(123)
{1}k ×i,[0,1]k,(π[0,1]◦f1)×···×(π[0,1]◦fk)
(
∆a1 × · · · ×∆ak
)
∼= (−1)
Pk
j=1 bj∆a1−1 × · · · ×∆ak−1,
(124)
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for (119) and (121) respectively. Here the factors (−1)
Pk
j=1 bj arise since F
aj
bj
:
∆aj−1 → ∂∆aj multiplies orientations by (−1)bj , and the extra (−1)k in (123) is
the coefficient −1 of {0} in ∂[0, 1] = −{0} ∐ {1}, raised to the power k. 
In fact it is not difficult to extend Theorem 8.1 from a family Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] to a
general family Jt : t ∈ T for T a compact manifold with boundary and corners, and
we will use this extension in §10 when T is a closed semicircle or triangle in R2. But
the statement of this generalization is even more complex, with special treatment
for the codimension k corners of T for k = 0, 1, . . . ,dim T , and the analogue of
(N3) referring recursively to the outcome of Theorem 8.1 with ∂T in place of T ,
rather than just to the outcome of Theorem 6.1. For simplicity, it seemed better
just to state the result for T = [0, 1].
9. AN,0 morphisms from J0 to J1 AN,0 algebras
We work in the situation of §8, with Jt for t ∈ [0, 1] a smooth family of almost
complex structures on M compatible with ω. We begin by constructing an AN,0
algebra of relative chains Csi∗
(
[0, 1] × (L ∐ R), {0, 1} × (L ∐ R);Q
)
depending on
the whole family Jt : t ∈ [0, 1]. Here are the analogues of Definitions 7.1 and 7.3,
Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 7.4.
Definition 9.1. Let G be as in §8, and ‖ . ‖ : G → N be as in (23). For a given
N ∈ N, let X [0,1]i = X
0
i ∐ X
(0,1)
i ∐ X
1
i for i = 0, . . . , N, and {sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk}
be as in Theorem 8.1. Write Π(0,1) : QX [0,1]i → QX
(0,1)
i for the projection, with
kernel QX 0i ⊕ QX
1
i . Suppose k > 0, (λ, µ) ∈ G, and i1, . . . , ik = 0, . . . , N with
i1+ · · ·+ ik+ ‖(λ, µ)‖+ k− 1 6 N . Generalizing (112), define a Q-multilinear map
m
(0,1)λ,µ
k,geo : QX
(0,1)
i1
× · · · ×QX (0,1)ik → QX
(0,1)
i1+···+ik+‖(λ,µ)‖+k−1 of degree 1− 2µ by
m
(0,1)0,0
1,geo (f1) = Π
(0,1)
[
(−1)n+1∂f1
]
= (−1)n+1∂(0,1)f1,
m
(0,1)λ,µ
k,geo (f1, . . . , fk) =
∑
β∈H2(M,ι(L);Z):
[ω]·β=λ, µL(β)=2µ,
Mmaink+1 (β,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk) 6=∅
Π(0,1)
[
V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk),
ev, sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk
)]
,
(k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0).
(125)
Now applying Π(0,1) : QX [0,1]i → QX
(0,1)
i is equivalent to projecting to relative
singular chains to Csi∗
(
[0, 1]× (L∐R), {0, 1}× (L∐R);Q
)
, so we can regard QX (0,1)i
as a space of relative chains. As in Theorem 8.1(N2), equation (118) holds in
relative chains for all k > 0. Note the two sign differences compared to §6–§7: the
signs in the fourth lines of (107) and (118) differ by −1, and the signs on the first
lines of (112) and (125) differ by −1. Both of these are really (−1)dimT , where
T = [0, 1]. In proving (126) below, these two sign differences cancel out, so that
the signs in (114) and (126) are the same. Thus as for Proposition 7.2 we deduce:
Proposition 9.2. For k ∈ N, (λ, µ) ∈ G and f1 ∈ X
(0,1)
i1
, . . . , fk ∈ X
(0,1)
ik
with
i1 + · · ·+ ik + ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N, we have
(126)
∑
k1+k2=k+1, 16i6k1, k2>0,
(λ1,µ1),(λ2,µ2)∈G,
(λ1,µ1)+(λ2,µ2)=(λ,µ)
(−1)
Pi−1
l=1 deg flm
(0,1)λ1,µ1
k1,geo
(
f1, . . . , fi−1,m
(0,1)λ2,µ2
k2,geo
(fi, . . . , fi+k2−1),
fi+k2 . . . , fk
)
= 0.
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Definition 9.3. For a given N ∈ N, we take N ′ = N(N + 2). Let X [0,1]i =
X 0i∐X
(0,1)
i ∐X
1
i for i = 0, . . . , N
′ and {sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk} be as in Theorem 8.1 with
N ′ in place of N . Since by (117) the homologies of (QX (0,1)N , ∂
(0,1)), (QX (0,1)N ′ , ∂
(0,1))
are isomorphic, we can find some linear subspace A(0,1) ⊂ QX (0,1)N ′ such that
• QX (0,1)N ′ = QX
(0,1)
N ⊕A
(0,1) ⊕ ∂(0,1)A(0,1); and
• ∂(0,1) : A(0,1) → ∂(0,1)A(0,1) is an isomorphism.
Later we will take A(0,1) compatible with choices of A in Definition 7.3 for J0, J1.
Define a linear map H (0,1) : QX (0,1)N ′ → QX
(0,1)
N ′ by
(127) H (0,1)(x) =
{
0, for x ∈ QXN ⊕ A(0,1),
(∂(0,1))−1x, for x ∈ ∂(0,1)A(0,1).
Write Π : QX (0,1)N ′ → QX
(0,1)
N for the projection. Then id−Π = ∂
(0,1)H (0,1) +
H (0,1)∂(0,1).
Suppose k > 0 and (λ, µ) ∈ G with ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N . Let T be a rooted
planar tree with k leaves, and (λ,µ) be a family of (λv, µv) ∈ G for each internal
vertex v of T , such that
∑
v(λv, µv) = (λ, µ), and (λv , µv) = (0, 0) implies that
v has at least 2 incoming edges. We shall define a graded multilinear operator
m
(0,1)(λ,µ)
k,T :
p k copies q
QX (0,1)N × · · · ×QX
(0,1)
N → QX
(0,1)
N of degree 1 − 2µ. Let f1, . . . , fk ∈
QX (0,1)N . Assign objects and operators to the vertices and edges of T :
• assign f1, . . . , fk to the leaf vertices 1, . . . , k respectively.
• for each internal vertex v with 1 outgoing edge and n incoming edges, assign
m(0,1)λv ,µvn,geo .
• assign id to each leaf edge.
• assign Π to the root edge.
• assign (−1)nH (0,1) to each internal edge.
Then define m(0,1)(λ,µ)k,T (f1, . . . , fk) to be the composition of all these. Define a
Q-multilinear map m(0,1)λ,µk :
p k copies q
QX (0,1)N × · · · ×QX
(0,1)
N → QX
(0,1)
N graded of degree
1 − 2µ by m(0,1)0,01 = m
(0,1)0,0
1,geo = (−1)
n+1∂(0,1) and m(0,1)λ,µk =
∑
T,(λ,µ) m
(0,1)(λ,µ)
k,T
for (k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0).
Theorem 9.4. (a) In Definition 9.3, the m(0,1)λ,µk satisfy equation (17) for all
k > 0 and (λ, µ) ∈ G with ‖(λ, µ)‖+k−1 6 N . Thus (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) is an AN,0
algebra in the sense of Definition 3.21, where m(0,1) =
(
m
(0,1)λ,µ
k : k > 0, (λ, µ) ∈ G,
‖(λ, µ)‖+k−16N
)
, and QX (0,1)N is graded by shifted cohomological degree in (49).
(b) If f1 ∈ X
(0,1)
i1
, . . . , fk ∈ X
(0,1)
ik
with i1 + · · ·+ ik + ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N then
(128) m(0,1)λ,µk (f1, . . . , fk) = m
(0,1)λ,µ
k,geo (f1, . . . , fk).
Now let (QX 0N ,G,m
0) and (QX 1N ,G,m
1) be AN,0 algebras constructed in The-
orem 7.4 with J = J0 and J = J1. We shall construct strict, surjective AN,0
morphisms p0 : (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) → (QX 0N ,G,m
0) and p1 : (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) →
(QX 1N ,G,m
1), and show they are homotopy equivalences.
Definition 9.5. Let J0, J1 be complex structures on M compatible with ω, and
Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] a smooth family of complex structures on M compatible with ω
interpolating between them. Fix once and for all N ∈ N, N ′ = N(N + 2) and
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G ⊂ [0,∞) × Z satisfying conditions (i),(ii) of §8. This implies that G satisfies
conditions (i),(ii) of §6 for J = J0 and J = J1.
With theseN,N ′,G, suppose X 00 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
0
N ′ , {s
0
β,J0,f1,...,fk
} are possible choices
in Theorem 6.1 with J0, N
′ in place of J,N , and X 10 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
1
N ′ , {s
1
β,J1,f1,...,fk
}
possible choices in Theorem 6.1 with J1, N
′. Let (QX 0N ,G,m
0) and (QX 1N ,G,m
1)
be possible AN,0 algebras constructed in Theorem 7.4 from this data for each of
J0, J1. As in Definition 7.3, this involves additional choices of subspace A and
corresponding operator H , which we write as A0, H0 and A1, H1 respectively.
Suppose X [0,1]i = X
0
i ∐ X
(0,1)
i ∐ X
1
i for i = 0, . . . , N
′ and {sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk}
are possible choices in Theorem 8.1 with N ′ in place of N , and compatible in
(N3) with the above choices of X 00 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
0
N ′ , {s
0
β,J0,f1,...,fk
} and X 10 ⊂ · · · ⊂
X 1N ′ , {s
1
β,J1,f1,...,fk
}, dropping the distinction between X˜ 0i , X˜
1
i and X
0
i ,X
1
i . Let
(QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) be a possible AN,0 algebra constructed in Theorem 9.4 from this
data. This involves an additional choice of A(0,1), yielding H (0,1). We will shortly
require A(0,1), H (0,1) to be compatible with A0, H0 and A1, H1.
Write ∂0, ∂1, ∂[0,1], ∂(0,1) for the boundary operators onQX 0i ,QX
1
i ,QX
[0,1]
i ,QX
(0,1)
i
respectively, where we regard ∂(0,1) : QX (0,1)i → QX
(0,1)
i as acting on QX
(0,1)
i as a
subspace of the relative chains Csi∗
(
[0, 1]× (L∐R), {0, 1}× (L∐R);Q
)
. But we will
also regard QX (0,1)i as a subspace of QX
[0,1]
i , so that ∂
[0,1] maps QX (0,1)i → QX
[0,1]
i .
Define linear maps P 0 : QX (0,1)i → QX
0
i and P
1 : QX (0,1)i → QX
1
i for i =
0, . . . , N ′ by P 0 = −Π0 ◦ ∂[0,1] and P 1 = Π1 ◦ ∂[0,1], where Π0,Π1 : QX [0,1]i →
QX 0i ,QX
1
i are the projections coming from the decomposition X
[0,1]
i = X
0
i∐X
(0,1)
i ∐
X 1i . Observe that although ∂
[0,1] reduces dimension of singular chains by one,
QX 0i ,QX
1
i are graded by deg f in (36), but QX
(0,1)
i is graded by deg f in (49) with
dim T = 1. Therefore P 0, P 1 are actually graded of degree zero.
Considering the components of ∂[0,1] : QX [0,1]i → QX
[0,1]
i in the splitting QX
[0,1]
i =
QX 0i⊕QX
(0,1)
i ⊕QX
1
i , we see that ∂
[0,1] = ∂0+∂(0,1)+∂1−P 0+P 1. Since (∂[0,1])2 = 0,
taking components of (∂[0,1])2 mapping from QX (0,1)i to QX
0
i ,QX
1
i shows that
(129) P 0 ◦ ∂(0,1) + ∂0 ◦ P 0 = 0 and P 1 ◦ ∂(0,1) + ∂1 ◦ P 1 = 0.
Thus P 0, P 1 are morphisms of complexes (QX (0,1)i , ∂
(0,1)), (QX 0i , ∂
0), (QX 1i , ∂
1), and
induce maps P 0∗ , P 1∗ on cohomology. But by assumption (117) are isomorphisms.
Under these, P 0∗ corresponds (though not with gradings) to the natural map
Hsi∗
(
[0, 1]× (L∐R), {0, 1} × (L∐R);Q
)
−→ Hsi∗−1
(
{0} × (L ∐R);Q
)
.
Since this is an isomorphism, P 0∗ and similarly P
1
∗ are isomorphisms.
Theorem 8.1(N1)(b) implies that if g ∈ X 0i then there exists f ∈ X
(0,1)
i with
Π0(f) = ±g, and also Π1(f) = 0. Similarly, if g ∈ X 1i there exists f ∈ X
(0,1)
i with
Π1(f) = ±g, and also Π0(f) = 0. Therefore Π0 ⊕ Π1 : QX (0,1)i → QX
0
i ⊕ QX
1
i is
surjective. Combining this with (129), one can show that in Definition 9.3, one can
choose A(0,1) so that Π0(A(0,1)) = A0 and Π1(A(0,1)) = A1. Combining this with
(115), (127) and (129), we see that
(130) P 0 ◦H (0,1) +H0 ◦ P 0 = 0 and P 1 ◦H (0,1) +H1 ◦ P 1 = 0.
Now define p00,01 : QX
(0,1)
N → QX
0
N by p
00,0
1 = P
0, and for all k > 0 and
(λ, µ) ∈ G with ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N and (k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0), define p0λ,µk :
p k copies q
QX (0,1)N × · · · ×QX
(0,1)
N → QX
0
N by p
0λ,µ
k = 0. Write p
0 =
(
p0λ,µk : k > 0,
(λ, µ) ∈ G, ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N
)
. Similarly, define p1 =
(
p1λ,µk : k > 0, (λ, µ) ∈ G,
‖(λ, µ)‖+ k − 1 6 N
)
by p10,01 = P
1 and p1λ,µk = 0 for (k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0).
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Theorem 9.6. In Definition 9.5, p0 : (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1))→ (QX 0N ,G,m
0) and p1 :
(QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1))→ (QX 1N ,G,m
1) are strict, surjective AN,0 morphisms, and weak
homotopy equivalences.
Proof. Combining (112), (125) and (129), and noting the difference in signs (−1)n,
(−1)n+1 in the first lines of (112) and (125) gives
(131) m0 0,01,geo ◦ P
0 = P 0 ◦m(0,1) 0,01,geo and m
1 0,0
1,geo ◦ P
1 = P 1 ◦m(0,1) 0,01,geo .
We shall prove the analogue of (131) for m0λ,µk,geo,m
1λ,µ
k,geo, (k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0), us-
ing equations (119) and (121). To do this we relate P 0, P 1 to the fibre products
{0} ×i,[0,1],... · · · , {1} ×i,[0,1],... · · · used in (119) and (121).
Suppose f : ∆a → [0, 1] × (L ∐ R) lies in X
(0,1)
N for a > 0. Then ∂
[0,1]f =∑a
b=0(−1)
bf ◦ F ab . By Theorem 8.1(N1)(b), f ◦ F
a
b ∈ X
0
N for at most one b =
0, . . . , a. Suppose f ◦ F ab ∈ X
0
N . Then P
0(f) = −Π0(∂[0,1]f) = (−1)1+bf ◦ F ab . But
as in the proof of Theorem 8.1, we have {0} ×i,[0,1],π1◦f ∆a ∼= (−1)
1+b∆a−1, and
the restriction of f to this ∆a−1 is f ◦ F ab . Thus it is natural to identify P
0(f)
with ({0}×i,[0,1],π1◦f ∆a, f ◦ π∆a), as signed singular simplices. This is also valid if
f ◦F ab /∈ X
0
N for any b = 0, . . . , a, since then P
0(f) = 0 and {0}×i,[0,1],π1◦f ∆a = ∅.
Therefore P 0 : QX (0,1)N → QX
0
N is essentially equivalent, with signs, to the
fibre product {0} ×i,[0,1],... · · · , that is, P
0 takes f : ∆a → [0, 1] × (L ∐ R) to
f◦π∆a : {0}×i,[0,1],π1◦f∆a → [0, 1]×(L∐R). In the same way, P
1 : QX (0,1)N → QX
1
N
is essentially equivalent, with signs, to the fibre product {1} ×i,[0,1],... · · · .
Now suppose as in (N3) that g1 ∈ X
0
N , . . . , gk ∈ X
0
N and f1 ∈ X
(0,1)
N , . . . , fk ∈
X (0,1)N with fj : ∆aj → [0, 1]×(L∐R), gj : ∆aj−1 → {0}×(L∐R) and gj = fj ◦F
aj
bj
for bj = 0, . . . , aj and j = 1, . . . , k. Then P
0(fj) = (−1)1+bjgj , as above. Let k > 0
and (λ, µ) ∈ G with ‖(λ, µ)‖+ k − 1 6 N and (k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0). Then
P 0◦m(0,1)λ,µk,geo (f1, . . . , fk)=
∑
β∈H2(M,ι(L);Z): [ω]·β=λ, µL(β)=2µ,
Mmaink+1 (β,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk) 6=∅
P 0 ◦Π(0,1)
[
V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk),
ev, sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fk
)]
= (−1)k+
Pk
j=1 bj
∑
β∈H2(M,ι(L);Z):[ω]·β=λ, µL(β)=2µ,
Mmaink+1 (β,J0,g1,...,gk) 6=∅
V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, J0, g1, . . . , gk), ev, s
0
β,J0,g1,...,gk
)
(132)
= (−1)k+
Pk
j=1 bjm
0λ,µ
k,geo(g1, . . . , gk) = m
0λ,µ
k,geo
(
P 0(f1), . . . , P
0(fk)
)
,
using (125), (112) in the first and third steps, and P 0(fj)=(−1)1+bjgj in the fourth.
In the second, most difficult step of (132) we use the essential equivalence of
P 0 with the fibre product {0} ×i,[0,1],... · · · , equations (119) and (120), and the
identification of perturbation data sβ,Jt:t∈[0,1],f1,...,fj−1,gj ,fj+1,...,fk , s
0
β,J0,g1,...,gk
un-
der (120) in Theorem 8.1(N3). The idea here is that because of this compatibility
of perturbation data, the two operations of taking fibre product {0} ×i,[0,1],... · · ·
(basically P 0), and taking virtual chains using perturbation data, commute when
applied to Mmaink+1 (β, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], f1, . . . , fk). That is, we can take virtual chains
first and then apply P 0, giving the r.h.s. of the first line of (132). Or we can apply
{0} ×i,[0,1],... · · · first, giving (−1)
k+
Pk
j=1 bjMmaink+1 (β, J0, g1, . . . , gk) by (119), and
then take virtual chains, giving the second line of (132). Since the two operations
commute, the two expressions are equal.
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Now let T be a rooted planar tree with k leaves, and (λ,µ) be as in Definition
9.3. Then Definitions 7.3 and 9.3 define m
0(λ,µ)
k,T :
p k copies q
QX 0N × · · · ×QX
0
N → QX
(0,1)
N
and m
(0,1)(λ,µ)
k,T :
p k copies q
QX (0,1)N × · · · ×QX
(0,1)
N → QX
(0,1)
N , where m
0(λ,µ)
k,T assigns m
0λv ,µv
n,geo
to an internal vertex and (−1)n+1H0 to an internal edge, and m
(0,1)(λ,µ)
k,T assigns
m(0,1)λv ,µvn,geo to an internal vertex and (−1)
nH (0,1) to an internal edge.
Equation (132) gives P 0 ◦ m(0,1)λv ,µvn,geo = m
0λv ,µv
n,geo ◦ (P
0 × · · · × P 0), and (130)
implies that P 0 ◦ (−1)nH (0,1) = (−1)n+1H0 ◦ P 0. Combining these we see that
P 0 ◦m
(0,1)(λ,µ)
k,T = m
0(λ,µ)
k,T ◦ (P
0 × · · · × P 0). Summing this over T, (λ,µ) and using
(131) now shows that P 0 ◦ m(0,1)λ,µk = m
0λ,µ
k ◦ (P
0 × · · · × P 0) for all k > 0 and
(λ, µ) ∈ G with ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N . This and the definition of p0 imply that p0
is a strict AN,0 morphism, as we have to prove.
From Definition 9.3, P 0 : QX (0,1)N → QX
0
N is surjective, and P
0
∗ : H
∗(QX (0,1)N ,
∂(0,1)
)
→ H∗
(
QX 0N , ∂
0
)
is an isomorphism. As p00,01 = P
0, m00,01 = (−1)
n∂0 and
m
(0,1)0,0
1 = (−1)
n+1∂(0,1), it follows that p0 is surjective, and a weak homotopy
equivalence, as we have to prove. The proof for p1 is the same, apart from sign
differences P 1(fj) = (−1)bjgj and between (119) and (121). 
By the AN,0 version of Corollary 3.18, we deduce:
Corollary 9.7. We can construct explicit AN,0 morphisms i
0 : (QX 0N ,G,m
0) →
(QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) and i1 : (QX 1N ,G,m
1)→ (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) which are homotopy
inverses for p0, p1 respectively, using sums over planar trees. Hence f01 = p1 ◦ i0 :
(QX 0N ,G,m
0) → (QX 1N ,G,m
1) is an AN,0 morphism and a homotopy equivalence,
with homotopy inverse f10 = p0 ◦ i1.
This is important, as it shows that the AN,0 algebras we associated to L in §7 are
independent of the almost complex structure J and other choices, up to homotopy
equivalence. We can now compare our proof of this with analogous results in Fukaya
et al. [9, §19.1 & §30.9]. In effect, in [9, Th. 19.1] Fukaya et al. construct a version f
of our homotopy equivalence f01 directly, without introducing an intermediate AN,0
algebra (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) as we do.
Since our i0 involves a sum over planar trees, one would expect their f also to
involve sums over planar trees, and it does, though this is not made very explicit. In
[9, Def. 19.8], Fukaya et al. define complicated moduli spacesMmaink+1 (M
′, L′, {Jρ}ρ :
β; top(ρ)) which are in effect disjoint unions over planar trees T with k leaves of
multiple fibre products over T of Kuranishi spaces, where to each internal vertex of
T we associate Mmainn+1 (βv, Jt : t ∈ [0, 1]) in our notation, and to each internal edge
of T we associate {(s, t) ∈ [0, 1]2 : s 6 t}. Here the fibre product ‘{(s, t) ∈ [0, 1]2 :
s 6 t} ×π1,[0,1],... · · · ’ is an analogue of our H , an explicit partial inverse for ∂.
All these sums and products over trees happen at the level of Kuranishi spaces,
not complexes QX i. To extend them to complexes, Fukaya et al. [9, Prop. 19.14,
§30.9] choose perturbation data stop(ρ) for the moduli spacesMmaink+1 (M
′, L′, {Jρ}ρ :
β; top(ρ)), and further chain complexes QX ′i, satisfying many compatibility condi-
tions. This adds an extra layer of complexity to the proof. We believe our method
in §8–§9 is preferable to that of [9], as it is shorter and more transparent.
10. Homotopies between AN,0 morphisms
In §7 we constructed AN,0 algebras (QXN ,G,m) from L using a choice of almost
complex structure J , and in §9, given two such AN,0 algebras (QX
0
N ,G,m
0), (QX 1N ,
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G,m1) from J0, J1, we constructed a homotopy equivalence f01 : (QX
0
N ,G,m
0) →
(QX 1N ,G,m
1). We will now show that such f01 are unique up to homotopy, and also
that they form commutative triangles up to homotopy.
10.1. Uniqueness of f01 in Corollary 9.7 up to homotopy. Let J0, J1 be
complex structures on M compatible with ω. Fix N > 0, N ′ = N(N + 2) and G,
which must satisfy some conditions below, once and for all. Suppose (QX 0N ,G,m
0),
(QX 1N ,G,m
1) are possible outcomes for the AN,0 algebra of Theorem 7.4 with J =
J0 and J = J1 respectively, and N,N
′,G as above.
Suppose Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] and Jˆt : t ∈ [0, 1] are smooth 1-parameter families of
almost complex structures on M compatible with ω interpolating between J0 and
J1, so that Jˆ0 = J0 and Jˆ1 = J1. Let (QX
(0,1)
N ,G,m
(0,1)), (QXˆ (0,1)N ,G, mˆ
(0,1)) be
possible outcomes for the AN,0 algebra of Theorem 9.4 using Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] and
Jˆt : t ∈ [0, 1], and p0, p1, i0, f01, pˆ0, pˆ1, iˆ0, fˆ01 corresponding outcomes for the AN,0
morphisms p0, p1, i0, f01 of Theorem 9.6 and Corollary 9.7.
Then f01 = p1 ◦ i0 and fˆ01 = pˆ1 ◦ iˆ0 are both AN,0 morphisms (QX
0
N ,G,m
0) →
(QX 1N ,G,m
1). We shall construct a homotopy H : f01 ⇒ fˆ01. This implies that the
AN,0 morphism f
01 : (QX 0N ,G,m
0)→ (QX 1N ,G,m
1) in Corollary 9.7 is independent
of choices up to homotopy, and thus that the AN,0 algebra (QXN ,G,m) in Theorem
7.4 is independent of J and other choices up to canonical homotopy equivalence,
rather than just up to homotopy equivalence.
To construct H we need to choose a 2-parameter family of almost complex struc-
tures Js : s ∈ S interpolating between Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] and Jˆt : t ∈ [0, 1]. The most
obvious way to do this is, as in Fukaya et al. [9, §19.2], is to take S = [0, 1]2,
with boundary conditions J(0,t) = Jt, J(1,t) = Jˆt, J(s,0) = J0 and J(s,1) = J1 for
s, t ∈ [0, 1]. But for us there is a better choice: we take S to be the semicircle
S =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : 0 6 x2 + y2 6 1, y > 0
}
,
and J(x,y) : (x, y) ∈ S a smooth family of almost complex structures on M compat-
ible with ω, with the boundary conditions
J(−1,0) = J0, J(1,0) = J1, J(2t−1,0) = Jt, J(− cos πt,sinπt) = Jˆt, t ∈ [0, 1].
Here we regard S as a 2-manifold with boundary and corners. It has two corners
(∓1, 0) to which we assign J0, J1, and two edges, a straight edge E to which we
assign Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], and a semicircle Eˆ to which we assign Jˆt : t ∈ [0, 1]. This
is illustrated in Figure 10.1(a). The semicircle is preferable because our method
will associate an AN,0 algebra to each face, edge and vertex of S. Using the square
[0, 1]2 we would have to deal with 1 + 4 + 4 = 9 AN,0 algebras, but the semicircle
gives only 1 + 2 + 2 = 5 AN,0 algebras, leading to a simpler proof.
J0 J1Jt : t ∈ [0, 1]
Jˆt : t ∈ [0, 1]
J(x,y) : (x, y) ∈ S
• •
(QXˆ
(0,1)
N
,G, mˆ(0,1))
pˆ1

pˆ1

(QXSN ,G,m
S)
pˆ(0,1)
OO
p(0,1) 
(QX 0N ,G,m
1) (QX
(0,1)
N
,G,m(0,1))
p0oo p
1
// (QX 1N ,G,m1)
Figure 10.1.(a) Js : s ∈ S (b) AN,0 algebras and morphisms
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We need the family Js : s ∈ S to be compatible with G in the sense that if
β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) and Mmain1 (β, Js : s ∈ S) 6= ∅ then
(
[ω] · β, 12µL(β)
)
∈ G,
generalizing condition (ii) of §6 and §8. One way to ensure this is always possible is
to choose G as follows: let Jt : t ∈ T be a smooth family of complex structures on
M compatible with ω, where T is a compact, connected, simply-connected manifold
with boundary. We think of Jt : t ∈ T as a large family, with dim T ≫ 0, the set
of all almost complex structures we are interested in. Define G ⊂ [0,∞)× Z to be
the unique smallest subset satisfying the conditions:
(i) G is closed under addition with G∩({0}×Z) = {(0, 0)}, and G∩([0, C]×Z)
is finite for any C > 0; and
(ii) If β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z), Mmain1 (β, Jt : t ∈ T ) 6= ∅ then
(
[ω] · β, 12µL(β)
)
∈ G.
Then G satisfies conditions (i),(ii) in §6 and §8 and upon Js : s ∈ S above provided
all the (families of) complex structures J , Jt : t ∈ [0, 1], Js : s ∈ S that we choose lie
in T . This problem of dependence of G on J will disappear in §11, since although we
need to specify a particular G to define an AN,K algebra, we do not need to specify
G to define a gapped filtered A∞ algebra, there just has to exist some suitable G.
Our next result generalizes the material of §8–§9 to our 2-parameter family
Js : s ∈ S. To write the details out in full would take pages, but the proof involves
few new ideas, so we will just briefly indicate how to modify sections 8 and 9.
Theorem 10.1. In the situation above, generalizing Theorem 9.4 we can define
an AN,0 algebra (QX
S
N ,G,m
S), and generalizing Theorem 9.6 we can define strict,
surjective AN,0 morphisms p
(0,1) : (QX SN ,G,m
S) → (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) and pˆ(0,1) :
(QX SN ,G,m
S) → (QXˆ (0,1)N ,G, mˆ
(0,1)) which are weak homotopy equivalences, such
that Figure 10.1(b) is a commutative diagram of AN,0 morphisms, that is,
(133) p0 ◦ p(0,1) = pˆ0 ◦ pˆ(0,1) and p1 ◦ p(0,1) = pˆ1 ◦ pˆ(0,1).
Proof. Here is how to modify Theorem 8.1 to the new Js : s ∈ S. The conclusion is
that for a given N ∈ N, there are X¯ S0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X¯
S
N and {sβ,Js:s∈S,f1,...,fk} satisfying
analogues of (N1)–(N3). In (N1), X¯ S0 , . . . , X¯
S
N are finite sets of smooth simplicial
chains f : ∆a → S × (L∐R) with decompositions
X¯ Si = X
0
i ∐ X
1
i ∐ X
(0,1)
i ∐ Xˆ
(0,1)
i ∐X
S
i for i = 0, . . . , N ,
where if f ∈ X¯
S
i and a > 0 then f ◦ F
a
b ∈ X¯
S
i for b = 0, . . . , a, and
• X 0i consists of f : ∆a → {(−1, 0)}× (L∐R), and are identified with choices
of X i in Theorem 6.1 with J = J1 under L∐R ∼= {(−1, 0)} × (L∐R).
• X 1i consists of f : ∆a → {(1, 0)} × (L∐R), and are identified with choices
of X i in Theorem 6.1 with J = J1 under L∐R ∼= {(1, 0)} × (L∐R).
• X (0,1)i consists of f : ∆a → E × (L ∐ R), and are identified with choices
of X (0,1)i in Theorem 8.1 with for Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] under [0, 1] × (L ∐ R)
∼=
E × (L∐R) given by t 7→ (2t− 1, 0). Also f maps ∆◦a → E
◦× (L∐R) and
πE ◦ f is a submersion near (πE ◦ f)−1
(
{(±1, 0)}
)
, as in (N1)(a).
• Xˆ (0,1)i consists of f : ∆a → Eˆ × (L ∐ R), and are identified with choices
of X (0,1)i in Theorem 8.1 with for Jˆt : t ∈ [0, 1] under [0, 1] × (L ∐ R)
∼=
Eˆ×(L∐R) given by t 7→ (− cosπt, sinπt). Also f maps ∆◦a → Eˆ◦×(L∐R)
and πEˆ ◦ f is a submersion near (πEˆ ◦ f)
−1({(±1, 0)}).
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• X Si consists of f : ∆a → S×(L∐R) such that f maps ∆
◦
a → S
◦×(L∐R) and
πS ◦ f is transverse to ∂S. That is, for each p ∈ ∂∆a with πS ◦ f(p) ∈ ∂S,
we require that d(πS ◦ f)(Tp∆a)+TπS◦f(p)(∂S) = TπS◦f(p)S. Furthermore,
if a > 0 then for each b = 0, . . . , a we have f ◦ F ab ∈ X
(0,1)
i , Xˆ
(0,1)
i or X
S
i ,
that is, we do not allow f ◦ F ab ∈ X
0
i or X
1
i . Also, f ◦ F
a
b ∈ X
(0,1)
i for at
most one b = 0, . . . , a, and f ◦ F ab ∈ Xˆ
(0,1)
i for at most one b = 0, . . . , a.
Here the submersion and transversality conditions are equivalent to Condition 4.12,
so that we can apply Remark 4.11.
We regard QX Si as a space of relative chains in C
si
∗
(
S×(L∐R), ∂S×(L∐R);Q
)
.
As for (117) we require the following maps to be isomorphisms:
H∗(QX 0i , ∂
0)
∼=
−→Hsi∗ (L∐R;Q), H∗(QX
1
i , ∂
1)
∼=
−→Hsi∗ (L∐R;Q),
H∗
(
QX (0,1)i , ∂
(0,1)
) ∼=
−→Hsi∗
(
E × (L ∐R), {(±1, 0)} × (L∐R);Q
)
,
H∗
(
QXˆ (0,1)i , ∂ˆ
(0,1)
) ∼=
−→Hsi∗
(
Eˆ × (L ∐R), {(±1, 0)} × (L∐R);Q
)
,
H∗
(
QX Si , ∂
S
) ∼=
−→Hsi∗
(
S × (L∐R), ∂S × (L∐R);Q
)
.
(134)
In (N2), (N3), for all k > 0, f1 ∈ X¯ Si1 , . . . , fk ∈ X¯
S
ik
and β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z)
with i1 + · · · + ik + ‖β‖ + k − 1 6 N and Mmaink+1 (β, Js : s ∈ S, f1, . . . , fk) 6= ∅,
sβ,Js:s∈S,f1,...,fk is perturbation data for M
main
k+1 (β, Js : s ∈ S, f1, . . . , fk), which
should satisfy compatibilities both over the boundary of Mmaink+1 (β, Js : s ∈ S, f1,
. . . , fk), and with previous choices made in Theorem 6.1 for J0, J1 and Theorem
8.1 for Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] and Jˆt : t ∈ [0, 1].
We modify Definition 9.1 to define Q-multilinear maps mSλ,µk,geo : QX
S
i1 × · · · ×
QX Sik → QX
S
i1+···+ik+‖(λ,µ)‖+k−1 of degree 1− 2µ by
m
S0,0
1,geo(f1) = Π
S
[
(−1)n+2∂f1
]
= (−1)n+2∂Sf1,
m
Sλ,µ
k,geo(f1, . . . , fk) =
∑
β∈H2(M,ι(L);Z):
[ω]·β=λ, µL(β)=2µ,
Mmaink+1 (β,Js:s∈S,f1,...,fk) 6=∅
ΠS
[
V C
(
Mmaink+1 (β, Js : s∈S, f1, . . . , fk),
ev, sβ,Js:s∈S,f1,...,fk
)]
,
(k, λ, µ) 6= (1, 0, 0).
The analogue of Proposition 9.2 holds. In our modification of Definition 9.3 we
assign (−1)n+1HS to each internal edge, and then the analogue of Theorem 9.4
holds, giving the AN,0 algebra (QX
S
N ,G,m
S).
The strict AN,0-morphisms p
(0,1) : (QX SN ,G,m
S)→ (QX (0,1)N ,G,m
(0,1)) and pˆ(0,1) :
(QX SN ,G,m
S) → (QXˆ (0,1)N ,G, mˆ
(0,1)) are defined as in Definition 9.5, but using the
projections P (0,1) : QX Si → QX
(0,1)
i and Pˆ
(0,1) : QX Si → QXˆ
(0,1)
i defined by P
(0,1) =
Π(0,1) ◦ ∂¯S and Pˆ (0,1) = −Πˆ(0,1) ◦ ∂¯S, where ∂¯S is the boundary operator on QX¯ Si
and Π(0,1), Πˆ(0,1) are the projections to QX (0,1)i ,QXˆ
(0,1)
i . The difference in signs here
is because in oriented manifolds we have ∂S = E ∐−Eˆ, where the orientations on
E, Eˆ are determined by their identifications with [0, 1].
Then the analogue of Theorem 9.6 holds, so that p(0,1), pˆ(0,1) are strict, surjective
AN,0 morphisms. Using (134) and the natural isomorphism
Hsi∗
(
S×(L∐R), ∂S×(L∐R);Q
) ∼=
−→Hsi∗−1
(
E×(L∐R), {(±1, 0)}×(L∐R);Q
)
,
we find that p(0,1) is a weak homotopy equivalence, and similarly so is pˆ(0,1).
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Equation (133) now follows immediately from the identities
(135) P 0 ◦ P (0,1) = Pˆ 0 ◦ Pˆ (0,1) and P 1 ◦ P (0,1) = Pˆ 1 ◦ Pˆ (0,1).
To prove these, suppose that f : ∆a → S×(L∐R) lies in X SN with P
0◦P (0,1)(f) 6= 0.
Then there exist b = 0, . . . , a with f ◦ F ab ∈ X
(0,1)
N and c = 0, . . . , a − 1 with
f ◦F ab ◦ F
a−1
c ∈ X
0
N , where b, c are unique by the conditions on X
S
N above and the
conditions on X (0,1)N in Theorem 8.1(N1)(b). Therefore P
(0,1)(f) = (−1)bf ◦F ab , and
P 0 ◦P (0,1)(f) = (−1)1+b+cf ◦F ab ◦F
a−1
c , as P
(0,1) = Π(0,1) ◦ ∂¯S and P 0 = −Π0 ◦∂[0,1].
If c < b define b′ = c and c′ = b − 1, and if c > b define b′ = c + 1 and
c′ = b. Then f ◦ F ab ◦ F
a−1
c = f ◦ F
a
b′ ◦ F
a−1
c′ , so (f ◦ F
a
b′) ◦ F
a−1
c′ ∈ X
0
N . The
conditions on X SN above give f ◦ F
a
b′ /∈ X
S
N , and also f ◦ F
a
b′ /∈ X
0
N ,X
1
N . Thus
f ◦ F ab′ lies in X
(0,1)
N or Xˆ
(0,1)
N . But f ◦F
a
b ∈ X
(0,1)
N , b 6= b
′ and uniqueness of b in the
conditions on X SN above imply that f ◦ F
a
b′ /∈ X
(0,1)
N . Hence f ◦ F
a
b′ ∈ Xˆ
(0,1)
N . The
argument above now gives Pˆ (0,1)(f) = (−1)1+b
′
f ◦ F ab′ , as Pˆ
(0,1) = −Πˆ(0,1) ◦ ∂¯S, and
Pˆ 0 ◦ Pˆ (0,1)(f) = (−1)b
′+c′f ◦F ab′ ◦F
a−1
c′ = (−1)
1+b+cf ◦F ab ◦F
a−1
c = P
0◦P (0,1)(f), as
Pˆ 0 = −Πˆ0 ◦ ∂ˆ[0,1]. Therefore if P 0 ◦P (0,1)(f) 6= 0 then P 0 ◦P (0,1)(f) = Pˆ 0 ◦ Pˆ (0,1)(f).
By the same reasoning, if Pˆ 0 ◦ Pˆ (0,1)(f) 6= 0 then P 0 ◦ P (0,1)(f) = Pˆ 0 ◦ Pˆ (0,1)(f).
This proves the first equation of (135). The second is similar. 
Here is the main result of this section.
Theorem 10.2. In the situation above, there exists a homotopy H : f01 ⇒ fˆ01
between the AN,0 morphisms f
01, fˆ01 : (QX 0N ,G,m
0)→ (QX 1N ,G,m
1).
Proof. As p(0,1), pˆ(0,1) are weak homotopy equivalences by Theorem 10.2, they are
homotopy equivalences by Theorem 3.22(c), so they have homotopy inverses i(0,1),
iˆ(0,1). Write f ∼ g when two AN,0 morphisms are homotopic. Then we have
f01 = p1 ◦ i0 = p1 ◦ id
QX (0,1)N
◦i0 ∼ p1 ◦ p(0,1) ◦ i(0,1) ◦ i0 =
pˆ1 ◦ pˆ(0,1) ◦ i(0,1) ◦ i0 ∼ pˆ1 ◦ pˆ(0,1) ◦ iˆ(0,1) ◦ iˆ0 ∼ pˆ1 ◦ id
QXˆ (0,1)N
◦ˆi0 = pˆ1 ◦ iˆ0 = fˆ01.
Here in the third step p(0,1) ◦ i(0,1) ∼ id
QX (0,1)
N
as p(0,1), i(0,1) are homotopy inverses,
the sixth step is similar, and in the fourth step we use (133). For the fifth step,
i(0,1) ◦ i0 ∼ iˆ(0,1) ◦ iˆ0 since these are homotopy inverses for p0 ◦ p(0,1), pˆ0 ◦ pˆ(0,1), which
are equal by (133). Thus H exists, as homotopy is an equivalence relation. 
If i0, iˆ0 are constructed by sums over planar trees as in the AN,0 version of
Corollary 3.18, then we can construct H explicitly as a (complicated) sum over
trees using the techniques of Markl [21]. Fukaya et al. [9, §19.2 & §30.10] prove
results analogous to Theorem 10.2 by a rather more elaborate method. Their proof
involves a family of almost complex structures Jρ,s for (ρ, s) ∈ [0, 1]2, four AN,K
algebras of chains on L, and one AN,K algebra of chains on (−ǫ, 1 + ǫ)× L.
To construct one of theAN,0 morphisms between these, they define [9, eq. (19.27)]
complicated moduli spaces Mmaink+1 (M
′, L′, {Jρ,s}ρ,s : β; top(ρ), twp(s)), which are
in effect disjoint unions over planar trees T with k leaves of multiple fibre products
over T of Kuranishi spaces, with Mmainn+1 (βv, Jρ,s : ρ, s ∈ [0, 1]) at each internal
vertex, and {(ρ1, ρ2) ∈ [0, 1]2 : ρ1 6 ρ2} at each internal edge. This sum over trees
roughly speaking constructs an explicit homotopy inverse for the strict surjective
AN,K morphism p
0 ◦ p(0,1) = pˆ0 ◦ pˆ(0,1) in our notation, using the method of §3.3.
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10.2. Compositions of f01 in Corollary 9.7 up to homotopy. Let Ja, Jb, Jc
be complex structures on M compatible with ω. Fix N > 0, N ′ = N(N+2) and G,
which must satisfy some conditions below, once and for all. Suppose (QX aN ,G,m
a),
(QX bN ,G,m
b), (QX cN ,G,m
c) are possible outcomes for the AN,0 algebra of Theorem
7.4 with J = Ja, Jb, Jc respectively, and N,N ′,G as above.
Suppose Jabt , J
bc
t , J
ac
t for t ∈ [0, 1] are smooth 1-parameter families of almost
complex structures on M compatible with ω with Jab0 = J
ac
0 = J
a, Jab1 = J
bc
0 = J
b,
Jbc1 = J
ac
1 = J
c. Let (QX abN ,G,m
ab) be the AN,0 algebra of Theorem 9.4 using J
ab
t :
t ∈ [0, 1]. Write pab,a, pab,b, ia,ab, fab respectively for the AN,0 morphisms p0, p1, i0, f01
of Theorem 9.6 and Corollary 9.7 for Jabt : t ∈ [0, 1], so that p
ab,a : (QX abN ,G,m
ab)→
(QX aN ,G,m
a), and so on. Use the analogous notation for Jbct , J
ac
t : t ∈ [0, 1]. Then
fac and fbc ◦ fab are both AN,0 morphisms (QX
a
N ,G,m
a)→ (QX cN ,G,m
c). We shall
construct a homotopy H : fac ⇒ fbc ◦ fab, using a very similar method to §10.1.
To construct H we choose a 2-parameter family of almost complex structures
Jt : t ∈ T interpolating between Jabt , J
bc
t , J
ac
t for t ∈ [0, 1]. Let T be the triangle
T =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : x 6 1, y > 0, x > y
}
,
and J(x,y) : (x, y) ∈ T a smooth family of almost complex structures on M com-
patible with ω, with the boundary conditions
J(0,0)=J
a, J(1,0)=J
b, J(1,1)=J
c, J(t,0)=J
ab
t , J(1,t)=J
bc
t , J(t,t)=J
ac
t , t ∈ [0, 1].
This is illustrated in Figure 10.2(a). We need the family Jt : t ∈ T to be compatible
with G in the sense that if β ∈ H2(M, ι(L);Z) and Mmain1 (β, Jt : t ∈ T ) 6= ∅ then(
[ω] · β, 12µL(β)
)
∈ G. We can ensure this as in §10.1.
Ja Jb
Jc
Jabt : t ∈ [0, 1]
Jbct :
t ∈ [0, 1]
Jact :
t ∈ [0, 1]
Jt :
t ∈ T
• •
•









(QXˆ cN ,G, mˆ
c)
(QXˆ acN ,G, mˆ
ac)
pac,c
55llllllllllllll
pac,a
uullll
lll
lll
lll
l
(QXˆ bcN ,G, mˆ
bc)
pbc,c
OO
pbc,b

(QXˆTN ,G, mˆ
T )
pac
iiRRR pbc 55lll
pab
uulll
(QXˆ aN ,G, mˆ
a) (QXˆ abN ,G, mˆ
ab)
pab,b //p
ab,a
oo (QXˆ bN ,G, mˆ
b).
Figure 10.2.(a) Jt : t ∈ T (b) AN,0 algebras and morphisms
Then we prove analogues of Theorems 10.1 and 10.2 by the same methods:
Theorem 10.3. In the situation above, we can define an AN,0 algebra (QX
T
N ,G,
mT ) and strict, surjective AN,0 morphisms p
ab : (QX TN ,G,m
T ) → (QX abN ,G,m
ab),
pbc : (QX TN ,G,m
T ) → (QX bcN ,G,m
bc), pac : (QX TN ,G,m
T ) → (QX acN ,G,m
ac) which
are weak homotopy equivalences, such that Figure 10.2(b) is a commutative diagram.
Theorem 10.4. In the situation above, there exists a homotopy H : fac ⇒ fbc ◦ fab
between the AN,0 morphisms f
ac, fbc ◦ fab : (QX aN ,G,m
a)→ (QX cN ,G,m
c).
Fukaya et al. [9, §19.3] prove related results by a different method. In our nota-
tion, they suppose that the families Jabt , J
bc
t , J
ac
t satisfy J
ac
t = J
ab
2t for t 6
1
2 and
Jact = J
bc
2t−1 for t >
1
2 , and show that one can make choices in the constructions of
fab, fbc, fac so that fac = fbc ◦ fab. Then for more general choices of Jabt , J
bc
t , J
ac
t and
fab, fbc, fac, Theorem 10.4 follows from Theorem 10.2.
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11. Gapped filtered A∞ algebras from immersed Lagrangians
We can now, at last, associate a gapped filtered A∞ algebra to L.
Definition 11.1. Suppose (M,ω) is a compact symplectic manifold, and ι : L→M
a compact immersed Lagrangian inM with only transverse double self-intersections.
Let J be an almost complex structure on M compatible with ω. Choose a relative
spin structure for ι : L→M and orientations o(p−,p+) of the Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) as in §5.
Let G ⊂ [0,∞)× Z satisfy conditions (i),(ii) of §6.
For each N = 0, 1, 2, . . ., let (QXN ,G,mN ) be an AN,0 algebra constructed in
Theorem 7.4 for these J,G; we write mN rather than m to make clear the depen-
dence on N . We assume no relation between the choices made in constructing
(QXN ,G,mN ) and (QXN ′ ,G,mN ′) for N 6= N ′, so the sets of simplices, perturba-
tion data, and so on, can all be different.
As in §7, any AN+1,0 algebra (A,G, m¯) can be truncated to an AN,0 algebra
(A,G,m) by taking m to be the subset of m¯λ,µk with ‖(λ, µ)‖ + k − 1 6 N . Write
(QXN+1,G,mN+1)N for the truncation of (QXN+1,G,mN+1) to an AN,0 algebra.
Then (QXN ,G,mN) and (QXN+1,G,mN+1)N are both possible outcomes for AN,0
algebras constructed in Theorem 7.4 using J,G. Applying the results of §8–§9
with Jt = J for t ∈ [0, 1], Corollary 9.7 constructs an AN,0 morphism f
01 that
we will write as fN : (QXN ,G,mN ) → (QXN+1,G,mN+1)N , which is a homotopy
equivalence. Putting Js ≡ J for s ∈ S in §10, Theorem 10.2 implies that fN is
independent of choices up to homotopy.
Set X = X 0. By induction on N = 0, 1, 2, . . . we shall construct m
N such
that (QX ,G,mN ) is an AN,0 algebra, and an AN,0 morphism g
N : (QX ,G,mN )→
(QXN ,G,mN ) which is a weak homotopy equivalence, satisfying the conditions:
(i) m0 = m0 and g
0 = idQX ;
(ii) mN+1 extends mN for all N > 0, that is, the truncation (QX ,G,mN+1)N
of (QX ,G,mN+1) to an AN,0 algebra is (QX ,G,m
N );
(iii) The truncation (gN+1)N : (QX ,G,m
N+1)N → (QXN+1,G,mN+1)N of
gN+1 to an AN,0 morphism satisfies (g
N+1)N = f
N ◦ gN for all N > 0,
using (QX ,G,mN+1)N = (QX ,G,mN ) from (ii).
For the first step, m0, g0 are given in (i). For the inductive step, suppose we
have constructed mN , gN satisfying (i)–(iii) for N = 0, 1, . . . , P . Then fP ◦ gP :
(QX ,G,mP )→ (QX P+1,G,mP+1)P is anAP,0 morphism which is a weak homotopy
equivalence, since fP , gP are. Theorem 3.23(a) with N = P , N¯ = P +1 now shows
that there exists an AP+1,0 algebra (QX ,G,m
P+1) extending (QX ,G,mP ) and an
AP+1,0 morphism g
P+1 : (QX ,G,mP+1) → (QXP+1,G,mP+1) extending f
P ◦ gP
which is a weak homotopy equivalence. This proves the inductive step.
For all k > 0 and (λ, µ) ∈ G, define mλ,µk :
p k copies q
QX × · · · ×QX → QX by mλ,µk =
mN,λ,µk , where N = max(‖(λ, µ)‖+ k− 1, 0) and m
N,λ,µ
k is the (k, λ, µ) term in m
N .
Then (ii) implies that mλ,µk = m
N ′,λ,µ
k for any N
′ > N . Since (QX ,G,mN) is an
AN,0 algebra for all N > 0, equation (17) holds for the m
N,λ,µ
k , so by independence
of N , the mλ,µk satisfy (17) for all k > 0, (λ, µ) ∈ G and pure a1, . . . , ak ∈ QX .
Define Q-multilinear maps mk :
p k copies q
(QX ⊗ Λ0nov)× · · · × (QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov)→ QX ⊗Λ
0
nov
for k = 0, 1, . . . by mk =
∑
(λ,µ)∈G T
λeµmλ,µk . Write m = (mk)k>0. Then Definition
3.13 implies that (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) is a gapped filtered A∞ algebra.
Definition 11.1 is similar to Fukaya et al. [9, §30.8]. Here is one of our main
results, analogous to [9, Th.s 10.11, 14.1 & 14.2].
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Theorem 11.2. (a) In Definition 11.1, (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) depends up to canonical
homotopy equivalence only on (M,ω), ι : L→M and its relative spin structure, and
the indices η(p−,p+) in §4.3, and is independent of J,G, changes of paths λ(p−,p+)
in §4.3 which fix η(p−,p+), the orientations o(p−,p+) on Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) in §5.2, and all
other choices.
That is, if (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m), (QX˜ ⊗Λ
0
nov, m˜) are outcomes in Definition 11.1 de-
pending on J,G, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+), . . . and J˜ , G˜, λ˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+), . . . , we can con-
struct a gapped filtered A∞ morphism j : (QX ⊗Λ0nov,m)→(QX˜ ⊗Λ
0
nov, m˜) which is
a homotopy equivalence. If j, j′ are possibilities for j there is a homotopy H : j⇒ j′.
(b) If (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m), (QX˜ ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜), (QXˇ ⊗ Λ
0
nov, mˇ) are possible outcomes in
Definition 11.1 and j : (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (QX˜ ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜), j
′ : (QX˜ ⊗ Λ0nov, m˜) →
(QXˇ ⊗ Λ0nov, mˇ), j
′′ : (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (QXˇ ⊗ Λ0nov, mˇ) are corresponding gapped
filtered A∞ morphisms in part (a), then there is a homotopy H : j′′ ⇒ j′ ◦ j.
Proof. First we explain how to construct j in (a) when G, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+) are fixed,
but other choices J, . . . vary. Suppose (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m), (QX˜ ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜) are con-
structed using G, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+) and other choices J, . . . and J˜ , . . .. Let (QXN ,
G,mN), fN , (QX ,G,mN ), gN and (QX˜N ,G, m˜N), f˜N , (QX˜ ,G, m˜N ), g˜N , be the corre-
sponding choices in Definition 11.1. Let d˜N , e˜N be homotopy inverses for f˜N , g˜N .
Let Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] be a smooth family of almost complex structures on M
compatible with ω, with J0 = J and J1 = J˜ . Suppose that G satisfies condi-
tions (i),(ii) of §8 for Jt : t ∈ [0, 1]; this implies that G also satisfies conditions
(i),(ii) of §6 for J, J˜. If G does not satisfy (i),(ii), we can use the third part of
the proof to change to a new G which does. Then Corollary 9.7 constructs an
AN,0 morphism f
01 that we will write as hN : (QXN ,G,mN ) → (QX˜N ,G, m˜N ),
which is a homotopy equivalence. Also, as (QX˜N+1,G, m˜N+1)N is also a possible
AN,0 algebra from Theorem 7.4 with J˜ , Corollary 9.7 constructs an AN,0 morphism
iN : (QXN ,G,mN )→ (QX˜N+1,G, m˜N+1)N , which is a homotopy equivalence. Thus
we obtain the diagram of AN,0 morphism homotopy equivalences:
(136)
(QX ,G,mN )
gN
//
(gN+1)N ++
jN



(QXN ,G,mN)
fN
//
hN

iN
))TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
T
(QXN+1,G,mN+1)N
(hN+1)N

(QX˜ ,G, m˜N )
g˜N //
(g˜N+1)N 22
(QX˜N ,G, m˜N)
f˜N //
e˜N
oo (QX˜N+1,G, m˜N+1)N
d˜N
oo
(e˜N+1)N
ll
Write f ∼ g when two AN,0 morphisms are homotopic. Then we have
(137)
e˜N ◦ hN ◦ gN ∼ e˜N ◦ d˜N ◦ f˜N ◦ hN ◦ gN ∼ e˜N ◦ d˜N ◦ iN ◦ gN ∼
e˜N ◦ d˜N ◦ (hN+1)N ◦ f
N ◦ gN ∼ (e˜N+1)N ◦ (h
N+1)N ◦ (g
N+1)N
= (e˜N+1 ◦ hN+1 ◦ gN+1)N ,
using d˜N , f˜N homotopy inverses in the first step, f˜N ◦ hN ∼ iN by Theorem 10.4 in
the second, (hN+1)N ◦f
N ∼ iN by Theorem 10.4 in the third, and (gN+1)N = f
N ◦gN
and e˜N ◦ d˜N ∼ (e˜N+1)N which follows from (g˜N+1)N = f˜N ◦ g˜N and d˜N , e˜N , e˜N+1
homotopy inverses for fN , gN , gN+1 in the fourth.
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By induction on N = 0, 1, 2, . . . we now choose AN,0 morphisms j
N : (QX ,G,mN )
→ (QX˜ ,G, m˜N ) which are homotopy equivalences, satisfying the conditions:
(i) jN is homotopic to e˜N ◦ hN ◦ gN ; and
(ii) The truncation (jN+1)N : (QX ,G,mN+1)N → (QX˜ ,G, m˜N+1)N of jN+1 to
an AN,0 morphism satisfies (j
N+1)N = j
N for all N > 0, using (QX ,G,
mN+1)N = (QX ,G,mN ) and (QX˜ ,G, m˜N+1)N = (QX˜ ,G, m˜N).
For the first step, we take j0 = e˜N ◦hN ◦gN , so that (i) for N = 0 is trivial. For the
inductive step, suppose we have chosen jN satisfying (i),(ii) for N = 0, 1, . . . , P . We
shall construct jP+1. Since jP is homotopic to e˜P ◦ hP ◦ gP by (i), and e˜P ◦ hP ◦ gP
is homotopic to (e˜P+1 ◦ hP+1 ◦ gP+1)P by (137), jP is homotopic to (e˜P+1 ◦ hP+1 ◦
gP+1)P . So Theorem 3.23(b) with N = P , N¯ = P +1, f = j
P and g¯ = e˜P+1 ◦hP+1 ◦
gP+1 gives jP+1 satisfying (i),(ii). Therefore by induction jN exists for all N .
There is now a unique gapped filtered A∞ morphism j : (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) →
(QX˜ ⊗ Λ0nov, m˜) whose truncation to AN,0 algebras is j
N for N = 0, 1, 2, . . .. It is
a weak homotopy equivalence as the jN are, and so is a homotopy equivalence by
Theorem 3.15(c). Regarding gN , g˜N as fixed, e˜N above is independent of choices up
to homotopy, and by Theorem 10.2, so is hN . Thus, jN is independent of choices
up to AN,0 homotopy. As this holds for all N , j is independent of choices up to
homotopy. That is, if j, j′ are possible choices for j then there is a homotopy H :
j → j′. We construct H as the union of a family of AN,0 homotopies HN : jN ⇒ j′N
with (HN+1)N = HN , chosen using an analogue of Theorem 3.23(b) for homotopies.
This proves (a) with G and λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+) for (p−, p+) ∈ R fixed.
Secondly, we prove (b) with G, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+) fixed. Suppose (QX ⊗Λ
0
nov,m),
(QX˜ ⊗ Λ0nov, m˜), (QXˇ ⊗ Λ
0
nov, mˇ) and j, j
′, j′′ are as in (b), all constructed using the
same G, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+). Then with the obvious notation we have a diagram of
AN,0 morphism homotopy equivalences:
(QX ,G,mN )
gN
//
jN
j′′N

(QXN ,G,mN )
hN 
h′′N

(QX˜ ,G, m˜N )
g˜N //
j′N
(QX˜N ,G, m˜N )
e˜N
oo
h′N 
(QXˇ ,G, mˇN )
gˇN //
(QXˇN ,G, mˇN )
eˇN
oo
Theorem 10.4 shows that h′′N ∼ h′N ◦hN . Since jN ∼ e˜N ◦hN ◦gN , j′N ∼ eˇN ◦h′N ◦g˜N
and g˜N , e˜N are homotopy inverses, this implies that j′′N ∼ j′N ◦ jN . That is, the
AN,0 truncations of j
′′ and j′ ◦ j are AN,0 homotopic for all N = 0, 1, . . .. We can
now construct H : j′′ ⇒ j′ ◦ j as in the end of the first part of the proof.
Thirdly, we explain how to change G in (a) and (b). Suppose that G ⊆ G˜ ⊂
[0,∞)×Z, and G, G˜ are closed under addition, such that G∩ ({0}×Z) = G˜ ∩ ({0}×
Z) = {(0, 0)} and G ∩ ([0, C]×Z), G˜ ∩ ([0, C]×Z) are finite for any C > 0. We shall
define a functor from the 2-category of AN,0 algebras with fixed G to the 2-category
of AN,0 algebras with fixed G˜, which we call G˜-truncation.
If (λ, µ) ∈ G then as G ⊆ G˜, in (23) we can define ‖(λ, µ)‖ using either G or G˜.
Write these as ‖(λ, µ)‖G , ‖(λ, µ)‖G˜ to distinguish them. Then G ⊆ G˜ implies that
‖(λ, µ)‖G 6 ‖(λ, µ)‖G˜ , as (λ, µ) can be split into more pieces in G˜ than in G. Thus
for k,N given, ‖(λ, µ)‖G˜ + k − 1 6 N implies that ‖(λ, µ)‖G + k − 1 6 N .
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Suppose (A,G,m) is an AN,0 algebra, so that m =
(
mλ,µk : k > 0, (λ, µ) ∈ G,
‖(λ, µ)‖G + k − 1 6 N
)
. Define an AN,0 algebra (A, G˜, m˜), where m˜ =
(
m˜λ,µk :
k > 0, (λ, µ) ∈ G˜, ‖(λ, µ)‖G˜ + k − 1 6 N
)
by m˜λ,µk = 0 if (λ, µ) ∈ G˜ \ G, and
m˜λ,µk = m
λ,µ
k if (λ, µ) ∈ G. Since (λ, µ) ∈ G and ‖(λ, µ)‖G˜ + k − 1 6 N implies that
‖(λ, µ)‖G + k − 1 6 N , this is well-defined, and (17) holds for the m˜λ,µk as it does
for the mλ,µk . So (A, G˜, m˜) is an AN,0 algebra.
Write (A,G,m)G˜ = (A, G˜, m˜), that is, (A,G,m)G˜ is the G˜-truncation of (A,G,m).
In a similar way, if f : (A,G,m) → (B,G, n) is an AN,0 morphism of AN,0 algebras
with G, then the G˜-truncation fG˜ = f˜ : (A,G,m)G˜ → (B,G, n)G˜ is an AN,0 morphism
of AN,0 algebras with G˜, where f˜λ,µk = 0 if (λ, µ) ∈ G˜\G, and f˜
λ,µ
k = f
λ,µ
k if (λ, µ) ∈ G.
If H : f → g is a homotopy of AN,0 morphisms f, g : (A,G,m)→ (B,G, n), then the
G˜-truncation HG˜ = H˜ : fG˜ ⇒ gG˜ is a homotopy, where H˜
λ,µ
k = 0 if (λ, µ) ∈ G˜ \ G,
and H˜λ,µk = H
λ,µ
k if (λ, µ) ∈ G.
Now suppose that (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) is a gapped filtered A∞ algebra constructed
in Definition 11.1 using data J,G, . . .. We shall show how to construct exactly
the same gapped filtered A∞ algebra using G˜ instead of G. Use all the notation
(QXN ,G,mN ), fN , gN ,mN , . . . of Definition 11.1. Then it is easy to see that we may
go through Definition 11.1 replacing G by G˜, and all the AN,0 algebras, morphisms
and homotopies by their G˜-truncations, and get a valid set of choices. That is,
we replace (QXN ,G,mN ) by (QXN , G˜, m˜N ) = (QXN ,G,mN )G˜ , f
N , gN by f˜N =
(fN )G˜ , g˜
N = (gN )G˜ , and (QX ,G,m
N ) by (QX ,G, m˜N) = (QX ,G,mN )G˜ .
Since G˜-truncation commutes with truncation of AN+1,0 algebras to AN,0 alge-
bras, these satisfy (g˜N+1)N = f˜
N ◦ g˜N , and so on. Thus, we obtain a gapped filtered
A∞ algebra (QX ⊗Λ0nov, m˜) using G˜, whose truncation to an AN,0 algebra with G˜ is
(QX ,G, m˜N ) = (QX ,G,mN )G˜ for all N = 0, 1, . . .. Clearly this implies that m˜ = m,
and (QX ⊗ Λ0nov, m˜) = (QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov,m). So we are always free to enlarge G to G˜,
and obtain not just two homotopic, but the same, gapped filtered A∞ algebras.
To extend the proofs of the first two parts to allow G to vary, suppose in (a)
that (QX ⊗Λ0nov,m), (QX˜ ⊗Λ
0
nov, m˜) are constructed using J,G, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+),
. . . and J˜ , G˜, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+), . . ., with possibly different G, G˜. Choose a smooth
1-parameter family of almost complex structures Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] on M compatible
with ω, with J0 = J and J1 = J˜ . Choose some Gˇ ⊂ [0,∞)×Z such that G ⊆ Gˇ, and
G˜ ⊆ Gˇ, and conditions (i),(ii) of §8 hold for Gˇ and Jt : t ∈ [0, 1]. This is possible,
and there is a unique smallest such Gˇ.
Now regard (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m), (QX˜ ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜) as having been constructed using
Gˇ rather than G, G˜, as above. Then we can use the first part of the proof with Gˇ
in place of G to construct j : (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (QX˜ ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜) and prove (a).
The extension of (b) to varying G is similar; we must choose Gˇ to contain G,G′,G′′,
and the choices of G used to define j, j′, j′′, and to be compatible with the family of
almost complex structures Jt : t ∈ T used in §10.2 to construct homotopies.
Finally we explain how to change the paths λ(p−,p+) and orientations o(p−,p+)
on Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) for (p−, p+) ∈ R. Let λ˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+) be an alternative set of
choices, which yield the same indices η(p−,p+). Then Proposition 5.15 shows how
the orientation ofMmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) changes for these new choices, in terms
of ξ(p−,p+) = ±1 for (p−, p+) ∈ R. Let (QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov,m) be constructed in Defi-
nition 11.1 using the λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+), and (QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜) be constructed using
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λ˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+), but otherwise using exactly the same choices. That is, the chain
complexes QXN ,QX and choices of perturbation data are unchanged, but the other
data of virtual chains, mN , f
N , gN ,mN ,m, . . . change to m˜N , f˜
N , g˜N , m˜N , m˜, . . . with
various sign changes depending on the ξ(p−,p+).
But Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) = ∅ unless fi : ∆ai → L ∐R maps to α(i) ∈ R if
i ∈ I and to L if i /∈ I, and ev :Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)→ L∐R maps to σ◦α(0)
if 0 ∈ I and to L if 0 /∈ I. Because of this, if we define linear Ξ : QX i → QX i by
Ξ(f) =
{
ξσ(p−,p+)f, f : ∆a → {(p−, p+)} ⊂ R,
f, f : ∆a → L,
then in Definition 7.1 we have m˜λ,µk,geo
(
Ξ(f1), . . . ,Ξ(fk)
)
= Ξ ◦ mλ,µk,geo(f1, . . . , fk),
as mλ,µk,geo, m˜
λ,µ
k,geo are constructed from virtual chains for M
main
k+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk),
which change signs as in Proposition 5.15.
Going through the constructions of §7–§10 and Definition 11.1, we find that
everything commutes with Ξ in this way, so that eventually (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) and
(QX ⊗Λ0nov, m˜) satisfy m˜k
(
Ξˆ(f1), . . . , Ξˆ(fk)
)
= Ξˆ ◦mk(f1, . . . , fk), where Ξˆ : QX ⊗
Λ0nov → QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov is the Λ
0
nov-linear map induced by Ξ : QX → QX . Thus Ξˆ
induces a strict A∞ isomorphism Ξ : (QX ⊗Λ0nov,m)→ (QX ⊗Λ0nov, m˜). To include
change of λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+) in (a), we compose j constructed above for fixed o(p−,p+)
with this Ξ to get the new j. The same idea works for (b). 
Remark 11.3. In Theorem 11.2(a), it is nearly true that (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) is also
independent of the indices η(p−,p+) in §4.3 up to canonical homotopy equivalence.
This would be true if we relaxed the definition of gapped filtered A∞ morphism
in Definition 3.14 slightly. For (p−, p+) ∈ R, let λ(p−,p+), λ˜(p−,p+) be possible
choices in §4.3, let η(p−,p+), η˜(p−,p+) be the corresponding indices (31), and let
o(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+) be orientations on Ker ∂¯λ(p−,p+) ,Ker ∂¯λ˜(p−,p+) . As at the end of
§5.4, we have η˜(p−,p+) = η(p−,p+) + 2d(p−,p+) for d(p−,p+) ∈ Z.
We can now try to adapt the final part of the proof of Theorem 11.2, as follows.
Suppose (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) is constructed in Definition 11.1 using λ(p−,p+), η(p−,p+),
o(p−,p+), and (QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜) is constructed using λ˜(p−,p+), η˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+), but
otherwise using exactly the same choices. When we change from λ(p−,p+), η(p−,p+),
o(p−,p+) to λ˜(p−,p+), η˜(p−,p+), o˜(p−,p+), the orientations ofM
main
k+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk)
change as in Proposition 5.15, in terms of ξ(p−,p+) = ±1 for (p−, p+) ∈ R, and
deg f in (36) changes by deg f 7→ deg f + 2d(p−,p+) if f : ∆a → {(p−, p+)}. Define
a Λ0nov-linear map Ξˆ : QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov → QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov by
Ξˆ(f) =
{
e−d(p−,p+)ξσ(p−,p+)f, f : ∆a → {(p−, p+)} ⊂ R,
f, f : ∆a → L,
where e is the formal variable in Λ0nov from §3.4.
Note that QX ⊗Λ0nov is graded differently in (QX ⊗Λ
0
nov,m) and (QX ⊗Λ
0
nov, m˜),
because of the change in deg f . Since e has degree 2, the correction e−d(p−,p+)
ensures that Ξˆ is graded of degree 0 as a map (QX⊗Λ0nov,m)→ (QX⊗Λ
0
nov, m˜). As
in the final part of the proof of Theorem 11.2, we find that m˜k
(
Ξˆ(f1), . . . , Ξˆ(fk)
)
=
Ξˆ ◦mk(f1, . . . , fk) for all f1, . . . , fk ∈ QX ⊗ Λ0nov.
We would like to define a strict gapped filtered A∞ isomorphism Ξ : (QX ⊗Λ0nov,
m) → (QX ⊗ Λ0nov, m˜) by Ξ1 = Ξˆ and Ξk = 0 for k 6= 1, which would prove
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that (QX ⊗Λ0nov,m) is independent of λ(p−,p+), η(p−,p+) up to canonical homotopy
equivalence. However, this Ξ has Ξ0,−d(p−,p+)1 6= 0 for all (p−, p+) ∈ R, which
contradicts the conditions on G′ in Definition 3.14(i) if d(p−,p+) 6= 0. We could
weaken Definition 3.14(i) to make Ξ a gapped filtered A∞ morphism, but this
would cause problems elsewhere, in particular, the definition of weak homotopy
equivalence would no longer make sense.
By Theorem 3.17, the gapped filtered A∞ algebra (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) of Definition
11.1 admits a minimal model (H⊗Λ0nov, n) with H
∼= H∗(QX ,m0,01 ). Here Theorem
6.1(N1)(b) implies thatH∗(QX ,m0,01 ) ∼= H
si
∗ (L∐R;Q) as an ungraded vector space,
and the grading is given by shifted cohomological degree in (36). As (QX ⊗Λ0nov,m)
is unique up to canonical homotopy equivalence by Theorem 11.2, (H⊗ Λ0nov, n) is
unique up to canonical gapped filtered A∞ isomorphism. Thus we deduce:
Corollary 11.4. The gapped filtered A∞ algebra (QX ⊗Λ0nov,m) of Definition 11.1
has a minimal model (H⊗Λ0nov, n), with graded Q-vector space H=
⊕
d∈Z
Hd given by
(138) Hd = Hn−d−1(L;Q)⊕
⊕
(p−,p+)∈R:
d=η(p−,p+)−1
Q(p−, p+),
where Q(p−, p+) ∼= H0
(
{(p−, p+)};Q
)
is the Q-vector space with basis {(p−, p+)}.
This (H⊗Λ0nov, n) depends up to canonical gapped filtered A∞ isomorphism only
on (M,ω), ι : L→M and its relative spin structure, and the indices η(p−,p+), and
is otherwise independent of J,G, λ(p−,p+), o(p−,p+) and other choices. That is, if
(H⊗ Λ0nov, n), (H⊗ Λ
0
nov, n˜) are two possible outcomes, we can construct a gapped
filtered A∞ isomorphism j : (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n) → (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n˜), and j is unique up to
homotopy. Furthermore, j0,01 : H → H is the identity on H∗(L;Q), and ±1 on each
(p−, p+) in R.
This is similar to Fukaya et al. [9, Th. A, §1.2].
12. Calabi–Yau manifolds and graded Lagrangian submanifolds
We now explain how the material of §4–§11 simplifies when (M,ω) is Calabi–Yau,
and the Lagrangian L is graded. Floer cohomology of graded Lagrangian subman-
ifolds in Calabi–Yau manifolds is important because of its roˆle in the Homological
Mirror Symmetry Conjecture of Kontsevich [17]. For background on Calabi–Yau
manifolds, special Lagrangian submanifolds, and Mirror Symmetry see Joyce [12],
and for graded Lagrangian submanifolds and Floer cohomology see Seidel [22] and
Fukaya [8, Def. 2.9]. The framework we give can be generalized in various ways; see
Joyce [12, §8.4] on almost Calabi–Yau manifolds, and Seidel [22] for a more general
notion of grading, expressed in terms of covering spaces of bundles of Lagrangian
Grassmannians.
Definition 12.1. A Calabi–Yau n-fold is a quadruple (M,J, ω,Ω) where (M,J)
is a compact n-dimensional complex manifold, ω is the Ka¨hler form of a Ka¨hler
metric g on M , and Ω is a non-vanishing holomorphic (n, 0)-form on M satisfying
(139) ωn/n! = (−1)n(n−1)/2(i/2)nΩ ∧ Ω¯.
This implies that g is Ricci-flat with holonomy group contained in SU(n). Note that
(M,ω) is a compact symplectic manifold, and J is an (almost) complex structure
on M compatible with ω.
If (M,J) is a compact complex manifold with trivial canonical bundle KM , then
by Yau’s proof of the Calabi Conjecture, every Ka¨hler class onM contains a unique
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Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric g, with Ka¨hler form ω. There exists Ω, unique up to phase
change Ω 7→ eiθΩ, such that (M,J, ω,Ω) is Calabi–Yau. One can construct many
examples of such (M,J) using complex algebraic geometry.
Now let ι : L → M be an oriented, immersed Lagrangian. Then ι∗(Ω) is a
complex n-form on L, and the normalization (139) implies that |ι∗(Ω)| ≡ 1, where
| . | is computed using ι∗(g). Hence ι∗(Ω) = u volL for some smooth u : L → U(1),
where volL is the volume form on L defined using ι
∗(g) and the orientation. We
call L special Lagrangian with phase eiθ for θ ∈ [0, 2π) if u ≡ eiθ.
A grading on L is a choice of smooth function φ : L→ R such that u ≡ eiφ. We
call (L, φ) a graded Lagrangian submanifold. If a grading exists it is unique up to
φ 7→ φ+ 2πk for k ∈ Z, provided L is connected. Special Lagrangian submanifolds
with phase eiθ are automatically graded, with φ ≡ θ constant. Let α ∈ H1(U(1);Z)
be the generator with
∫
U(1) α = 1. Then u
∗(α) ∈ H1(L;Z) is called the Maslov
class, and L admits a grading if and only if u∗(L) = 0 in H1(L;Z), that is, if and
only if L is Maslov zero.
Suppose that (M,J, ω,Ω) is Calabi–Yau and (L, φ) is an embedded graded La-
grangian in M . Then the Maslov index µL(β) of Definition 4.5 is zero for all
β ∈ H2(M,L;Z). This is because µL(β) = β · c1
(
M, ι(L)
)
, where c1
(
M, ι(L)
)
∈
H2
(
M, ι(L);Z
)
is the relative first Chern class for ω on (M,L), and the Calabi–Yau
and graded conditions imply that c1
(
M, ι(L)
)
= 0.
To extend this to immersed graded Lagrangians, we must require the paths
λ(p−,p+) in Definition 4.4 to lift to paths (λ(p−,p+), ψ(p−,p+)) in graded Lagrangian
subspaces of TpM . That is, λ(p−,p+) = {λ(p−,p+)(x, y)}(x,y)∈∂Y is a smooth family
of oriented Lagrangian subspaces of TpM , where p = ι(p−) = ι(p+), and ψ(p−,p+) :
∂Y → R is a smooth map, such that Ωp|λ(p−,p+)(x,y) = e
iψ(p−,p+)(x,y) volλ(p−,p+)(x,y)
for all (x, y) ∈ ∂Y , and
λ(p−,p+)(x, y) =
{
dι(Tp−L), if y = 1,
dι(Tp+L), if y = −1,
ψ(p−,p+)(x, y) =
{
φ(p−), if y = 1,
φ(p+), if y = −1.
Then the same argument ensures that µL(β) = 0 for all β ∈ H2
(
M, ι(L);Z
)
.
Requiring the λ(p−,p+) to lift to paths (λ(p−,p+), ψ(p−,p+)) in graded Lagrangians
determines the index η(p−,p+) in (31) uniquely, independently of choices in (λ(p−,p+),
ψ(p−,p+)). Calculation shows that we can give a simple local formula for η(p−,p+).
Proposition 12.2. Let (M,J, ω,Ω) be a Calabi–Yau n-fold, and (ι : L → M,φ)
be an immersed graded Lagrangian submanifold with only transverse double self-
intersections. Suppose p−, p+ ∈ L with p− 6= p+ and ι(p−) = ι(p+) = p. Then for
any choice of path (λ(p−,p+), ψ(p−,p+)) in graded Lagrangian subspaces of TpM as
above, the index η(p−,p+) in Definition 4.4 may be computed as follows.
One can choose holomorphic coordinates (z1, . . . , zn) near p in M in which
ω|p =
i
2 (dz
1 ∧ dz1 + · · ·+ dzn ∧ dzn), Ω|p = dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn,
dι(Tp−L) =
{
(eiφ
1
−x1, . . . , eiφ
n
−xn) : x1, . . . , xn ∈ R
}
, and
dι(Tp+L) =
{
(eiφ
1
+x1, . . . , eiφ
n
+xn) : x1, . . . , xn ∈ R
}
,
(140)
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where φ1±, . . . , φ
n
± ∈ R satisfy φ
1
± + · · · + φ
n
± = φ(p±) and φ
j
+ − φ
j
− /∈ πZ for
j = 1, . . . , n. For x ∈ R, write [x] for the greatest integer m with m 6 x. Then
(141) η(p−,p+) = n+
∑n
j=1
[φj+ − φj−
π
]
.
Since φj+ − φ
j
− /∈ πZ, we have
[φj+−φj−
π
]
+
[φj−−φj+
π
]
= −1 for j = 1, . . . , n. Thus
exchanging p−, p+ and φj−, φj+ we see from (141) that η(p−,p+)+ η(p+,p−) = n, as in
(32). Recall that in §4.6 we assumed that η(p−,p+) > 0 for all (p−, p+) ∈ R. This
is not compatible with requiring λ(p−,p+) to lift to graded Lagrangians, since then
η(p−,p+) is determined by (141), and need not satisfy η(p−,p+) > 0.
In fact we only used η(p−,p+) > 0 to define the modified moduli spaces M˜
main
k+1 (α,
β, J),M˜maink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk), which were only for motivation, and in the orien-
tation calculations of §5. But as we explained in §5.4, changing the η(p−,p+) does
not affect any of the signs in §5, as the η(p−,p+) change by even numbers, and
Proposition 5.15 explains how changing λ(p−,p+), η(p−,p+), o(p−,p+) affects the ori-
entations on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk). Using this, we can define the orientations
on Mmaink+1 (α, β, J, f1, . . . , fk) using choices λ˜(p−,p+) inducing indices η˜(p−,p+) > 0,
and then replace η˜(p−,p+) by η(p−,p+) in (141) defined using graded paths (λ(p−,p+),
ψ(p−,p+)), and the results of §5 such as Theorem 5.13 will still be valid.
To summarize our discussion so far: when (M,J, ω,Ω) is Calabi–Yau and (ι :
L → M,φ) is an immersed graded Lagrangian with only transverse double self-
intersections, by using graded paths (λ(p− ,p+), ψ(p−,p+)) in §4.3 the indices η(p−,p+)
are uniquely determined by (141), for all β ∈ H2
(
M, ι(L);Z
)
the Maslov index
µL(β) is zero, and the orientation results of §5 still hold.
We can now go through the whole of §6–§11 working over the Calabi–Yau Novikov
ring Λ0CY of §3.4, rather than over Λ
0
nov. The point is that terms T
λeµ in Λ0nov are to
keep track of holomorphic discs with area λ and Maslov index 2µ. But for graded
Lagrangians all Maslov indices are zero, so we can work just with terms T λ in Λ0CY.
Thus we prove analogues of Theorem 11.2 and Corollary 11.4:
Theorem 12.3. Let (M,J, ω,Ω) be a Calabi–Yau n-fold and (ι : L→M,φ) a com-
pact, immersed, graded Lagrangian with only transverse double self-intersections.
Choose a relative spin structure for ι : L→M . Then
(a) By an analogue of Definition 11.1, we can construct a gapped filtered A∞
algebra (QX⊗Λ0CY,m), which depends up to canonical homotopy equivalence
only on (M,ω), ι : L→M, and its relative spin structure.
That is, if (QX⊗Λ0CY,m) and (QX˜ ⊗Λ
0
CY, m˜) are outcomes depending on
J,G, λ(p−,p+), . . . and J˜ , G˜, λ˜(p−,p+), . . . , we can construct a gapped filtered
A∞ morphism j : (QX ⊗ Λ0CY,m)→ (QX˜ ⊗ Λ
0
CY
, m˜) which is a homotopy
equivalence. If j, j′ are possibilities for j there is a homotopy H : j⇒ j′.
(b) If (QX ⊗Λ0CY,m), (QX˜ ⊗Λ
0
CY, m˜), (QXˇ ⊗Λ
0
CY, mˇ) and j : (QX ⊗Λ
0
CY,m)→
(QX˜ ⊗Λ0
CY
, m˜), j′ : (QX˜ ⊗Λ0
CY
, m˜)→ (QXˇ ⊗Λ0
CY
, mˇ), j′′ : (QX ⊗Λ0
CY
,m)→
(QXˇ ⊗ Λ0
CY
, mˇ) are as in (a), there is a homotopy H : j′′ ⇒ j′ ◦ j.
(c) The gapped filtered A∞ algebra (QX ⊗Λ0CY,m) in (a) has a minimal model
(H⊗ Λ0
CY
, n), with H =
⊕
d∈ZH
d given by (138).
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13. Bounding cochains and Lagrangian Floer cohomology
Finally we apply our results to define bounding cochains and Lagrangian Floer
cohomology for immersed Lagrangians. We do this for one and two Lagrangians
over Λ0nov,Λnov in §13.1–§13.2, and for graded Lagrangians in Calabi–Yau mani-
folds over Λ0CY,ΛCY in §13.3. Sections 13.4–13.5 suggest some questions and conjec-
tures for future research, concerning the invariance of Floer cohomology under local
Hamiltonian equivalence of immersed Lagrangians, and on whether there exists a
theory of Legendrian Floer cohomology for embedded Legendrians in contact man-
ifolds which are U(1)-bundles over symplectic manifolds, that is invariant under
embedded Legendrian isotopy.
13.1. Bounding cochains, and the Floer cohomology of one Lagrangian.
As in §3.6, given a gapped filtered A∞ algebra (A⊗Λ0nov,m), we can define bounding
cochains b for (A ⊗ Λ0nov,m), and form cohomology groups H
∗(A ⊗ Λ0nov,mb1) and
H∗(A⊗Λnov,mb1) over Λ
0
nov,Λnov. We can apply these ideas either to (QX⊗Λ
0
nov,m)
in Definition 11.1, or to its canonical model (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n) in Corollary 11.4. The
results will be the same in both cases, since up to equivalence, bounding cochains
and cohomology depend only on the homotopy type of the gapped filtered A∞
algebra. We choose to work with (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n), as the geometric interpretation is
clearer, and the notion of equivalence of bounding cochains is better behaved.
Definition 13.1. Let (H⊗ Λ0nov, n) be a gapped filtered A∞ algebra in Corollary
11.4, constructed from (M,ω) and ι : L → M . As in Definition 3.19, a bounding
cochain b for (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n) is b ∈ F
λ(H ⊗ Λ0nov)
(0) for some λ > 0, satisfying∑
k>0 nk(b, . . . , b) = 0. Fix some bounding cochain b for (H⊗ Λ
0
nov, n).
We shall define Lagrangian Floer cohomology over both Novikov rings Λ0nov and
Λnov. For brevity we will use Λ
∗
nov to mean either Λ
0
nov or Λnov, the same for each oc-
currence. Define graded Λ∗nov-multilinear maps nbk :
p k copies q
(H⊗ Λ∗nov)× · · · × (H⊗ Λ∗nov)
→ H⊗ Λ∗nov for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., of degree +1, by
(142)
nbk(a1, . . . , ak) =
∑
n0,...,nk>0
nk+n0+···+nk
( p n0 q
b, . . . , b, a1,
p n1 q
b, . . . , b, a2,
p n2 q
b, . . . , b,
. . . ,
p nk−1 q
b, . . . , b, ak,
p nk q
b, . . . , b
)
.
Then the nbk satisfy the A∞ relations (8), and n
b
0 = 0 as b is a bounding cochain,
so for pure a1, a2, a3 ∈ H⊗ Λ∗nov we have
(143)
(nb1)
2 = 0, nb2
(
nb1(a1), a2
)
+ (−1)deg a1nb2
(
a1, n
b
1(a2)
)
+ nb1 ◦ n
b
2(a1, a2) = 0,
nb3
(
nb1(a1), a2, a3
)
+ (−1)deg a1nb3
(
a1, n
b
1(a2), a3
)
+
(−1)deg a1+deg a2nb3
(
a1, a2, n
b
1(a3)
)
+ nb2
(
nb2(a1, a2), a3
)
+
(−1)deg a1nb2
(
a1, n
b
2(a2, a3)
)
+ nb1 ◦ n
b
3(a1, a2, a3) = 0.
The first equation of (143) implies that (H⊗ Λ∗nov, nb1) is a complex. Define the
Lagrangian Floer cohomology groups HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ0nov
)
and HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λnov
)
by
(144) HF k
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
= Hk−1
(
H⊗ Λ∗nov, n
b
1
)
.
The grading is motivated by (138) and the isomorphism Hk(L;Q) ∼= Hn−k(L;Q)
as L is oriented of dimension n, and implies that HF k
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
is a modified
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version of ordinary cohomology Hk(L; Λ∗nov). Define a Λ
∗
nov-bilinear product • :
HF k
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
×HF l
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
→ HF k+l
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
by
(145)
(
a1 + Im n
b
1
)
•
(
a2 + Im n
b
1
)
= (−1)k(l+1)nb2(a1, a2) + Im n
b
1.
Here since nb1(a1) = n
b
1(a2) = 0, the second equation of (143) implies that
nb1
(
nb2(a1, a2)
)
= 0, so the right hand side of (145) does lie in HF k+l
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
.
Using the second equation of (143) we see that replacing a1 7→ a1 + n
b
1(c1) changes
nb2(a1, a2) 7→ n
b
2(a1, a2)− n
b
1
(
nb2(c1, a2)
)
. So the right hand side of (145) is indepen-
dent of the choice of representative a1 for a1 + Im n
b
1, and similarly for a2. Thus •
is well-defined. Using the third equation of (143) we can show that • is associative.
It is a modified version of the cup product on H∗(L; Λ∗nov).
One can also construct a unit for
(
HF ∗((L, b); Λ∗nov), •
)
, making it into a Λ∗nov-
algebra. There is a complicated procedure for doing this in Fukaya et al. [9, §8],
involving first finding a homotopy unit for (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) in Definition 11.1. We
will not explain it, as the immersed case introduces no new issues.
Remark 13.2. Although HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
is graded by k ∈ Z, multiplication by
ed ∈ Λ∗nov induces an isomorphism HF k
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
→ HF k+2d
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
. So
there are really only two groups HF 0
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
, HF 1
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
, and it would
be better to regard HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
as graded over Z2, rather than over Z.
We could rewrite most of the paper using Z2-graded spaces rather than Z-graded
spaces, and this would achieve some simplifications. In §3 we would work with Z2-
graded vector spaces A = A0⊕A1 rather than A =
⊕
d∈Z A
d, and we would replace
Λnov,Λ
0
nov by ΛCY,Λ
0
CY
throughout. For computing orientations and degrees, we
would regard η(p−,p+), deg f as lying in Z2 rather than Z. Then η(p−,p+) ∈ Z2
becomes independent of choice of λ(p−,p+), and the problem in Remark 11.3 disap-
pears. We have not done this to keep our paper consistent with Fukaya et al. [9].
In §13.3 we will see that for graded Lagrangians (L, φ) in Calabi–Yau manifolds,
Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(L, φ, b); Λ∗CY
)
is truly Z-graded rather than Z2-graded.
Next we explain in which sense Floer cohomology is independent of choices.
Definition 13.3. Let (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n) be as in Corollary 11.4. Write M̂H,n for the
set of bounding cochains b for (H⊗Λ0nov, n). Define GH,n to be the group of gapped
filtered A∞ isomorphisms j : (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n) → (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n) which are homotopic
to the identity. We call GH,n the gauge group. For j ∈ GH,n and b ∈ M̂H,n, define
j · b ∈ (H⊗Λ0nov)
(0) by j · b =
∑
k>0 jk(b, . . . , b). By summing (18) with j, n in place
of f,m and a1 = · · · = ak = b over all k = 0, 1, . . ., we find that∑∞
k=0 nk(j · b, . . . , j · b) =
∑∞
l,m=0 jl+m+1
( p l q
b, . . . , b,
∑∞
k=0 nk(b, . . . , b),
p m q
b, . . . , b
)
= 0,
as b is a bounding cochain. Thus j ·b is a bounding cochain, so j ·b ∈ M̂H,n, and this
defines an action of GH,n on M̂H,n. Define the moduli space of bounding cochains
to be MH,n = M̂H,n/GH,n.
For j, b as above, define linear jb1 : H⊗ Λ
∗
nov → H⊗ Λ
∗
nov by
(146) jb1(a) =
∑∞
l,m=0 jl+m+1
( p l q
b, . . . , b, a,
p m q
b, . . . , b
)
.
Now j has an inverse j−1 in GH,n, and calculation shows that (j−1)b1 ◦ j
b
1 = id, so j
b
1 is
an isomorphism. By summing (18) with j, n in place of f,m, k = l+m+1 and aj = a
for j = l + 1 and aj = b otherwise over all l,m > 0 we find that j
b
1 ◦ n
b
1 = n
j·b
1 ◦ j
b
1.
Thus jb1 :
(
H ⊗ Λ∗nov, n
b
1
)
→
(
H ⊗ Λ∗nov, n
j·b
1
)
is an isomorphism of complexes, and
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induces an isomorphism (jb1)∗ : HF
∗((L, b); Λ∗nov) → HF ∗((L, j · b); Λ∗nov). As j is
homotopic to the identity, this (jb1)∗ is independent of the choice of j for fixed b, j · b.
Thus, Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
depends up to canonical isomorphism
only on GH,n · b ∈ MH,n, rather than on b ∈ M̂H,n.
Now let (H ⊗ Λ0nov, n) and (H ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n˜) be two possible outcomes in Corollary
11.4. Then the corollary gives a gapped filtered A∞ isomorphism j : (H⊗Λ0nov, n)→
(H ⊗ Λ0nov, n˜), unique up to homotopy. For b ∈ M̂H,n, define j · b as above. Then
the same proof shows that j · b is a bounding cochain for (H⊗Λ0nov, n˜). This defines
a map j · : M̂H,n → M̂H,n˜. It is a 1-1 correspondence, with inverse (j−1)·, and
it intertwines the actions of GH,n, GH,n˜ on M̂H,n,M̂H,n˜, and thus induces a 1-1
correspondence j∗ :MH,n →MH,n˜.
As j is unique up to homotopy, this j∗ is independent of the choice of j, for
fixed n, n˜. Defining jb1 as in (146), the same proofs show j
b
1 :
(
H ⊗ Λ∗nov, nb1
)
→(
H⊗Λ∗nov, n˜j·b1
)
is an isomorphism of complexes, and induces an isomorphism (jb1)∗ :
HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
→ HF ∗
(
(L, j · b); Λ∗nov
)
, which is independent of the choice of j
for fixed n, n˜, b, j · b. We can also use Theorem 11.2(b) to check that, given three
choices n, n˜, ˜˜n, the corresponding isomorphisms (jb1)∗ form commutative triangles.
This implies that the moduli space of bounding cochainsMH,n is independent of
choice of n up to canonical bijection, and that under these bijections, Lagrangian
Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
, regarded as depending on GH,n ·b ∈MH,n, is
also independent of the choice of n up to canonical isomorphism. So by Corollary
11.4, in this sense, the moduli spaceMH,n and associated Floer cohomology groups
HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
depend only on (M,ω), ι : L→M and its relative spin structure,
and the indices η(p−,p+), and are independent of all other choices.
In Remark 11.3 we showed that if (QX⊗Λ0nov,m), (QX⊗Λ
0
nov, m˜) are constructed
in Definition 11.1 using different indices η(p−,p+), η˜(p−,p+), but otherwise exactly
the same choices, then we can construct Ξ : (QX ⊗ Λ0nov,m) → (QX ⊗ Λ
0
nov, m˜)
which is almost a strict gapped filtered A∞ isomorphism. In the same way, if
(H⊗Λ0nov, n), (H˜⊗Λ
0
nov, n˜) are constructed in Corollary 11.4 using different choices
of indices η(p−,p+), η˜(p−,p+), but otherwise exactly the same choices, then we can
construct Ξ : (H⊗Λ0nov, n)→ (H˜⊗Λ
0
nov, n˜), which is almost a strict gapped filtered
A∞ isomorphism, but does not satisfy all of Definition 3.14(i).
ThenΞ1 : H⊗Λ0nov → H˜⊗Λ
0
nov takes bounding cochains to bounding cochains, so
Ξ1 : M̂H,n → M̂H˜,n˜ is a bijection which induces a bijection (Ξ1)∗ :MH,n →MH˜,n˜.
If b ∈ M̂H,n, so that Ξ1(b) ∈MH˜,n˜, then Ξ1 :
(
H⊗Λ∗nov, n
b
1
)
→
(
H˜⊗Λ∗nov, n˜
Ξ1(b)
1
)
is an isomorphism of complexes, and induces an isomorphism (Ξ1)∗ : HF ∗
(
(L, b);
Λ∗nov
)
→ HF ∗
(
(L,Ξ1(b)); Λ
∗
nov
)
. Thus, in the same sense as above, MH,n and
HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
are also independent of the choice of indices η(p−,p+).
We state our conclusions as:
Theorem 13.4. In Definitions 13.1 and 13.3, the moduli space of bounding cochains
MH,n depends up to canonical bijection only on (M,ω), ι : L→M, and its relative
spin structure, and the Floer cohomology groups HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
also depend as
a Λ∗nov-algebra up to canonical isomorphism only on (M,ω), ι : L → M and its
relative spin structure, and the canonical bijection equivalence class of the point
GH,n · b ∈ MH,n. They are independent in this sense of all other choices, includ-
ing the almost complex structure J, G,X ,m,H, n, and λ(p−,p+), η(p−,p+), o(p−,p+)
for (p−, p+) ∈ R.
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13.2. The Floer cohomology of two Lagrangians. Now let (M,ω) be a com-
pact symplectic manifold and ι0 : L0 → M , ι1 : L1 → M be compact immersed
Lagrangians in (M,ω) with only transverse double self-intersections, which inter-
sect transversely in finitely many points ι0(L0) ∩ ι1(L1) in M , that are not self-
intersection points of L0 or L1. Let (QX 0⊗Λ0nov,m
0), (QX 1⊗Λ0nov,m
1) be gapped
filtered A∞ algebras in Definition 11.1 for ι0 : L0 → M , ι1 : L1 → M , constructed
using almost complex structures J0, J1, and let (H0 ⊗ Λ0nov, n
0), (H1 ⊗ Λ0nov, n
1)
be the corresponding gapped filtered A∞ algebras in Corollary 11.4. Let b0, b1 be
bounding cochains for (H0 ⊗ Λ0nov, n
0), (H1 ⊗ Λ0nov, n
1) respectively.
Then following Fukaya et al. [9, §12], one can define Lagrangian Floer cohomology
HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λ
∗
nov
)
for the pair of immersed Lagrangians L0, L1. Doing
this in the immersed rather than the embedded case raises no new issues that we
have not already dealt with above. In fact, as we explain below, for immersed
Lagrangians one can easily recover Floer cohomology for two Lagrangians L0, L1
from the Floer cohomology for one Lagrangian L0 ∐L1 in §13.1. Therefore on this
issue we will simply quote the conclusions of [9] with brief explanations.
Write CF (L0, L1; Λ
∗
nov) for the free Λ
∗
nov-module with basis ι0(L0)∩ι1(L1), where
each p ∈ ι0(L0) ∩ ι1(L1) is graded in a similar way to the η(p−,p+) in §4.3. Then
by choosing a smooth family Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] of almost complex structures on M
compatible with ω interpolating between J0 and J1, and considering [9, §12.4]
moduli spaces Mk1,k0
(
L1, L0; [ℓp, w1], [ℓp, w2]
)
of stable maps of holomorphic discs
into M with boundary in ι0(L0) ∪ ι1(L1), which are holomorphic w.r.t. the family
Jt : t ∈ [0, 1] in a certain sense, one can give CF (L0, L1; Λ∗nov) the structure of a
gapped filtered A∞ bimodule over (QX 0 ⊗ Λ0nov,m
0), (QX 1 ⊗ Λ0nov,m
1).
Passing to canonical models, one can also give CF (L0, L1; Λ
∗
nov) the structure of
a gapped filtered A∞ bimodule over (H0⊗Λ0nov, n0), (H1⊗Λ0nov, n1), [9, Th. F, §1.2].
This bimodule structure is independent of the choice of bounding cochains. But
once we choose bounding cochains b0, b1 for (H0⊗Λ0nov, n
0), (H1⊗Λ0nov, n
1), we can
define a differential δb0,b1 on CF (L0, L1; Λ
∗
nov), so that
(
CF (L0, L1; Λ
∗
nov), δ
b0,b1
)
is
a complex. We then define HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λ
∗
nov
)
to be the cohomology of(
CF (L0, L1; Λ
∗
nov), δ
b0,b1
)
, graded in the same way as (144).
In this way we obtain an analogue of Theorem 13.4:
Theorem 13.5. In the situation above, HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λ
∗
nov
)
depends as a
Λ∗nov-module up to canonical isomorphism only on (M,ω), ι0 : L0 →M, ι1 : L1 →
M and their relative spin structures, and the canonical bijection equivalence classes
of the points GH0,n0 · b0 ∈ MH0,n0 and GH1,n1 · b1 ∈ MH1,n1 .
Actually, if we take J0, J1 and J t for t ∈ [0, 1] to be some fixed almost complex
structure J , the definition of Floer cohomologyHF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λ
∗
nov
)
for two
Lagrangians is implicit in our definition of Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
for
one immersed Lagrangian in §13.1. Take L = L0 ∐ L1 with immersion ι = ι0 ∐ ι1 :
L→M . Then bounding cochains b0, b1 for L0, L1 give a bounding cochain b for L,
and there is a canonical isomorphism
(147)
HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
∼= HF ∗
(
(L0, b0); Λ
∗
nov
)
⊕HF ∗
(
(L1, b1); Λ
∗
nov
)
⊕
HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λ
∗
nov
)
⊕HF ∗
(
(L1, b1), (L0, b0); Λ
∗
nov
)
.
Thus, Floer cohomology for two Lagrangians L0, L1 is just a sector of Floer
cohomology for one Lagrangian L0 ∐ L1, and one can deduce Theorem 13.5 from
Theorem 13.4 with little effort. This works only for immersed Lagrangians, since
even if L0, L1 are embedded, L0 ∐ L1 is immersed unless ι0(L0) ∩ ι1(L1) = ∅.
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Although it is not covered in [9], it follows from the framework of Fukaya [8]
that if L0, L1, L2 are immersed Lagrangians in (M,ω) with only transverse double
self-intersections, which intersect pairwise transversely as above, with no triple self-
intersections, and b0, b1, b2 are bounding cochains for L0, L1, L2, then we can define
a Λ∗nov-bilinear product
•012 : HF
∗((L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λ∗nov)×HF ∗((L1, b1), (L2, b2); Λ∗nov)
−→ HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L2, b2);Λ
∗
nov
)
.
(148)
This is basically composition of morphisms between objects (L0, b0), (L1, b1) and
(L2, b2) of the derived Fukaya category of (M,ω).
As in (147), HF ∗
(
(Li, bi), (Lj , bj); Λ
∗
nov
)
for i, j = 0, 1, 2 are all sectors of the
one-Lagrangian Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
for L = L0 ∐ L1 ∐ L2, and
then •012 in (148) is just the product • on HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
in Definition 13.1
restricted to these sectors. For four such Lagrangians L0, . . . , L3, associativity of •
for L = L0 ∐ · · · ∐ L3 gives the associativity property
•023 ◦
(
•012 × idHF∗(L2,L3)
)
= •013 ◦
(
idHF∗(L0,L1)×•123
)
.
When we work over Λnov rather than Λ
0
nov, Lagrangian Floer cohomology has
very important invariance properties under Hamiltonian isotopy, most of which is
proved by Fukaya et al. [9, Th. G, §1.2] in the embedded case:
Theorem 13.6. Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold, and ψt : t ∈ [0, 1]
be a smooth 1-parameter family of Hamiltonian equivalent symplectomorphisms of
(M,ω), with ψ0 = idM . Then:
(a) Let ι0 : L0 → M be a compact immersed Lagrangian in (M,ω) and ι1 :
L1 →M be the image of ι0 : L0 →M under ψ1, that is, L1 = L0 and ι1 =
ψ1◦ι0. Let (H0⊗Λ0nov, n
0), (H1⊗Λ0nov, n
1) be gapped filtered A∞ algebras in
Corollary 11.4 for L0, L1. Then using ψt : t ∈ [0, 1] we can define a gapped
filtered A∞ isomorphism Ψ : (H0⊗Λ0nov, n
0)→ (H1 ⊗Λ0nov, n
1), unique up
to homotopy. This induces a unique bijection Ψ∗ :MH0,n0 →MH1,n1 .
(b) In (a), if L0, L1 intersect transversely in M, then whenever b0 ∈ M̂H0,n0
and b1 ∈ M̂H1,n1 with Ψ∗(GH0,n0 · b0) = GH1,n1 · b1, there is a canonical
isomorphism
(149) HF ∗
(
(L0, b0); Λnov
)
∼= HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λnov
)
.
(c) In (a), if ι2 : L2 →M is another compact immersed Lagrangian in (M,ω)
which intersects L0, L1 transversely, with (H2⊗Λ0nov, n
2) in Corollary 11.4,
and b0 ∈ M̂H0,n0 , b1 ∈ M̂H1,n1 and b2 ∈ M̂H2,n2 with Ψ∗(GH0,n0 · b0) =
GH1,n1 · b1, there is a canonical isomorphism
(150) HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L2, b2); Λnov
)
∼= HF ∗
(
(L1, b1), (L2, b2); Λnov
)
.
Here part (a) is immediate from §13.1, since ψ1 is an isomorphism fromM,ω, ι0 :
L0 →M to M,ω, ι1 : L1 →M . The nontrivial statements are (b),(c).
Remark 13.7. (i) Equations (149) and (150) do not hold in general for Floer
cohomology over Λ0nov. In particular, from HF
∗((L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λ0nov) we can
recover the Q-vector space with basis ι0(L0)∩ ι1(L1). Thus, if (150) held over Λ0nov
it would force
∣∣ι0(L0) ∩ ι2(L2)∣∣ = ∣∣ι1(L1) ∩ ι2(L2)∣∣, which is false in general.
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(ii) In the embedded case, it is well known that Theorem 13.6 has important con-
sequences in symplectic geometry. Using (b) one can deduce the Arnold Conjecture
for compact monotone symplectic manifolds.
(iii) The only place where we use compactness of M is to ensure that moduli
spaces of J-holomorphic curves Mk+1(α, β, J) are compact. If M is noncompact
but J has suitable convexity properties at infinity which ensure compactness of
Mk+1(α, β, J), then Lagrangian Floer cohomology is well-defined and Theorem
13.6 holds. This can be done for cotangent bundles T ∗L and Cn, for instance.
By taking M = T ∗L for L a compact n-manifold, and L0 to be the zero section
of T ∗L, part (b) implies another conjecture of Arnold on cotangent bundles.
Taking M = Cn, if ι0 : L0 → C
n is a compact immersed Lagrangian, then by
choosing ψ1 to be a large translation in C
n we can arrange that ι0(L0) ∩ ι1(L1) =
∅. Thus CF (L0, L1; Λnov) = {0}, so HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1, b1); Λnov
)
= {0}, and (b)
implies that HF ∗
(
(L0, b0); Λnov
)
= {0} for any bounding cochain b0 for L0.
13.3. Floer cohomology for graded Lagrangians in Calabi–Yau n-folds. As
in §12, suppose (M,J, ω,Ω) is a Calabi–Yau n-fold and (ι : L→M,φ) an immersed
graded Lagrangian with only transverse double self-intersections. Choose a relative
spin structure for ι : L→M . Theorem 12.3 constructs gapped filtered A∞ algebras
(QX ⊗ Λ0CY,m) and (H⊗ Λ
0
CY, n). We can then go through the whole of §13.1 and
§13.2 using graded Lagrangians, and working over the Calabi–Yau Novikov rings
Λ0
CY
,ΛCY rather than Λ
0
nov,Λnov.
Use Λ∗CY to mean Λ0CY or ΛCY. Write triples (L, φ, b) as a shorthand for an
immersed graded Lagrangian (ι : L → M,φ) together with a bounding cochain
b for (H ⊗ Λ0CY, n) in Theorem 12.3(c). Then we may define Lagrangian Floer
cohomology groups HF ∗
(
(L, φ, b); Λ∗
CY
)
for one graded Lagrangian as in §13.1, and
HF ∗
(
(L0, φ0, b0), (L1, φ1, b1); Λ
∗
CY
)
for two graded Lagrangians as in §13.2.
Theorem 13.8. The analogues of Theorems 13.4, 13.5 and 13.6 hold for La-
grangian Floer cohomology of immersed graded Lagrangians in Calabi–Yau n-folds,
over the Novikov rings Λ0CY,ΛCY.
We explained in Remark 13.2 that HF k
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
∼= HF k+2d
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
for d ∈ Z, so one should regard HF ∗
(
(L, b); Λ∗nov
)
as graded over Z2 rather than
Z. In contrast, HF ∗
(
(L, φ, b); Λ∗
CY
)
really is graded over Z, and this makes Floer
cohomology for graded Lagrangians a more powerful tool, as Seidel [22] points out.
In particular, we can give useful criteria for existence and uniqueness of bounding
cochains. Since Λ0CY is graded of degree 0, a bounding cochain b for (H ⊗ Λ
0
CY, n)
lies in b ∈ Fλ(H0 ⊗ Λ0
CY
) for some λ > 0 and must satisfy
∑
k>0 nk(b, . . . , b) = 0 in
H1 ⊗ Λ0
CY
. But (138) gives
H0 = Hn−1(L;Q)⊕
⊕
(p−,p+)∈R: η(p−,p+)=1 Q(p−, p+),
H1 = Hn−2(L;Q)⊕
⊕
(p−,p+)∈R: η(p−,p+)=2 Q(p−, p+).
(151)
Thus we deduce:
Proposition 13.9. Suppose (M,J, ω,Ω) is a Calabi–Yau n-fold, (ι : L→M,φ) is
an immersed graded Lagrangian with only transverse double self-intersections, and
(H⊗ Λ0CY, n) is as in Theorem 12.3(c). Then
(a) If bn−2(L) = 0 and η(p−,p+) 6= 2 for all (p−, p+) ∈ R, then every b ∈
Fλ(H0 ⊗ Λ0CY) for λ > 0 is a bounding cochain; and
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(b) If bn−1(L) = 0 and η(p−,p+) 6= 1 for all (p−, p+) ∈ R, then 0 is the only
possible bounding cochain.
Since ι : L → M has a relative spin structure, L is oriented, so bn−1(L) = 0
in (b) is equivalent to b1(L) = 0, which is a sufficient condition for an immersed
Lagrangian ι : L → M to admit a grading φ. As in Remark 13.7(iii), we can also
apply the theory to noncompact Calabi–Yau manifolds (M,J, ω,Ω), provided J is
convex at infinity. For example, M = Cn with the Euclidean J, ω,Ω will do.
In the noncompact case we may suppose (M,ω) is an exact symplectic manifold,
that is, ω = dξ for some 1-form ξ on M . If ι : L→ M is an immersed Lagrangian
then ι∗(ξ) is a closed 1-form on L, and we call L exact if ι∗(ξ) is exact. If L is exact,
then there can be no nonconstant holomorphic discs in M whose boundaries lie in
ι(L) and lift continuously to L, as Stokes’ Theorem shows that their area would be
zero. This implies that the component of n0 in Hn−2(L;Q) ⊗ Λ0CY is zero. If also
η(p−,p+) 6= 2 for all (p−, p+) ∈ R then n0 = 0, so 0 is a bounding cochain, giving:
Proposition 13.10. Suppose (M,J, ω,Ω) is a noncompact, exact Calabi–Yau n-
fold, with J convex at infinity, (ι : L → M,φ) is an exact immersed graded La-
grangian with only transverse double self-intersections, and η(p−,p+) 6= 2 for all
(p−, p+) ∈ R. Then 0 is a bounding cochain for (H⊗Λ0CY, n) in Theorem 12.3(c).
Now let (ι : L → M,φ) be a compact immersed graded Lagrangian in Cn.
Propositions 13.9(a) and 13.10 give two sufficient conditions for 0 to be a bounding
cochain for L. ThenHF ∗
(
(L, φ, 0); ΛCY
)
is well-defined, and Remark 13.7(iii) shows
that HF ∗
(
(L, φ, 0); ΛCY
)
= {0}. But HF ∗
(
(L, φ, 0); ΛCY
)
is the cohomology of the
complex (H ⊗ ΛCY, n1). To have zero cohomology imposes constraints upon the
ranks over ΛCY of the graded pieces of a free ΛCY-complex. For instance, we have:
Corollary 13.11. Let (ι : L→M,φ) be a compact, immersed, graded Lagrangian
in Cn, with transverse double self-intersections. Suppose that η(p−,p+) 6= 2 for all
(p−, p+) ∈ R, and either bn−2(L) = 0 or L is exact. Then dimHd 6 dimHd−1 +
dimHd+1 for all d ∈ Z, with Hd given in (138).
Here is an example.
Example 13.12. Define a curve in C by C = {s+ it : s, t ∈ R, t2 = s2− s4}. This
is sketched in Figure 13.1. It is an immersed circle in R2, the shape of an ∞ sign,
with one self-intersection point at 0. For n > 1, define
Ln =
{
(λx1, . . . , λxn
)
: λ ∈ C, x1, . . . , xn ∈ R, x
2
1+· · ·+x
2
n=1
}
.
It is easy to see that Ln is the image of an immersed Lagrangian sphere ι : Sn → C
n,
which has one transverse self-intersection point at 0 ∈ Cn with ι(p−) = ι(p+) = 0,
where p± = (±1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Sn. Note that Ln is SO(n)-invariant, and we can
choose ι to be equivariant with respect to the actions of SO(n) on Sn fixing p±,
and on Cn. The tangent spaces to ι(Sn) at the self-intersection point are
dι(Tp−S
n) =
{
(e−iπ/4x1, . . . , e−iπ/4xn) : x1, . . . , xn ∈ R
}
,
dι(Tp+S
n) =
{
(eiπ/4x1, . . . , e
iπ/4xn) : x1, . . . , xn ∈ R
}
.
(152)
We shall calculate the index η(p−,p+) using Proposition 12.2. Despite the com-
parison between (140) and (152), we are not free to put φj− = −
π
4 and φ
j
+ =
π
4 , since
(152) only determines the φj± up to addition of πZ. We have to choose a framing
φ : Sn → R for ι : Sn → Cn, and choose the φj± to satisfy φ
1
± + · · ·+ φ
n
± = φ(p±).
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Figure 13.1. The curve C in C
Consider the path p : [−π2 ,
π
2 ] → S
n defined by p(u) = (sinu, cosu, 0, . . . , 0).
Then p(±π2 ) = p±, and ι ◦ p(u) = (λ(u), 0, . . . , 0), where λ : [−
π
2 ,
π
2 ] → C sweeps
out the right hand lobe s > 0 of C in the anticlockwise direction. Calculation shows
that for u ∈ (−π2 ,
π
2 ) we have
dι(Tp(u)S
n) =
{
(dλdu (u)x1, λ(u)x2, λ(u)xn) : x1, . . . , xn ∈ R
}
.
From Figure 13.1 we see that arg dλdu (u) increases continuously from −
π
4 to
5π
4 and
argλ(u) increases continuously from −π4 to
π
4 over (−
π
2 ,
π
2 ).
Therefore ι : Sn → Cn has a framing φ : Sn → R with φ(p−) = −nπ4 and
φ(p−) = nπ4 + π, and in Proposition 12.2 we may take φ
j
− = −
π
4 for j = 1, . . . , n,
φ1+ =
5π
4 , and φ
j
+ =
π
4 for j = 2, . . . , n. Hence
[φj+−φj−
π
]
is 1 for j = 1 and 0 for
j = 2, . . . , n, and (141) gives η(p−,p+) = n + 1, and similarly η(p+,p−) = −1. Thus
(138) gives Hd = Q if d = −2,−1, n− 1, n, and Hd = 0 otherwise.
When n > 2, Proposition 13.9 implies that 0 is the unique bounding cochain for
ι : Sn → Cn. When n = 2 Proposition 13.9(a) does not apply, but this is an exact
Lagrangian, so Propositions 13.9(b) and 13.10 show that 0 is the unique bounding
cochain for ι : S2 → C2. Thus as above HF ∗
(
(Sn, φ, 0); ΛCY
)
is well-defined, and
zero. Corollary 13.11 holds.
If (M,J, ω,Ω) is a compact Calabi–Yau n-fold and p ∈ M , then by shrinking
the example above by a homothety and locally identifying Cn near 0 with M near
p using Darboux’ Theorem, we can construct Lagrangian immersions ι : Sn →M .
The same arguments then prove:
Proposition 13.13. Let (M,J, ω,Ω) be a compact Calabi–Yau n-fold for n > 1,
and p ∈ M . Then there exists an immersed, graded Lagrangian (ι : Sn → M,φ)
with exactly one transverse double self-intersection point at p= ι(p−)= ι(p+), with
η(p−,p+)=n+1. It has unique bounding cochain 0, and HF
∗((Sn, φ, 0); ΛCY)={0}.
Thus there exist many immersed Lagrangians which have unobstructed Floer
cohomology, but which are zero objects in the derived immersed Fukaya category.
13.4. Local Hamiltonian equivalence of immersed Lagrangians. For im-
mersed Lagrangians, there are two different notions of Hamiltonian equivalence.
Definition 13.14. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold, and ι : L→M , ι′ : L′ →
M be compact, immersed Lagrangians in M . Then
(i) We say that ι : L→M , ι′ : L′ →M are globally Hamiltonian equivalent if
there exists a diffeomorphism h : L→ L′ and a smooth 1-parameter family
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ψt : t ∈ [0, 1] of Hamiltonian equivalent symplectomorphisms of (M,ω)
with ψ0 = idM , such that ψ1 ◦ ι ≡ ι′ ◦ h.
(ii) We say that ι : L → M , ι′ : L′ → M are locally Hamiltonian equivalent if
there exists a diffeomorphism h : L→ L′ and a smooth 1-parameter family
ιt : t ∈ [0, 1] of Lagrangian immersions ιt : L → M , such that ι0 = ι and
ι1 = ι
′ ◦ h, and for each t ∈ [0, 1] the 1-form dι∗t
(
dιt
dt · ι
∗
t (ω)
)
on L is exact.
Here dιtdt , ι
∗
t (ω) and
dιt
dt · ι
∗
t (ω) are sections of the vector bundles ι
∗
t (TM),
ι∗t (Λ
2T ∗M), ι∗t (T
∗M) over L, respectively, dιt : TL→ ι∗t (TM) is the deriv-
ative of ιt, and dι
∗
t : ι
∗
t (T
∗M) → T ∗L the dual map. It follows from ιt a
Lagrangian immersion for t ∈ [0, 1] that dι∗t
(
dιt
dt · ι
∗
t (ω)
)
is a closed 1-form.
By setting ιt = ψt ◦ ι, we see that global implies local Hamiltonian equivalence.
For embedded Lagrangians, if the ιt : L→M are embeddings for all t ∈ [0, 1] then
we can find a family ψt : t ∈ [0, 1] as in (i) such that ιt = ψt ◦ ι, so that local
implies global Hamiltonian equivalence. Thus, for embedded Lagrangians, global
and local Hamiltonian equivalence is the same. But for immersed Lagrangians,
local Hamiltonian equivalence can slide sheets of L over each other, change the
number of self-intersection points, and so on, but global Hamiltonian equivalence
cannot. Hence, for immersed Lagrangians, local Hamiltonian equivalence is weaker
than global Hamiltonian equivalence.
Theorem 13.6 shows that Floer cohomology over Λnov has strong invariance
properties under global Hamiltonian equivalence. So it makes sense to ask:
Question 13.15. Does Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(L0, b0); Λnov
)
, HF ∗
(
(L0, b0), (L1,
b1); Λnov
)
have any useful invariance properties under (possibly restricted classes
of) local Hamiltonian equivalences of ι0 : L0 →M and ι1 : L1 →M?
For arbitrary local Hamiltonian equivalences, the answer to this must be no.
The Lagrangian h-principle, due to Gromov [11, p. 60-61] and Lees [19], states
that two Lagrangian immersions ι0 : L → M , ι1 : L → M are homotopic through
(possibly exact) Lagrangian immersions ιt : L→M for t ∈ [0, 1] if and only if ι0, ι1
are homotopic in a weaker sense, that is, (ι0, dι0), (ι1, dι1) should be homotopic
through pairs (ι, ι˜), where ι : L→M is smooth and ι˜ : TL→ TM is a bundle map
covering ι which embeds TL as a bundle of Lagrangian subspaces in TM .
Thus, the Lagrangian h-principle implies that two immersed Lagrangians are
locally Hamiltonian equivalent (at least when either b1(L) = 0, so that [19, Th. 1]
applies, or M = Cn, so that [11, p. 60-61] applies, and probably more generally)
if and only if they are homotopic in a weak sense which can be well understood
using homotopy theory. But Floer cohomology detects ‘quantum’ information not
visible to classical algebraic topology — this is its whole point. So arbitrary local
Hamiltonian equivalence is too coarse an equivalence relation to preserve Floer
cohomology.
However, it could still be true that Floer cohomology over Λnov is in some sense
invariant under some special class of local Hamiltonian equivalences more general
than global Hamiltonian equivalences. For example, in Theorem 13.6(c), ι0 ∐ ι2 :
L0 ∐ L2 → M and ι1 ∐ ι2 : L1 ∐ L2 → M are immersed Lagrangians which
are locally Hamiltonian equivalent but generally not globally so — for instance,
if
∣∣ι0(L0) ∩ ι2(L2)∣∣ 6= ∣∣ι1(L1) ∩ ι2(L2)∣∣ then L0 ∐ L2 and L1 ∐ L2 have different
numbers of self-intersection points, and cannot be globally Hamiltonian equivalent.
But (147) and Theorem 13.6(c) imply that there is a canonical isomorphism
HF ∗
(
(L0 ∐ L2, b0 ∐ b2); Λnov
)
∼= HF ∗
(
(L1 ∐ L2, b1 ∐ b2); Λnov
)
.
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Another possibility: in the Calabi–Yau, graded Lagrangian case, Proposition
13.9 suggests that only self-intersections with η(p−,p+) = 1 or 2 are relevant to ex-
istence of bounding cochains. So we could consider only local Hamiltonian equiv-
alences through immersions ιt : L → M which have no self-intersections with
η(p−,p+) = 1 or 2, and perhaps these will preserve Floer cohomology over ΛCY.
We shall now describe a mechanism for how the moduli spaces of bounding
cochains MH,n can change under local Hamiltonian equivalence.
Example 13.16. Suppose (M,ω) is a compact symplectic 2n-manifold, L is a
compact n-manifold, and ιt : L→M for t ∈ [0, 1] is a smooth family of Lagrangian
immersions, which have only transverse double self-intersections for all t ∈ [0, 1].
This implies that the number of self-intersections of ιt : L → M is independent
of t. Therefore we can choose a smooth family of diffeomorphisms δt : M → M
with δ0 = idM , such that ιt = δt ◦ ι0. So δ
−1
t identifies (M,ω), ιt : L → M with
(M, δ∗t (ω)), ι0 : L→M . That is, we can work with a fixed immersion ι0 : L→M ,
but a 1-parameter family of symplectic forms δ∗t (ω) on M for t ∈ [0, 1].
Let t > 0 be small. Then ω and δ∗t (ω) are C0 close as 2-forms on M . Dimen-
sion calculations show that we can choose an almost complex structure J0 on M
compatible with both ω and δ∗t (ω). Write Jt = (δt)∗(J0), so that Jt is compatible
with ω as J0 is compatible with δ
∗
t (ω). Then δt identifies M, ι0 : L → M,J0 with
M, ιt : L → M,Jt. Thus, δt takes J0-holomorphic curves in M with boundary in
ι0(L) to Jt-holomorphic curves in M with boundary in ιt(L). However, δt need not
preserve the areas of the curves computed using ω.
Let (QX 0 ⊗ Λ0nov,m
0), (H0 ⊗ Λ0nov, n
0) be the gapped filtered A∞ algebras in
Theorem 11.2 and Corollary 11.4, associated to (M,ω) and ι0 : L→M with almost
complex structure J0. Let (QX t ⊗ Λ0nov,m
t), (Ht ⊗ Λ0nov, n
t) be the corresponding
gapped filtered A∞ algebras associated to (M,ω) and ιt : L → M with almost
complex structure Jt, where the choices made to construct X
t,mt,Ht, n
t are the
images under δt of the choices made to construct X
0,m0,H0, n
0. That is, we have
X t = {δt ◦ f : f ∈ X 0}, and then δt induces isomorphisms of Kuranishi spaces
(153) Mk+1(α, β, J0, f1, . . . , fk) ∼=Mk+1(α, (δt)∗(β), Jt, δt ◦ f1, . . . , δt ◦ fk),
and we choose all orientations and perturbation data compatible with these.
The difference between (QX 0⊗Λ0nov,m
0), (H0⊗Λ0nov, n
0) and (QX t⊗Λ0nov,m
t),
(Ht ⊗ Λ0nov, n
t) is that δt changes the areas of J0- and Jt-holomorphic curves, and
this changes the coefficients λ in the multilinear maps mλ,µk , n
λ,µ
k which make up
m0, n0,mt, nt. The changes in areas of curves can be expressed like this: there exist
constants c(p−,p+) ∈ R for all (p−, p+) ∈ R, with c(p−,p+) + c(p+,p−) = 0, such that
if Mk+1(α, β, J0, f1, . . . , fk) 6= ∅ then
(154) (δt)∗(β) · [ω]M,ιt(L) = β · [ω]M,ι0(L) +
∑
i∈I cα(i),
where [ω]M,ι0(L), [ω]M,ιt(L) are the classes of ω in H
2(M, ι0(L);R), H
2(M, ιt(L);R).
By (138) we have H0 = Ht = H∗(L;Q) ⊕
⊕
(p−,p+)∈R Q(p−, p+). Using similar
ideas to Remark 11.3, define a Λnov-linear map Ξˆt : H0 ⊗ Λnov → Ht ⊗ Λnov to be
the identity on H∗(L;Q) and to satisfy Ξˆt(p−, p+) = T
−c(p−,p+)(p−, p+), where T
is the formal variable in Λnov from §3.4. Then using (153) and (154) we see that
mtk
(
Ξˆt(h1), . . . , Ξˆt(hk)
)
= Ξˆt ◦m0k(h1, . . . , hk) for all h1, . . . , hk ∈ H0 ⊗ Λnov.
Thus, as in Remark 11.3, it is nearly true that setting Ξ1 = Ξˆt and Ξk = 0
for k 6= 1 defines a strict gapped filtered A∞ isomorphism Ξ : (H0 ⊗ Λ0nov, n0) →
(Ht ⊗ Λ
0
nov, n
t). The problem is that if c(p−,p+) > 0 for some (p−, p+) ∈ R then
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(p−, p+) ∈ H0 ⊗Λ0nov but Ξˆt(p−, p+) = T
−c(p−,p+)(p−, p+) /∈ Ht ⊗Λ0nov, so Ξˆt does
not map H0 ⊗ Λ0nov → Ht ⊗ Λ
0
nov ⊂ Ht ⊗ Λnov.
However, if b ∈ H0⊗Λ0nov is a bounding cochain for (H0⊗Λ
0
nov, n
0), and Ξˆt(b) lies
in Fλ(Ht⊗Λnov) for some λ > 0, then Ξˆt(b) is a bounding cochain for (Ht⊗Λ0nov, n
t).
Also Ξˆt is an isomorphism of complexes (H0 ⊗ Λnov, n
0,b
1 )→ (Ht ⊗ Λnov, n
t,b
1 ), and
so induces an isomorphism of Floer cohomology over Λnov (though not over Λ
0
nov):
(Ξˆt)∗ : HF ∗(ι0 : L→M, b; Λnov) −→ HF ∗(ιt : L→M, Ξˆt(b); Λnov).
We have discovered a kind of wall-crossing phenomenon. When t ∈ [0, ǫ) for
some ǫ > 0 we can map bounding cochains b for ι0 : L→M to bounding cochains
Ξˆt(b) for ιt : L→M , and this map induces canonical isomorphisms on Lagrangian
Floer cohomology. We have Ξˆt(b) ∈ Fλ(t)(Ht ⊗ Λnov), where we take λ(t) as large
as possible. For Ξˆt(b) to be a bounding cochain we need λ(t) > 0. However, it
may happen that at t = ǫ we have λ(ǫ) = 0, and for t > ǫ we have λ(t) > 0. Then
at t = ǫ we cross a ‘wall’ where the bounding cochain for ι0 : L → M no longer
corresponds to any bounding cochain for ιt : L→M when t > ǫ.
This example suggests the following conjectural picture:
Conjecture 13.17. Suppose that (M,ω) is a compact symplectic manifold, and
that ιt : L→M for t ∈ [0, 1] is a smooth 1-parameter family of compact Lagrangian
immersions satisfying the exactness condition of Definition 13.14(ii). Let S ⊆ [0, 1]
be the open subset of t ∈ [0, 1] for which ιt : L → M has only transverse double
self-intersections. Suppose for simplicity that L is oriented and spin; this induces
relative spin structures for ιt : L → M for all t ∈ [0, 1], as in §5.1. Then for all
t ∈ S, we have the moduli space of bounding cochains MHt,nt for ιt : L→M, which
is independent of choices up to canonical bijection by Theorem 13.4.
We conjecture that for all s, t ∈ S there should exist open subsets Os,t ⊆MHs,ns
and homeomorphisms Φs,t : Os,t → Ot,s with Φt,s = Φ
−1
s,t , and whenever GHs,ns ·
bs ∈ Os,t, GHt,nt · bt ∈ Ot,s with Φs,t(GHs,ns · bs) = GHt,nt · bt, there should exist
canonical isomorphisms
HF ∗(ιs : L→M, bs; Λnov) ∼= HF ∗(ιt : L→M, bt; Λnov),
HF ∗
(
(ιs : L→M, bs), (L
′, b′); Λnov
)
∼= HF ∗
(
(ιt : L→M, bt), (L
′, b′); Λnov
)
,
for any compact immersed Lagrangian ι′ : L′ → M with transverse double self-
intersections intersecting ιs(L), ιt(L) transversely, and bounding cochain b
′.
Furthermore, for any GHs,ns · bs ∈ MHs,ns the set Ts = {t ∈ S : GHs,ns · bs ∈
Os,t} is an open subset of S containing s, and at the boundary of Ts in S, a
wall-crossing phenomenon like that in Example 13.16 occurs.
13.5. Immersed Lagrangians and embedded Legendrians. We now develop
the ideas of §13.4 further in the context of contact geometry and Legendrian sub-
manifolds. Let (M,ω) be a compact symplectic 2n-manifold, and suppose [ω] ∈
H2(M ;R) lies in the image of H2(M ;Z)→ H2(M ;R). Then there exists a princi-
pal U(1)-bundle P →M with first Chern class c1(P ) = 2π[ω], and a connection A
on P with curvature 2πω. Write the U(1) action on P as (e
√−1 θ, p) 7→ e
√−1 θ · p,
and let v ∈ C∞(TP ) be the vector field of the U(1)-action, so that e
√−1 θ acts as
exp(θv) : P → P . Write π : P → M for the natural projection whose fibres are
U(1)-orbits U(1) · p for p ∈ P . Let γ be the 1-form of the connection on P , so that
γ ∈ C∞(T ∗P ) is U(1)-invariant with v · γ ≡ 1 and dγ ≡ π∗(2πω).
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Then P has the structure of a contact (2n+ 1)-manifold, with contact 1-form γ
and Reeb vector field v. An immersed n-manifold ι˜ : L→ P is called a Legendrian
submanifold if ι˜∗(γ) ≡ 0. If ι˜ : L → P is Legendrian then π ◦ ι˜ : L → P is a
Lagrangian immersion. Conversely, if ι : L → M is a Lagrangian immersion, then
ι∗(P )→ L is a U(1)-bundle with a flat U(1)-connection, and there exists a Legen-
drian immersion ι˜ : L→ P with ι = π ◦ ι˜ if and only if this flat U(1)-connection has
a constant section, that is, if it is trivial. Since flat U(1)-connections are classified
by morphisms H1(L;Z)→ U(1), a sufficient condition for an immersed Lagrangian
ι : L→M to lift to an immersed Legendrian ι˜ : L→ P is that H1(L;Z) = {0}.
If ι˜ : L → P is an embedding we identify L with ι˜(L) ⊂ P and regard L as a
subset of P , with γ|L ≡ 0. Generic Legendrians in P are embedded. If L ⊂ P is an
embedded Legendrian then π = π|L : L→M is an immersed Lagrangian, which in
general is not embedded.
We call two Legendrian immersions ι˜ : L→ P , ι˜′ : L′ → P immersed Legendrian
isotopic if there exists a diffeomorphism h : L → L′ and a smooth 1-parameter
family ι˜t : t ∈ [0, 1] of Legendrian immersions ι˜t : L → P , such that ι˜0 = ι˜ and
ι˜1 = ι˜
′ ◦ h. If ι˜, ι˜′ are embeddings, we call ι˜ : L → P , ι˜′ : L′ → P embedded
Legendrian isotopic if there exist ι˜t : t ∈ [0, 1] as above with each ι˜t : L → P an
embedding. Clearly, embedded Legendrian isotopic implies immersed Legendrian
isotopic.
If ι˜ : L→ P , ι˜′ : L′ → P are Legendrian immersions and h : L→ L′, ι˜t : t ∈ [0, 1]
is an immersed Legendrian isotopy between them, then π◦ι˜ : L→M , π◦ι˜′ : L′ →M
are Lagrangian immersions, and h : L→ L′, π ◦ ι˜t : t ∈ [0, 1] is a local Hamiltonian
equivalence between them, in the sense of Definition 13.14(ii). Conversely, if ι :
L → M , ι′ : L′ → M are locally Hamiltonian equivalent Lagrangian immersions,
then there exists a Legendrian lift ι˜ : L → P with ι ≡ π ◦ ι˜ if and only if there
exists a Legendrian lift ι˜′ : L′ → P with ι′ ≡ π ◦ ι˜′, and then h, ιt : t ∈ [0, 1] in
Definition 13.14(ii) lift to an immersed Legendrian isotopy h, ι˜t : t ∈ [0, 1] between
ι˜ : L → P and ι˜′ : L′ → P . So local Hamiltonian equivalence in M corresponds
exactly to immersed Legendrian isotopy in P .
Now embedded Legendrian isotopies are a special class of immersed Legendrian
isotopies, and so project to a special class of local Hamiltonian equivalences. Ques-
tion 13.15 asked whether Floer cohomology is invariant under any special classes
of local Hamiltonian equivalences. So it makes sense to ask:
Question 13.18. In the situation above, let L0, L1 ⊂ P be compact embedded
Legendrians. Suppose that the Lagrangian immersions π : L0 → M , π : L1 → M
have only transverse double self-intersections. Is Floer cohomology HF ∗
(
(π : L0 →
M, b0); Λnov
)
, HF ∗
(
(π : L0 → M, b0), (π : L1 → M, b1); Λnov
)
preserved under
embedded Legendrian isotopies of L0, L1?
The authors expect the problem to be better behaved if we work over a smaller
Novikov ring ΛZnov. Suppose L ⊂ P is a compact embedded Legendrian, and π :
L → M has only transverse double points. Define R as in §4.1. If (p−, p+) ∈ R
then p−, p+ ∈ L with p− 6= p+ and π(p−) = π(p+) in M . Thus p−, p+ are distinct
points in the same U(1)-orbit, and p+ = e
√−1 θ · p− for some unique θ ∈ (0, 2π).
Define a(p−,p+) =
θ
2π . Then a(p−,p+) ∈ (0, 1), and a(p−,p+) + a(p+,p−) = 1.
The areas of J-holomorphic curves in M with boundaries in π(L) have an in-
tegrality property involving the a(p−,p+) for (p−, p+) ∈ R. We can express it like
this: if Mk+1(α, β, J) 6= ∅ and [ω]M,π(L) is the class of ω in H
2(M,π(L);R) then
(155) β · [ω]M,π(L) −
∑
i∈I aα(i) ∈ Z.
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To prove (155), suppose [Σ, ~z, u, l, u¯] ∈ Mk+1(α, β, J), and for simplicity take Σ ∼=
D2 nonsingular. Then u¯ : S1 \ {ζi : i ∈ I} → L is smooth, with (limθ↑0 u¯(e
√−1 θζi),
limθ↓0 u¯(e
√−1 θζi)) = α(i) in R, for all i ∈ I.
Modify this u¯ to a piecewise smooth map u˜ : S1 → P by inserting at each ζi
for i ∈ I, the line segment [0, 2πa(p−,p+)] → P mapping θ 7→ e
√−1 θ · p−, where
α(i) = (p−, p+). Then
∫
S1 u˜
∗(γ) = 2π
∑
i∈I aα(i), since γ|L ≡ 0 and v · γ ≡ 1. Now
consider the U(1)-bundle u∗(P ) → Σ. It has a connection u∗(γ) with curvature
2πu∗(ω), and we have in effect constructed a section u˜ of u∗(P )|∂Σ with
∫
∂Σ
u˜∗(γ) =
2π
∑
i∈I aα(i). But
∫
Σ
2π u∗(ω) =
∫
∂Σ
u˜∗(γ)+2πc1
(
u∗(P ); u˜
)
, where c1
(
u∗(P ); u˜
)
∈
Z ∼= H2(Σ, ∂Σ;Z) is the first Chern class of the U(1)-bundle u∗(P )→ Σ relative to
the trivialization of u∗(P )|∂Σ induced by u˜. Putting all this together gives (155).
By analogy with (13)–(16), define Novikov rings
ΛZnov =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λieµi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ Z, µi ∈ Z, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
,
ΛNnov =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λieµi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ N, µi ∈ Z, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
,
ΛZCY =
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ Z, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
,
ΛN
CY
=
{∑∞
i=0 aiT
λi : ai ∈ Q, λi ∈ N, limi→∞ λi =∞
}
,
where N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} ⊂ Z. Then in the situation of §11, having constructed X
define Q˜X to be the Q-vector space with basis f for f ∈ X with f : ∆a → L, and
T a(p−,p+)f for f ∈ X with f : ∆a → {(p−, p+)} ⊂ R. Similarly, modifying (138),
define a Q-vector space H˜ =
⊕
d∈Z H˜
d by
H˜d = Hn−d−1(L;Q)⊕
⊕
(p−,p+)∈R:
d=η(p−,p+)−1
Q · T a(p−,p+)(p−, p+).
We can then go through §7–§13 using ΛZnov,Λ
N
nov,Λ
Z
CY
,ΛN
CY
in place of Λnov,Λ
0
nov,
ΛCY,Λ
0
CY, and Q˜X ⊗Λ
N
nov, H˜⊗Λ
N
nov, H˜⊗Λ
Z
nov, Q˜X ⊗Λ
N
CY, H˜⊗Λ
N
CY, H˜⊗Λ
Z
CY in place
of QX ⊗Λ0nov,H⊗Λ
0
nov,H⊗Λnov,QX ⊗Λ
0
CY
,H⊗Λ0
CY
,H⊗ΛCY, respectively. The
integrality condition (155) and the definitions of Q˜X , H˜ ensure we can choose mk
to map
(
Q˜X ⊗ ΛNnov
)
k → Q˜X ⊗ ΛNnov, and similarly for nk. That is, only powers
T l or T l+a(p−,p+) for l ∈ N and (p−, p+) ∈ R occur in Q˜X ⊗ΛNnov, and in the terms
T λeµmλ,µk in mk, the only allowed values for λ ∈ R are those which take possible
total powers of T in
(
Q˜X ⊗ ΛNnov
)
k to possible powers of T in Q˜X ⊗ ΛNnov.
Thus, in §11 we construct gapped filtered A∞ algebras (Q˜X ⊗ ΛNnov,m) and
(H˜⊗ΛNnov, n) over Λ
N
nov, and in the graded case of §12 we construct (Q˜X ⊗Λ
N
CY,m)
and (H˜ ⊗ ΛN
CY
, n) over ΛN
CY
. Then as in §13.1–§13.3, we define Lagrangian Floer
cohomology HF ∗
(
(L, b); ΛNnov
)
, HF ∗
(
(L, b); ΛZnov
)
, over ΛNnov or Λ
Z
nov, and similarly
for two Lagrangians, and for graded Lagrangians over ΛN
CY
,ΛZ
CY
. Several of the def-
initions of gapped filtered A∞ algebras, morphisms, etc. require minor modification
to allow for inclusion of factors T a(p−,p+) in Q˜X , H˜.
We can now make our most important point. Consider the wall-crossing phe-
nomenon described in Example 13.16. This occurs when, for a family of immersed
Lagrangians ιt : L → M for t ∈ [0, 1], we have a family of bounding cochains
bt ∈ Fλ(t)(Ht ⊗Λnov), where λ(t) > 0 is necessary for bt to be a bounding cochain.
If λ(ǫ) = 0 then at t = ǫ we cross a ‘wall’ where bt ceases to be a bounding cochain.
Now if ιt = π ◦ ι˜t for a smooth family of Legendrian embeddings ι˜t : L → M ,
then the only allowed powers of T in bounding cochains b(t) are T l for l = 1, 2, . . .
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and T l+a(p−,p+)(t) for l = 0, 1, . . ., where a(p−,p+)(t) ∈ (0, 1). Thus, the leading
power of T in bt could only deform continuously to zero at t = ǫ if a(p−,p+)(t)→ 0
as t → ǫ. But a(p−,p+)(ǫ) = 0 implies that ι˜ǫ(p−) = ι˜ǫ(p+), that is, ι˜ǫ : L → P is
an immersion, but not an embedding.
This shows that the wall-crossing phenomenon in Example 13.16 cannot happen
for bounding cochains for (H˜ ⊗ ΛNnov, n) under embedded Legendrian isotopy. If, as
Conjecture 13.17 claims, this is the only mechanism by which Floer cohomology
changes under local Hamiltonian equivalence, then Floer cohomology over ΛZnov
should be unchanged under embedded Lagrangian isotopy. So we conjecture:
Conjecture 13.19. In the situation above, suppose that ι˜t : L→ P for t ∈ [0, 1] is
a smooth 1-parameter family of Legendrian embeddings with L compact, oriented,
and spin, and that π ◦ ι˜0 : L→M and π ◦ ι˜1 : L→M have only transverse double
self-intersections. Then there should exist a canonical bijection Ψ : MH0,n0 →
MH1,n1 between the moduli spaces of bounding cochains for π ◦ ι˜0 : L → M and
π◦ ι˜1 : L→M . Let b0 ∈ M̂H0,n0 and b1 ∈ M̂H1,n1 with Ψ(GH0,n0 ·b0) = GH1,n1 ·b1,
and suppose L2 is a compact embedded Legendrian in P, such that π : L2 →M has
only transverse double self-intersections, and b2 is a bounding cochain for π : L2 →
M . Then there are canonical isomorphisms
HF ∗
(
(π ◦ ι˜0 : L→M, b0); Λ
Z
nov
)
∼= HF ∗
(
(π ◦ ι˜1 : L→M, b1); Λ
Z
nov
)
,
HF ∗
(
(π ◦ ι˜0 : L→M, b0), (π : L2 →M, b2); Λ
Z
nov
)
∼=
HF ∗
(
(π ◦ ι˜1 : L→M, b1), (π : L2 →M, b2); Λ
Z
nov
)
.
This conjecture suggests there should exist a theory of Legendrian Floer coho-
mology for embedded Legendrians in contact manifolds P which are U(1)-bundles
over symplectic manifolds (M,ω). This should clearly be related to the theory of
Legendrian contact homology, which was described informally by Eliashberg, Given-
tal and Hofer [5, §2.8], and by Chekanov [4] for Legendrian knots in R3, and has
been developed rigorously by Ekholm, Etnyre and Sullivan [6, 7], for embedded
Legendrians L in R2n+1 and in M × R for (M,ω) an exact symplectic manifold.
In particular, for (M,ω) exact one can compare our HF∗(L, b; ΛZnov) for embed-
ded Legendrians inM×S1, and Ekholm et al.’s HC∗(L, J) for embedded Legendri-
ans L in M×R, [7]. It seems that HC∗(L, J) should be a sector of HF∗(L, b; ΛZnov),
but not the whole thing, since HC∗(L; J) is the homology of a complex involving
H1(L;Z) and the set of double points of π(L) in M , but HF∗(L, b; ΛZnov) is the
cohomology of a complex involving all of H∗(L;Q) and R, which has two points
(p−, p+), (p+, p−) for each double point p of π(L) in M . We hope our conjecture
will lead to progress in Legendrian contact homology.
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